


Visual Cyberquery (VCQ), The New Report Writer From 
Cybersdence, Is Indisputably The Best. Here's Why. 

C YBERSCIENCE Corporation, developers of CQCS, the preferred 4GL for 
DG, announces a revolutionary new concept in report writers. Visual 
Cyberquery (YCQ) is not one but a family of reporting software products 

designed to allow any user to create and share query applications and data using 
an interface appropriate to their needs and experience. 

o POWERFUL FUNOIONALITY FOR ALL YOUR USERS. 
New and infrequent users start with VCQ Levell. It's menu..c\ri.ven interface is easy to 
use and provides instantaneous help all the way. Using VCQ as an intelligent text 
editor, its report specification language offers increasing power and functionality 
from Level I, through Level II (Intermediate), to Level III (Advanced) so that 
experienced users can create the most sophisticated reports. Uniquely, VCQ caters 
to the entire user spectrum with just one product to license, learn and support. 

@ DESIGN REPORTS IN A FRACTION OF THE TIME. 
You can create reports up to 100 times faster using VCQ rather than COBOL. 

@) OUTSTANDING RUN TIME PERFORMANCE. 
VCQ can process thousands of database records per second. A report that takes 5 
minutes to run in VCQ may take an hour or more to run with other products. 

o IT'S PART OF (Q(S, THE LEADING 4GL. 
Using the comprehensive application development environment provided by 
CQCS, end-users and MIS professionals can work together to create even the most 
sophisticated applications 10 to 40 times faster than using 3GLs such as COBOL. 

o DATABASE AND ENVIRONMENT INDEPENDENT. 
CQCS is the only 4GL that provides simultaneous support for all of DG's most 
popular databases, induding INFOS, ICOBOL, BBASIC and DG/SQL. Naturally, 
support for DEC's Rdb and RMS, Inforrnix, ORACLE and many more strategic 
databases is also available. VCQ is 100% compatible across Data General AOSNS 
and AViiO , DEC VAXNMS, strategic UNIX platforms, MS DOS, and PC networks. 
You can retrofit quickly and easily to existing applications or combine relational 
and non-relational data in the same reports. 

CD IT'S THE ONLY REPORT WRITER YOU'LL MR NEED, NOW OR IN THE FUTURl 
No other product protects your investment AND maximizes your return on 
investment like VCQ. It extends the life of your computer systems, making it the 
best investment you've made since the day you bought your computer. 

tJNI1:1O Sf! fiIlBmJ 
(}Nttl// 

1-800·451-1544 
AND JOIN US AT NADGUG, BOOTH #414. 

t ra'dJ~:::~:t;:~~=~!~~~~~~~~;'ln Australia, call 02-413-4666. In the U.K., caU 0992·441111. Productivity with Performance r<><rved.Cybendenre. CQCS. Cyberquery. Vlsua' Cyberquery. and VCQ are 
names are trademarks and/or servictmirks of their respective manufacturers. 
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Put more power on track 
with SCIP memory 

AViiON workstations 
AViiON servers 
MV5500 
MV5600 
MV7800 
MV7800XP 
MV8000 
MV9300 
MV9500 
MV9600 
MV10000 
MV15000 
MV18000 
MV20000 
MV20000 mod2 

Increasing main memory, like adding another locomotive to 
a train increases power and performance. 

We design and manufacture a full complement of expansion 
memory. .. some that even speed up or expand OG's limits. 

So why put up with sluggish performance? Hook up 
another memory and boost your system to full power and get that 
data train moving .... and you won't break your budget either. 

Bottom line: 
• 100% compatable • lifetime warranty 
• trial evaluation • 24 hour exchange 

SCIP 
SYSTEM CONTROLLERS & INTERFACE PRODUCTS 
441 S. BEVERLY DR. #2 - BEVERLY HILLS - CALIFORNIA 90212 - (310) 282 8700 - FAX (310) 8394464 
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"Portability's been the key 
to our business success -
it's trebled our userbase 
in four years" 

(UBB's made it possible for tiS to move to any Open Systems platform and we've 

trebled our tax prodt~cts userbase since adopting it in 1987. 

CVirtually overnight J17e were able to widen our market appeal, give clients a 

better deal and more choice, increase sales AND shorten the sales cycle. 

(Previously tied to DG and Bluebird SuperDOS proprietary systems, now J17e 

offer MS-DOS, Novell networks, 386 UNIX, IBM RS/6000 and CT CTIX. We've 

also the flexibility to add other platforms as needs change. 

(One of the best business decisions we ever made!' 

Enthusiastic users enjoying benefits like these have made Transoft's UBB 

Universal Business Basic the world's top selling portable Business BASIC. 

2,000 Open Systems copies in 15 countries - more copies than 

those of UBB's competitors combined! 

But there's more than just one great product behind 

Transoft's success. 

An integrated product range. Global technical support. A 

dedicated development and support team. More Open Systems 

experience than anyone else in the market. Five years' steady 

growth. And .... the most professional all-round business 

partner you could ask for. 

If you don't yet know how we could help your business -

as we've helped Pax us - give us a call. 

The world's number 1 Open Systems BBASIC pendor 

Transoft Limited, ash House, Datchet Road, 
lough, SL3 7LR England. 

Tel: 0753692332 (1m +44 753 692332) 
Fax: 0753694251 (1m +44 753 694251 ) 
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Frank Perry 

What a year! 

This is my last message as president of 
our group. It is my farewell to the 1990-
1991 ADGUG year-a year full of unan
ticipated challenges, along with unprec
edented opportunities to guide ADGUG 
into the future . 

As we gather here in Denver for the 
1991 ADGUG conference, ADGUG 
takes its first steps into the new decade. 

ADGUG leaders are filled with fresh 
idea and procedures, and very enthusi
astic about the future. 

Plea e don't let all thi flowery lan
guage turn you away, as I really want to be 
in touch with you about what is happen
ing. Those of you who attend the confer
ence will have the opportunity to hear me 
or one of the other officers explain the past 
year in detail. For those who don't, I will 
summarize. 

Following the general trend of every 
organization that is associated with the 
computer industry, ADGUG has had to 
reduce its expenses in the past year. We've 
worked hard to cut expenses without af
fecting the quality of services provided to 

ADGUG members. We've revised the 
ADGUG budget as adopted last spring, 

and will pre ent the new budget for mem
bership approval at the conference. One 
ofthe changes is that we've contracted for 
association management services with 
Danieli & O'Keefe Associates of Sudbury, 
Massachusetts, the firm that has been han
dling our conference and exhibit floor. 

Another item of note is our annual mem
ber hip survey. You should receive your 
survey soon, if you have not received it 
already. Results of the survey and Data 
General's respon es to your concerns will 
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be published in a future issue of Focus. 
In looking back over my term as presi

dent, I have to say that it was much more 
than I expected . I have tried to do my best 
in representing the Data General Users 
Group. All of your officers put in many 
hours (and weeks) on ADGUG. To
gether, we have taken steps to en ure 

ADGUG's success, and to encourage 
growth in membership and benefits. 

For the future, I would like to introduce 
all of you to your incoming slate of offic
er . Dennis Doyle, our current vice presi
dent, will automatically succeed me as 
pre ident. Most of you know Denni a a 
slightly irreverent but very capable con-
ultant from Oregon (and everal other 

places). Denni ha worked very hard thi 
year and is responsible for one of our 
major coup - ADGUG' participation 
in etting priorities to clean up Data 
General's backlog of STRs. 

Jan Grossman, of Minneapolis, has been 
doing double duty for the last year and a 
half, combining her position as confer
ence chairperson with the duties of trea
surer. Jan has shown remarkable energy 
and talent for organization that have been 
invaluable. Jan is our recommended can
didate for vice president. 

Tim Boyer, of Ohio, is our secretary, 
having been elected last year for a two
year term. Most of you know Tim from his 
column in Focus. Tim has been very help
ful, with his dry wit, with keeping u all in 
a state of reality. 

The new candidate, for a two-year term 
as treasurer, is Steve Pound of Charlotte, 

orth Carolina. In addition to being a 
CPA, Steve is a protege of former 

ADGUG President Don Clark-that 
alone is high recommendation. 

I cannot forget the last member of the 
Board of Directors, immediate past Presi
dent Lee Jones of Houston. Lee has done 
yeoman service over the past years, in
cluding calling me from Lawn, Texas 
(population 3), for a conference call. I will 
mis Lee's sage adviceand calm approach. 

All of these thoughts combine to sum
marizean exhilarating, hectic year. Thanks 
to all of you for the opportunity, and I 
hope that my best was good enough. 

God bless you all! t::,. 
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VS TOOLBOX " 
Powerful tools for MV management, 
optimizing INFOS~and system security. 

DISK PAK " 
The premier disk optimization product 
for MVs. 

FILE MONITOR .. 
A superior fi le usage monitor and 
disk balancer. 

INQUIRE TODAY 
100% SATISFACTION 

GUARANTEED! 

The ultimate disk optimizer for 
VSII systems. 

MAID "for CEO 
Economical utilities for your 
electronic office. 

PCOpy PAL'" 
Now you can reload specific files from 
PCOpy tapes. 

EAGLE Software, Inc. 
169 East Cloud 
P.O. Box 16 
Salina Kansas 67402-0016 

GSA# GSOOK92AGS5936 
Eagle Software is an authorized 

Toll Free 800-477-5432 
Phone (913) 823-7257 
FAX (913) 823-6185 SOFTWARE,INC. Data General lSV. 

OISIC PAl<. VS_ TOOlBOX. FILE_MONITOR, MAID lor CEO, DISK_PAl< QoLiooI, and PCOPY _PAl .............. of EAGLE SOFTWARE INC. INFOS and CEO V. ~$I"" .......,.. of Da .. Gen8faI CoIp. 
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Who's on track? 
by Brad Friedlander 
Special to Focus 

decade. Conference 1991 finds Data Gen
eral, computer technology, and ADGUG 
on-track for your future. 

The railroad helped put Denver on
track for its future as a major city in the 
west. ADGUG's1991 conference in Den
ver puts you on-track for the future of 
your information ystems. 

Data General is on-track 
Data General seems ready to regain its 

stature in the computer indu try. The suc
cess of the Aviion family provides a strong 
open systems solution as an alternative to 
proprietary systems. The growing role and 
capabilities of Ed ipse MV and Aviioncom
puters as servers in computing networks 

This year' conference is important to 
your success in the 1990s. You'll see more 
developments in the computer industry 
in the next year or two than in the past 
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Look who's talking! 
If you're not in Denver at NADGUG 91, well, there's always next year. But 

missing this year's event means that you pass up the chance to hear the following 
specialguestspeake~: 

Ronald L. Skates, Data General's president and chief executive officer, welcomes 
a ttendees and updates them on recent events. He addresses the company's financial 
results and discusses DG's strategic positioning to lead in the information technol
ogy market of the 90s. 

Joel Schwartz, vice president of the Eclipse Business Unit, provides an update on 
progress of the Eclipse MV family of systems, and assesses future directions. DG 
recently announced the latest membe~ of its fifth generation of MV systems, the 
Edipse MV All-Star family. 

Stephen Paul Baxter, vice president of corporate marketing, presents a "Report 
Card" on DG's open systems, discussing a Iso the company's advertising and public 
relations programs and their effects on Data General's increasing visibility in the 
market. 

J. Thomas West, senior vice president of advanced systems development, focuses 
on technology-outlining prod uct strategies and technological trends, demonstrat
ing how DG prepares to meet the challenges ahead, and showing how Data General 
applies the latest technology in ongoing product development programs. 

Keynote speaker Alan Parisse presents "Prospering Through the Cycles," a 
discussion on the inevitability of cycles in business, caree~, and life-and shows 
what can be done to deal with them. 

A 20-year business professional, Parisse is respected for his insights into market
ing, sales, and presentation development. He is author of The Great Salesperson and 
co-author of Power Marketing: The 101 Best Strategies for Financinl Professionals. 6 

illustrates Data General's commitment to 
the direction of computer technology. This 
year's conference examines the newest 
capabilities that Data General and the 
conference's many other exhibitors have 
to offer, and explores significant direc
tion for the future. 

Computer technology is on-track 
The art and "black magic" of oftware 

development in the 80s is giving way to 
olid software engineering approache . 

CASE and object-oriented technologies are 
real tools for better productivity. Technol
ogy is taking a holistic view of computing 
networks instead of the piecemeal ap
proach of the past. Distributed data bases 
and cooperative processing tools are lead
ing to the emergence of the network oper
ating system. The idle processing power 
of desktop computers can now be har
nessed to solve business problems. 

NADGUG is on-track 
Conference 1991 again feature "United 

for the 90s" --concurrent meetings indud
ing Data General, third-party suppliers, 
and ADGUG. The joint affair gives DG 
u ers more opportunities than ever to meet 
with Data General officials, and to see the 
solutions created by third-party vendors. 

ADGUG has moved ahead to reach 
its goal of an independent user commu
nity developing a good working relation
ship with Data General Corporation. Con
ference 1991 gives you the largest exhibit 
that we have ever had. Take advantage of 
the ample opportunities to meet with 

ADGUG special interest group (SIGs), 
and to help chart ADGUG's course 
through the 90s. 

Consider it an investment! 
ADGUGConference91 repre entsthe 

best investment that you can make in the 
future of your business or organization. 
Make it work for you. Welcome to the 
Mile-High City. 11 

Brad Friedlander is a member of Arthllr D. 
Little's Information and Telecommunications 
Section, a past president of NADGUG, and 
chair of the NADGUG bylaws committee. 
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Now your Business Basic 
software can look and 
feel like PC software 

with NEW 832 
Business Basic Rev 3.0 

Introducing B32 
Business Basic Rev 3.0. 
The new B32 Business 

Basic with an entire 
arsenal of new features 
designed to make even 

the most routine 
program look and feel 

like the latest in PC 
software. 

And isn't that what 
YOUR customers want? 

NEW FEATURES 
• POPUP ME US 
• PULL DOW ME US 
• LOTUS STYLE ME US 
· WI DOWS 
• 0 LI E HELP 
• HOTKEYS 
• COLOR SUPPORT 

ADVANCED PROGRAMMING FEATURES 

"B32 Rev 3.0 is the most exciting version 
of B32 we h8ve ever re/e8sed. /t brings 
Business B8sic into the 90's. / expect it will 
set the st8nd8rds in Business B8sic for 
some time to come': 

Murray H. Haszard 
Managing Director 

feature that make CyberScience 0 

succe sful. 

PORTABILITY 
B32 is the only Business Basic runnIng on -

• All Major U IX Platform 
• MSDOS 
• ovell 
• AOS S 

TheNEWB32 
Business Basic Rev 3.0. 
It's what you need 
because it's what your 
customers want. And 
now you can give it to 
them. Easily. 

But only from B32 
Software. Phone or fax 
today for your Fully 
Featured Demonstration 
Package. 

EMBEDDED SQl REPORTING 
ew statement provide direct access to 

relational databa e like Ingres. 
Oracle and Inform'" coming oon. 

B32 now incorporates di k caching to 
Supercharge performance. 

UNIQUE GUARANTEE 
• Full creen editor. 
• Optional line numbers. 
• Shared subroutines with argument 

checking. 
• Multiple statements per line. 
• Extensive debugging aids. 

BLUEBIRD · COMPATIBILITY 
• Directly compile BLUEBIRD ource 

code. 
• Only one et of ource code needed for 

BLUEBIRD and B32. 
• Greatly reduced conversion time. 

If a customer is not atisfied with our product 
in any way, whether it be performance, support or 
compatibility with Busine Basic, we wi ll refund 
the complete purchase price of 832 for a period of 
up to 90 day after the purcha e date. 

POWERFUL INTEGRATED SQl AND 4Gl 
Integra ted with CyberScience's CQCS to 

give your customers access to a true high 
performance SQL and 4GL with all the 

• 0 need to fi lter. 
• 0 need to add line numbers. 
• Utili tie provided to read SuperDo 

Media. 

832's EW 8u ines Sa ic Rev 3.0 is also 
backed by the very be t upport in the bu ine s. 
One day re pon e ti me guaran teed. 

832 SOFTWARE (US) INC 
4412 Carver Woods Drive, Cincinnati OH 45242. Phone: (513) 791-6172 Fax: (513) 791-6290 

CONTACT US TODAY! 
A Fully Featured Demonstration copy of the NEW B32 BUSINESS 

BASIC REV 3.0 - in the format of your choice - will be shipped to you 
on request and without obligation, when you call FELIX on (513) 791-6172. 
Or fax your request to (513) 791-6290. 

Circle 3 on reader service card . 
832·03 
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The quest for a new 
computing environment 

by Rick Havourd 
Special to Focus 

SYNOPSIS 
Know well your software and 

hardware requirements, Jor they 
will guide and sustain you 

through the treacherous "maze 
oj twisty passages all alike" in 

choosing a new computer 
system. The author recounts the 

considerations that led his 
company into the realm oj Unix 

and Aviion. 

We knew that it wouldn't last forever
our Public School Administration pack
age was originally developed in the late 
70s on a DEC PDP-11 /35 and has evolved 
over the years to remain relatively com
petitive with similar products on the mar
ket. During that same period, we have 
witnessed the introduction of Digital 
Equipment Corporation's VAX, which 
ushered in the era of 32 -bit virtual memory 
computing (and yes, for those of you who 
have been running Data General equip
ment just as long, the Eclipse). We've seen 
PCs take over the desktop; we've chuck
led with everyone while Apple Macintosh 
struggled for respect as a real computer. 
And most recently, we've seen the advent 
of RISC machines. 

It wasn't too difficult to take a back seat 
while all of this was going on. The V AX 
was slow and lumbering. The Eclipse had 
a book written about it. PCs were running 
spreadsheets on 16-bit CPUs with 640K 
memory and floppy disks. The Macintosh 
was so god-awful slow that its strato
spheric price tag didn't justify waiting as 
the "happy disk" slowly transformed into 
a windowed desktop. 

The most curious of all the ad vances has 
to be Unix (and its bastard child, the RISC 

CPU). Personally, Unix ha to be the mo t 
user-hostile operating system ever foisted 
upon an unsuspecting public. Let's be 
serious about this folks. Any as whose 
commands were named by rolling a cof
fee cup across the keyboard shouldn't re
ceive the fanfare we've given it. And how 
about RISC ... reduced instruction set 
com pu ting? Of course, it's going to be fast. 
It has fewer instructions than my 6502A 
(circa 1977) and a hundred times the 
memory. I'm sure the engineer who 
thought this one up also has a Chevette 
with a turbo-charged engine in his back
yard that he uses to compete in truck 
pulls! 

Anyway, it became time for us to choose 
a new computer system as the heir to our 
current products. We came up with a list 
of requirements that the software/hard
ware environment must satisfy. 

Application development 
We required the following for applica

tion development software: A multi-user 
relational data base system consisting of a 
4GL with integrated SQL. A suitable 
method for distributing the data base 
across a network with multiple server or 
remote server capability. Support for char
acter-based terminals and windowed ter
minals (preferably X terminals). Multi
platform portability. Affordable for sys
tems with as few as 5 users and as many as 
100. 

Offerings from Ingres, Informix, Unify, 
and Progress were considered. In the end, 
we chose Progress from Progress Soft
ware Corporation. It has all of the features 
that we require. I say require because there 
are some items missing, such as complete 
windows support and a screen-oriented 
report genera tor, tha taren' t necessary bu t 
do help to provide for a complete system. 
We stuck with our "required" list on the 
premise that there would be a fair amount 
of customizing on our part regardless of 
which product we selected. Spending an 
extra $15,000 on bells and whistles that 
weren't relevant or would be scrapped in 
favor of our own "look and feel" didn't 
seem prudent. 

Operating system 
In addition to application programs, 

we provide complete system management 
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Data Plus 5650AS 
5.0Gb 8mm Subsystem 
for Unattended Backup 
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l Data Compression 
Available 

DOUBLE YOUR CAPACITY . ... THE DATA PLUS 5.0GB UNATTENDED 
BACKUP SUBSYSTEM . ... PRICED BELOW ANY OTHER . ... CONTACT 
DATA PLUS FOR DETAILS. 
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""" 
Data Plus Disc File 

Data Plus 2067 
SCSI Disc Controller 

FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH AOS/VS , AOSIVS II, AND 
ALL STANDARD DG UTILITIES. 

2750 Oregon Court, M3, Torrance, CA 90503 (213) 618-2090 FAX (213) 618-8714 
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and training services. This meant that 
whatever operating system and hardware 
we chose, our customers would also use. 
Being in the educational arena, most of 
our customers were demanding either 
Unix or MS-DOS. MS-DOS is an accept
able product for managing personal com
puters, but it just was not designed with 
the robustness of a commercial grade 
multi-user, multi-tasking operating sys
tem. I'm by no means a "propeller head," 
but by the same token, I'm not a 
"bonehead" either. We chose Unix. 

Ha.rdware 
Short of the fact that we wanted an 

architecture with intrinsic virtual memory 
support, the hard ware "iron" was our last 
consideration. Our application develop
ment system is available on systems from 
Data General, Sun, DEC, Unisys, IBM, 
and a host of others, so our choice in 
hardware vendors was wide open. 

One demand that we made was that the 
manufacturer must actively support work
stations as well as servers within the same 
family . We had already determined that 
development within our office would be 
done on workstations even if the target 
application would be for character-based 
terminals. There are so few rewards in life 
that this was something we couldn'tskimp 
on! 

With a complete line of software al
ready developed on DEC equipment, it 
seemed only natural that the first place we 
would look was Digital. It has a full prod
uct line consisting of the mature V AX/ 
VMS series, a Unix system built around 
the MIPS R3000 processor, and (for a third 
time) a PC product to compete in the M5-
DOS and SCO Unix camps. Great. 

The problem was trying to find some
one at Digital willing to talk about the 
benefits of developing on anyone of that 
company's platforms. It was very difficult 
to get a clear sense of the direction Digital 
is heading, and I believe that same indeci
sion makes it impossible for their sales 
force to effectively assist in customer deci
sions. We did some research into its RISC 
machines and, if you're curious, DEC's 
machines cost about as much as everyone 
else's. Clever arrangements of silicon can 
only demand so much, right? Now, look 
at the licensing fees! I decided to keep my 
house instead. Next .... 

I should have said NeXT. That's right, 
we considered Steve Jobs' most recent 
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brain-child. It is quite a slick little ma
chine. Just one look at the packaging and 
immediately you know something new is 
happening. Just as much creativity went 
into the desktop design with built-in ob
ject oriented development environment. 
Sprinkle on just the right amount of mind
candy and add some borderline-useful 
software, and you have quite a nifty ma
chine. Too bad that eXT is suffering 
worse marketing problems than Data Gen-

We didn't tell our 
sales rep right 

away. Like kissing 
on the first date, 
he never would 
have respected 
us for giving in 

so quickly 

eral. How do you explain to your custom
ers that to purchase one of your machines 
they have to enroll in the local community 
college first! Allemande left ... . 

On we went to ring Hewlett Packard's 
doorbell. Talk about total rejection
nobody answered for days. In all honesty, 
we spoke to someone in HP's VAR rela
tions department, but she was the wrong 
person. We're still waiting for the infor
mation packet and salesperson's call. I'll 
keep you posted. 

Honeywell-Bull has a local distributor, 
so we called. They responded to our hail 
almost before the receiver was put down 
(must be working on commissions only). 
Our concerns climaxed when our ques
tions about TCP /IP and X Windows were 
met with blank stares-but it was com
forting to know that as a V AR we can lease 
automobiles through them! 

Data General. DC. Tom West and Edson 
deCastro. TheSoulofa NewMachine. That's 
right, we finally gave the guys in Westboro 
a jingle. They directed us to our local sales 
office, right in the middle of sunny De
troit! Actually, it's quite a ways from De
troit, but I figure that images ofthe "Motor 

City" and smoking gun would attract 
your attention. A couple of days later we 
were Sitting in our conference room with 
a DG sales rep and hi tru ty SE idekick 
talking about everything from marketing 
channels and sales margins to DG/UX 
and its "elegantly designed kernel and file 
system." They didn't leave until all bases 
had been covered and we were satisfied. 
Personal attention still means a lot to us
we love the idea of working with a com
pany that is as hungry as we are. 

After months of searching, in pecting, 
and rejecting, we narrowed our field to 
two: Data General and Digital Equipment. 
The benefits of going with DEC were two
fold : 1) our history and identification as a 
DEC shop, and 2) DEC'simageasa leader 
in technological advancement. When we 
considered DEC's negative points, they 
outnumbered the benefits. Digital is tout
ing open systems only after taking a se
vere beating in the ongOing battle for the 
desktop; the political winds in Maynard 
tend to shift rapidly and we were tired of 
sitting in the cold. And finally, the cost of 
owning DEC equipment far outstrips ev
eryone except, maybe, IBM. 

That brings us to Data General, which, 
in all actuality, is very similar to DEC (if 
for no other reason than most of the people 
at DG worked for DEC at one time and 
vice-versa). Both companies have a cash 
cow proprietary system, both are fighting 
the MIPS war in the open systems arena, 
and both offer PCs so that their respective 
sales forces can submit bids on every level. 
When it comes to projecting a clear image, 
I would have to say that DG wins hands 
down. 

Data General's message is clear: if you 
have an Eclipse, keep it. We will support 
you and your machine forever. If you 
don't have one, buy anAviion. 1t is truly a 
great machine with a nicely integrated 
operating system. 

If that doesn' t do it for you, then the 
price of an A viion will. The five-year cost
of-ownership simply blows everyone else 
away. 

About five minutes later, we decided 
that Data General was the best choice for 
us and our customers. We didn't tell our 
sales rep right away. Like kissing on the 
first date, he never would have respected 
us for giving in so quickly. 

Demo systems and the Real Thing 
Innocently, we commented to our sales 
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No pretty pictures • No fancy 

• 
promlses~ • No big prices 

Just the best software you 

can buy for your DG D machines. 

G EN I SYS 
The easy-te-use database management tool that encourages 
fast development of simple or complex database applications. 
Its friendliness doesn't mask its power or flexibility. 

INQuery 
The GENISYS report writer can read ICOBOL, COBOL or PL 1 
file descriptions and ICOBOL, INFOS and BBASIC files. Check 
out our benchmarks! 

Sales Tracker 
No more missed sales because you forgot to call back ... no 
more guesstimate forecasts. Automate your sales force! You 
can start using Sales Tracker the day you install it. 

n"~ nl~v 1\".,.,.1171:" .,,,,v ."vn v, ,,,.,, .... ,. 
AND MANAGEMENT UTILITY 

" The complete disk tool" ... defragments your disk, automatically 
placing the most frequently accessed files for top efficiency. 
Some customers have reported running twice as fast! 

RAS 
RESOURCE ACCOUNTING SYSTEM 

Monitor file access violations and ACL changes; track CPU 
and printer use by user or project; track prime and nonprime 
use. Find out who should pay for your new disk! 

DBR (FOR UNIX) 

DISK BACKUP AND RECOVERY 

Full support for labels, multiple volume backups, multiple 
backups to a single volume ... all the features you loved using 
for MV backups are now available on AViiONs! 

CALL NOW! 

1-800-284-8333 
DMS Systems, Inc. Come see us at NADGUG '91 - Booth #430 

ADVANCED SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS 1111 BRICKYARD ROAD, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84106 
(801) 484-3333 FAX (801) 484-3367 
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r p, "DC m to be what we' re looking 
for, but thi whole Aviion thing has u at 
a bit of a loss." A week later, a demonstra
tion unit appeared on our doorstep. 0-

body thought it odd thatwe had a number 
of Aviion-compatible programs ready to 
load onto the machine as oon a it ar
rived. For the next month, we put an AV 
310 with 12 MB memory, 19-inch color 
monitor, and a 332 MB di k through it 
pace . 

While playing with our new toy, we 
al 0 had to go into the ring with DC ale. 
Thi proved to be the typical "quote a 
price, balk at a price" merry-go-round . 
Along the way we learned a new term: 

RE (non-revenue equipment), or better 
put, " cratch and dent," with truly excit
ing di count. ow we're getting ome
where. What do I care if someone el e 
p unded the key (or, truthfully,scrubbed 
the pizza-box with steel wool) before I 
did . It's not like sleeping in someone's 
dirty bed sheet, right? 

Our initial configuration is a network of 
three workstation . 

(2) AV31OC, 12MBmemory,332MBdi k, 
19-inch color monitor; 
(1) A V 200, 12 MB, 19-inch monochrome; 
(boat-load) Coax cable. 

Buying the equipment and actually hav
ing it delivered are two entirely different 
thing . A I said, we already had one AV 
310 safe in our clutches, but it was close to 
10 week before all the machines had ar
rived. ImpetllollS youth! Here I am com
plaining about 10 weeks for the delivery 
of a complete system when I used to wait 
10 month for a ingle disk drive! 

Hardware support contracts 
FE, CSR, FRU, CRU. Field Engineer, 

Customer Support Representative, Field 
Replaceable nit, Customer Replaceable 
Unit. What am I getting at? Thi is prima
rily targeted at anyone using a worksta
tion. If you have the ability to empty a 
dishwasher, you can put those same skills 
to good u e and save yourself a bundle in 
service contracts. It's an option referred to 
as On-Site Select, and it may be just what 

you need. Basically, when omethinggoes 
wrong with your machine, you are the 
first line of defense. You diagnose the 
problem, maybe even do a little investiga
tive work to identify the major compo
nent that has failed (disk drive, monitor, 
memory, CPU). Then, when you're abso
lutely sure it's not your fault (maybe ne
glecting that the keyboard came un
plugged), you place a call to Atlanta Sup
port. They' ll open a service incident and, 
most likely, ship a replacement part for 
overnight delivery. When the part arrives 
the next morning you just pop it in and 
viola! You' re cured. 

We've had both service options: On 
Call & On-Site Select. With our level of 
experience, I prefer the latter. Besides, 
with On Call Support the FE would arrive 
long before we opened in the morning. 
Then for the next hour or so, we'd be 
ubjected to third-party guilt (worse than 

grandma ever inflicted) while the persis
tently cheerful FE commented on how 
nice our lobby looked ... from the outside 
. .. in the freezing rain. 

IN I EROPERA110N 
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OPEN SYSTEMS 

* NFS for AOS/VS and AOS/VS II 
* TCP/IP for AOS/VS and AOS/VS II 
* ETHERNET FILE TRANSFER 
* REMOTE PROGRAM EXECUTION 

Claflin & CI Inc. 
203 Southwest Cutoff Northboro, MA 01532 

LAN 

AVIION 
SUN VAX 

* LPR - REMOTE PRINTING 
* FULL SCREEN VIRTUAL TERMINAL 
* REMOTE BACKUP 
* TCP /IP for RDOS and AOS 

See us at NADGUG, Booth #318 

FAX (508) 393-8788 Telephone (508) 393-7979 

Circle 5 on reader service card . 
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Setting up a new system 
If you have ever installed software on 

an A viion, you know that further discus
sion couldn't shed any more insight. If 
you haven't, then unpack your copy of 
Installing and Managing the DGjUX System 
and follow the directions. It' s really that 
simple. I would, however, like to make a 
few comments about things we discov
ered during our install. 

Regarding the predilection to divide 
your disk into a number of smaller logical 
disk units (LDUs); following the manual, 
you will have at least four LDUs: root, usr, 
swap, and usr _opt_Xl 1. Turn the page and 
you'll be creating yet more: accounts, mail, 
news, dump, and so on. The ability to do 
this is great and, in time, you may need 
this feature. Before that time comes, I bet 
you'll run ou t of room in your most acti ve 
partitions, even though gobs of storage 
are free in some other LOU. Even using 
DC/UX 5.4, with its ability to change the 
size of LOU with sysadm, means you're 
going to have to spend precious time play
ing the partition balancing act. We use the 

You wouldn't drive 
a ear without a 
dasIIboard ••• 
sowh,nm 
AOS/IS without 
:PERl'MGR! 
Includes a logging facility with 
report generator, real-time 
monitoring screen, file and 
directory structure analysis 
utilities and a tutorial on AOS/VS 
system performance analysis. 

join the hundreds of other System 
Managers who no longer run out 
of gas unexpectedly. 

101"1 :'II1'II11 
&01111 0 :'II1'II11 
10 DAf raw COPY 

$750 
$750 
FUll 

:SY .. 8B 
Sof1wore tor System Managers 
A Division of B.J. Inc. 

109 Minna Street. SUlle 215 
San francISCO. CA 94105 (415) 550·1454 
Dlal·up BBS(I~ baud) (415)391·6531 
See us at NADGUG, Booth #328 
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LDUsswap with 75000 blocks, root at50000 
blocks, and usr weighing in at 1186807 
blocks. I want to manage my machine, not 
be managed by it. 

I'm sure that this will come as a sur-

We took our 4.3x 
distribution tapes and 
completely reloaded 

our systems. I 
strongly recommend 

doing so yourself. This 
little bonding experi

ence will quell a 
number of fears the 
first day something 

goes wrong 

prise, but when we purchased our ma
chines, cost was a major concern. Sacri
fices had to be made. We gave up memory 
and disk space for dinner and a place to 

live. In all fairness to our sales rep and SE, 
you really do need a 600 MB drive if you 
plan to have a emi-autonomous system 
wi th a bit of legroom for future expansion. 
The disks included with our system were 
332 MBeach. With twoofthesedrivesand 
three workstations, we ran out of pace 
veryquickly. (Yep,adi kles work tation 
on a workstation server . .. sue me.) Thank 
to the world of SCSI and free market econo
mies, we were able to trade up to two 
brand new 600 MB Fujit u drive (two
year warranty) at about the cost of one DG 
(read: Micropolos) 332 MB drive! ow, 
with 1.2 GB available we have ample room 
for our needs. 

With disk space to boot (that was a pun, 
by the way), we went spelunking into the 
"maze of twi ty pa age all alike" affec
tionately called Unix. During our travels, 
we couldn't help but notice that there 
were periods when you would uffer 
through 15-20 seconds of frantic disk ac
cess, meanwhile everything pretty much 
froze as another tidbitof your process wa 
swapped in from disk. After two weeks of 

DATA GENERAL 
BUY. SELL. TRADE 

PROCESSORS TERMINALS 
AViiON. Full line .................................................. SAVE$$ 6502 0462 CRT wlkeyboard ..................................... $345 
MV9500 with 8MB Memory .................................. $39.900 6501 0412 CRT wlkeyboard ....................................... 325 
MV20000 Mod 1 ..................................................... 29.900 6500 0216 CRT wlkeyboard ....................................... 275 
MVI5000. Mod 8 ............ ........................................ 12.900 6392 0215 CRT wlkeyboard .............. ......................... 185 
MV2500 8MB Mem. 322MB· HID LAC 12 .............. 13.900 6256 0460 CRT wlkeyboard ............ ........................... 175 
MV7800XP 4MB Mem. complete w/chassls ............ 3.900 61960211 CRT wlkeyboard ....................................... 159 
MVloooo or S280 wlBMC ....................................... 2.900 Esprit 6310 CRT wlkeyboard ...................................... 190 
MV2000 MOD 114MB Memory. 160MB HID ............ 2.900 
DG500 512KB 44MB HID Cart ................................ 2.700 PRINTERS 

MEMORIES 
AViION. 32 MB Memory ........................................ $9.900 
8990E 32MB MV20IMV15 Memory .......... .. ..... ........ 9.900 
80108 32MB MV9500 Memory .............................. 18.900 
8942 16MB MV2500 Memory .................................. 5.900 

4599 2000 LPM Band Printer ............................. .... $8.900 
4364 600 LPM Band Printer ..................................... 1.700 
6215 Dot Matrix Drah Quality. 250 CPS ..................... 790 
Prontronix P600 Serial ............................................. 2.400 
QMS Magnum 3000 .................................................... 650 

8940 10MB MV7800XP Memory ............................. 2.900 
8928 8MB MV2 Mod II Memory .. .... ...................... ... 1.900 COMMUNICATIONS AND CONTROLLERS 

AViiON Terminal Servers .. .................................. SAVE$$ 
DISK DRIVES 4623 lAC 24 ........................................................... $5.400 
AViiON 1.2GB SCSI ............................................... $2.900 4626 LAC 32 wlTCB ................................................ 3.200 
6621 1.2GD RAM Subsystem .............. ..... ......... .... 24.900 4532A LAN Controller .............................................. 2.900 
6491 322MB Disk Drive ....... ....................... .. ........... 2.500 4370 lAC 16 .. ....................... ....................................... 890 
6239 592MB Disk Subsystem ........ ........ .................. 2.500 4560 LAC 12 .... ................... ........................................ 890 
Fujitsu 2333 Disk Drive ............................................... 750 

TAPE DRIVES DATA GENERAL COMPATIBLES 
6590 2.OGB Tape ................................................... $3.600 BMX 1 Controllers ..................................................... $950 
6299/6300 6250 BPI Tape Subsystem .................... 3.900 BMX 3 Controllers .................................................... 2.100 
6577 150MB Cartridge Tape .................... ................ 1.290 Zetaco 295 Controller .............................................. 1.200 
63411600 BPI Tape Subsystem ............................. 1.900 Fuji 2361 Super Eagles (un·used) ........................... 1.490 
6270816311 15MB Cartridge Tape Drive .................... 250 

Circle 9 on reader service card. 
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Federal Accounts 
Considering 

AViiON ' 

McBride and 
Associates, the 17th 

fastest growing 
privately owned 

company in the U.S:, 
has joined with Data 

General Corporation to 
offer you GSA pricing 
on the industry leading 
AViiON~ family of 

products. 

As a minority, woman-owned, 
small business with 8(a) 

certification by the Small Business 
Administration, McBride assists 
you in the procurement process, 
offers technical assistance and 

systems integration. Contact the 
McBride GSA Administrator for 

further information. 

~D~ 
.~. 
.~. 
McBride 

Your Source for Professional 
ADP Solutions 

McBride and Associates, Inc. 
6013 Signal Rd. NE 

Albuquerque, NM 87113 

Voice: (800) 829-8409 
(505) 828-9211 

Fax: (505) 828·9216 

t p Data General 
DISTRIBUTOR 

AViiON is .... ,in=cl1rOdamrk 
of Data General Corpontiao. 
"Inc. Maauinc Dooembor '90 

Circle 35 on reader service card. 

Focus: ON-TRACK 

this, the time cam to xperiment a little. 
We brought the other machines down and 
began pulling memory board and plac
ing them in one of our machine to te t for 
in ufficientmemory. At the end oftheday 
we di covered two thing : 

sal' -r 1 1 Thi command give you the 
number of free memory page and num
ber of blocks available in the paging file. 
On the average, we wer sitting with 50 
free memory page and 45,000 free wap 
blocks. 

YOIl will be IIlLlcil happier with a 20 MB 
machine. Our sales rep tried to get u to 16 
MB initially, but as I told you, my kids 
need shoe for chool. At 20 MB main 
memory, respon e i a bit nappier and 
paging occurs at far fewer interval. 

While we're talking about memory con
figurations, let me a k, "Doe n't this rap
idly increasing use of memory and di k 
storage concern anyone?" Ca e in point: 
our typical customer has approximately 
75 terminals and printer scattered over 
10 buildings and 3 square miles. During a 
typical day, there will be 30-50 interactive 
user on the system running menu-driven 
applications, word processing, and the 
occasional spreadsheet. Data bases con
tain complete student records for 10,000 
children; per onnel and payroll informa
tion for 1,000 employee ;and finance data 
spanning the pa t 24-36 months. All of 
this activity occurs on a DEC PDP-l1 /84 
with 4 MB memory and a single 450 MB 
disk drive. ow, pick any hardware ven
dor today and configure a single-user Unix 
workstation. You wind up with a 20 MIPS 
processor, 20 MB memory, and a 600 MB 
disk! The really sick thing is that this con
figuration doesn't even turn heads at a 
cocktail party-people just accept it. 

Back to work ... Two of our systems 
came preloaded. It made life very easy 
while we were getting started. The prob
lem is, we are still technically oriented 
(i.e., none of our VCRs have the clock 
flashing 12:00 AM). We maintain a high 
sense of intellectual pride. To have some 
unknown, a stranger, deliver a system 
that will be yours, sitting on your desktop, 
keeping you warm and happily radiated 
with a built-in 19-inch tanning lamp, yet 
not know exactly how life was breathed 
into it would be a crime. So, we took our 
4.3x distribution tapes and completely 
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r loaded our y tem . I tr ngly recom
mend doing so yourself. Thi little bond
ing experience will quell a number of fears 
the fir t day omething g wr ng. You 
built it, it' your, you can figur it out! 

Setting up your network 
I hope you took my advice and r in

stalled your y tem from the ground up. 
In front of you i a clean slate. In our offic 
we tre s elegance, the individual, and a 
b nt toward the adi tic. Take the d ign 
of your network. If you're like mo t of u , 
the cope of your network i contain d 
within one building and you ar n't con
cerned with the Intern t on bit. Gr at. 
Here's an easy way tosetupyourlntern t 
addre e: umber each node equ n
tially from 1. Then prepend "1.0.0." to the 
nodenumberandyouhavea valid Intern t 
addre that will rve ju t fine. Hence, 
our network consi t of node: 1.0.0.1, 
1.0.0.2, and 1.0.0.3 with 127.0.0.0 a the 
"localho t." Thi brings us to naming your 
nodes. I think you should trive for a 
coherent motif that i both functional and 
entertaining. We had the harde t time 
choosing between "bacterial courge in 
hi tory" and "pre idential a a in." Af
ter heated debate and ballot fixing, oswald, 
jwbooth, and hinckley won over anthrax, 
typhoid, and syphilis. You hould have fun 
with thi . Beware! There are far too many 
network dedicated to the middle earth 
character bilbo, frodo, and gandalf. 

Framemaker just arrived, 
so rush the ending 

My hat really goes off to the people at 
Data General. The manual covering in
stallation and network management leave 
you with very few que tions abou t setting 
up your system. We were a traditional 
DEC shop and liked our old operating 
system, but (with jaded attitude in hand) 
we jumped ship and have become devout 
DG fans. I guess I should have ca lled this 
article "How I learned to stop loathing 
Unix and love the Aviion." That's all I 
have for this time. If I'm ever invited back, 
maybe we can talk about ome of the 
issues in tailoring a DG/UX workstation 
to your own needs. fl 

Rick Havourd is a partner with Micro Sage 
Software Systems, based in Grand Blanc, 
Michigan. He may be reached at 313/695-
5160. 
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Linking your mini to your pes 
isn't all that difficult 
And building a micro-mini IAN 
may be simpler than you think. 
If you have a Data General minicomputer 
and a growing number of PCs, integration 
can make your life easier. But how far do 
you go? And how much do you spend? 

Whether you're just getting started or 
have already installed a PC network, 
Rational Data Systems can help sort out 
the answers. We've been working on this 
problem since 1984 - long enough to 
become the acknowledged industry 
expert We helped integrate Texaco, 
WordPerfect and a few hundred others. 

There's a natural progression from 
isolated workstations to full-scale 
integration. As you grow, further 
integration helps keep your costs down. 

Stage one: 
programs for around $100 
The first step is to stop buying terminals. 
A program like PopTerm/410 turns a PC 
into a terminal at a keystroke for as little 
as $65 per desktop. It works over a direct 
connection, modem or IAN, and it's the 
most painless first step to integration. 
Other RDS offerings have more bells and 
whistles. They offer a simple upgrade 
path when your needs get more complex. 

Stage two: 
file and print services 
When your workload outgrows your mini, 
there's no reason to buy a larger one. You 
stave off the purchase by turning the one 
you have into a departmental processor, 
which manages the workload and offloads 
some processing to your PCs. 

PC/Remote provides this next step. For 
an additional $400 or so per workstation, 
the PC can now use MS-DOS programs to 
process the mini's data and the mini can 
back up whatever your PC does - all 
over inexpensive async connections. 

Stage three: 
the integrated IAN 
Again, you're feeling the squeeze. 
It's time for the IAN, and probably time 
to supplement your mini with a high-end 
80386 or 8048~based Novell NetWare file 
server. Our PC/VS is the high
performance package that pulls it all 
together. If your mini has the capacity, 
PC/VS can do it all, but if you've already 
got a Novell IAN, it's that much 
easier. PC/VS and NetWare 
make terrific partners. 

Stage four: 
distributed processing 
A completely integrated PC 
workstation can thread its way 
happily through everything 
you've got, including a vast array 
of DG, DOS and UNIX software. 
Now it's time for truly 
distributed applications. For 
CEO users, PC/Mail is already 
here. And later this year, well deliver the 
AOS/VS version of Portable NetWare. 
Even Data General looks to RDS for 
integration solutions. 

There's a bible on the subject 
We wrote it It's called Report on PC 
Integration, and the 1991 edition is just 
out Read its 116 pages, and youll really 
understand the opportunities and 
priorities involved in getting the most 
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return from your DG 
mini. Most of the press 

run is already spoken for, but there are a 
few copies left. Get right back to us, and 
we'll send you one. 

The book can help. So can the people 
at Rational Data Systems, with software 
and with counsel. like the software, 

the counsel is the best in 
the business. 

Call us toll free, or invest in 
a stamp and send us the 
coupon. Either way, you'll be 
taking an easy first step on a 
profitable path. 

1-800-743-3054 -----------, 
O Send me the book free. It may 

be more than I ever wanted to 
know, but I'm ready to dig in. 

Call me. I'd like to discuss our situation. 

I AME 
I 
I COMPANY 

I 
I ADDRESS 

I CnY/STATE/ZlP ~ 
1 ( __ ) 
I PHOE ---- ~ 

: Rational Data Systems 
L ~~!!~a! ~V;:' ~ ~~ ~~~ .J 

Pop Tenn. PCNS. PClRemole and PCiMaii arelrademar1ls 01 Ralional Dala Syslems. Inc. Novell and NelWare are regislered Irademar1ls 01 Novell. Inc. CEO is a regislered Irademarf< 01 Dala General Co/poralion. 
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Choosing an lID subsystem 
cally result in users being I/O-bound. For 
those who have recently upgraded to the 
new MY /9XOO and MY /30000 series pro
cessor , waiting for your I/O y tem to 
deliver becomes a disappointing side ef
fect. A properly chosen subsystem elimi
nates this problem. 

SYNOPSIS 
Possibly the most intimidating 

aspect oj If 0 subsystem 
purchases is the speed in which 
the latest technology can become 

outdated. The secretJor the 
consumer is to choose a 

subsystem that is well-designed 
and architectedJor thejuture. 

by Lou Lemone 
Special to Focus 

When choosing an I/ 0 subsystem, con
sider the many issues involved with com
puter operation. Knowing how the sub
system fits into the computer system as a 
whole is essential. When selecting a well
designed storage system, review a num
ber of criteria-from the type of periph
eral bus supported, to the system's ability 
to satiSfy the needs of your high-level 
applications. A checklist of considerations 
should include performance, expand
ability, device flexibility, and available 
features . 

Selecting a peripheral bus 
One of the first decisions users face is 

selecting a peripheral bus. The bus you 
choose determines the boundaries to 
which your subsystem is confined. In the 
past, SMD, ESDI, and proprietary busses 
offered features that made them attractive 
choices. However, the limitations of these 
peripheral busses have become somewhat 
obvious. SMDand ESDI, limited by disk
only support, have reached their maxi
mum performance levels. Proprietary 
busses lack a solid growth path; instead of 
taking immediate advantage of new tech
nologies, users must wait until their ven
dor develops an equivalent proprietary 
version. An alternative is SCSI-2. 

The SCSI-2 bus offers a standardized 
interface with unsurpassed levels of per
formance and flexibility, as well as a broad 
range of peripheral device support. The 
bus is widely accepted in the marketplace, 
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and was conceived with an eye toward 
future development. As many as seven 
device formatters can be attached to a 
single SCSI-2 bus. Intelligent SCSI-2 co
processors provide a powerful controller
to-SCSI-2 bus interface. NCR's 53C7XO 
family, the most intelligent co-processor 
currently available, simplifies advanced 
design implementation. 

Hundreds of SCSI-compatible disk 
drives are available, ranging from low
capacity flow-performance units to multi
gigabyte caching devices with fast actua
tors and 5400 rpm spindles. Newer disk 
options include optical, ultra-fast RAM, 
and disk array devices. In addition to the 
disk support, SCSI-2 boasts the widest 
range of tape devices of any peripheral 
bus. Tape formats that are supported in
clude 9-track, IBM 3480 compatible, 8mm, 
OAT (4mm), and QIC. Many of these de
vices provide performance enhancers such 
as data compression, caching, and stackers. 

Performance 
Overall MY system performance is af

fected by many factors, including CPU, 
main memory, secondary storage, and 
tuning. CPU performance and memory 
capacity have advanced to levels that typi-

Figure 1: Latency vs. performance 

I/O subsystem performance can be 
separated into two components: control
ler overhead and peripheral access time. 
In the past, peripheral access time was the 
dominant component. Disks had relatively 
slow rotational rates and positioning times. 
Without caches, disks always suffered 
mechanical access delays and tape drives 
were plagued by start/ stop requirements. 
Early intelligent controller designers could 
rationalize controller overhead levels be
cause they were such a small fraction of 
the total subsystem performance. 

This is no longer the case. Virtually all 
SCSI disk and tape devices on the market 
today have some level of data caching. 
Disks perform efficient look-ahead read 
caching, while tape drives cache both read 
and write data. Caching decreases pe
ripheral access time by removing mechani
cal latencies. Some disk devices separate 
the cache into segments, which increases 
the probability of cache hits even in a 
multi-user environment. The use of file 
system optimization utilities, such as disk 
defragmentors, also increases the likeli
hood of cache hits. 

Figure 1 demonstrates the expanding 
role controller latency plays in subsystem 
performance. Long latency times hide high 
controller overhead, resulting in less con-

LATENCY 

Rotational Positioner Controller Access time increase 
latency latency overhead due to controller 

Early SCSI 
controller/disk 8.3ms 30ms 7ms 18% 

2nd-generation 
controller/new disk 5.5 10.5 4 ms 25% 

2nd-generation/ 
data available 1· 0 4 ms 400% 

in cache (cache hit) 

• drive software overhead (no mechanical latency) 
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troll r-induc d effect on acce time. The 
figure illustrates the increas d impact of 
th controller on acce time a mechani
callatencydi appear .S condg n ration 
controll rs refer to utilizing state-of-the
art de ign architectur , and components 
uch as the CR 53C7 X 0, 25 MHz proces
or ,and bi-directional FIFO buffer . 

A device technologies advance, a 
greater percentage of I/O request ben-

efit from cache and their ability to hide 
mechanical latencie from the user. The 
controller overhead numbers in the chart 
do not include additional overhead, which 
has traditionally been overlapped with 
drive latencies. 

Mirroring: more than a hedge 
DG's VS operating y tems fully inte

grate upport for mirroring, a torage pro-

Application Backlog? 
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TIU-_IIIIIII 

DataGen 
can speed your development 

Call or Write today 

Productivity Systems Development Corporation 

P.O. Box 1931, Summerville, SC 29484 

803-851-6577 

Circle 43 on reader service card. 

tection method. Also known as RAID 1, 
mirroring re ult in two disk drive con
taining identical copies of file system data. 
Should one of the disk become unable to 
acce data, the controller automatically 
acce e the other. 

The process of making one disk identi
cal to another is called "synchronizing the 
mirror." Synchronizing involves reading 
all data off one disk and writing to the 
other. Once synchronized, normal read 
re pon e times are improved by allowing 
di k to share tasks equally. Write opera
tions, which re ult in near simultaneous 
writes to each disk in the mirror, take 
approximately the same amount of time 
to complete as non-mirrored writes,while 
doubling the work the controller must 
perform. 

When subsystem designers initially 
implemented mirroring, their goal was to 
protect users from disk errors. They did 
not consider the other more frequent or 
time-consuming problems that custom
ers experience-power, operating system, 
data base, or application failures. Far more 
likely to corrupt vital data, the e prob
lems could be mitigated with mirroring. 

Customers use mirroring to obtain con
sistent, "perfect" copies of their data base, 
while their system is "live." In this sce
nario, the data base is shut down briefly, 
which allows the mirror to be split, and 
then returned to service. This process takes 
only minutes. The copy is left idle, ready 
to be called into immediate service. If a 
failure occurs, the system is brought up 
with the data base copy. Logged transac
tions are applied to bring the data up-to
date while applications remain available, 
eliminating hours or days of data base 
verification or recovery from tape media. 

In addition to shortening downtime, an 
idle copy may be used to smooth tape 
backup operations. Day-, week-, or month
end processing can also be performed on 
the data base copy, with virtually no im
pact on the user community. 

While the benefits of mirroring are clear, 
not all mirroring systems are equal. It is 
important to choose a subsystem with an 
efficient mirroring implementation. The 
demands mirroring imposes may be det
rimental to overall subsystem perfor
mance. For example, a drive rotating at 
5400 rpm (90 revolutions per second) may 
require the controller to process as many 
as 180 SCSI requests per second. Typi
cally, the synchronization process trans-
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fers 16 KB per request, yielding data 
throughput peaks at approximately 3 MB 
per second. This is a significant portion of 
the bandwidth available on a ingle SCSI 
bu . 

The DGMS-SCl , dual-SCSI bus control
ler, from my company Hiperstor, config
ures the mirrored disks on eparate SCSI 
busses, reducing the performance impact 
due to bus congestion. Additionally, sys
tems are protected against SCSI channel 
failures. 

Details 
The ability to support multiple device 

types is a critical controller feature. Choos
ing a disk-only or tape-only controller is 
inappropriate in many environments. 
Locking a user into a single device type 
limits upgrade possibilities, and may 
prove to be more costly in the long run. 

A dual-bus controller provides the abil
ity to support both single-ended and dif
ferential devices on the same controller 
board. Supporting a mix of disk, tape, 
single-ended, and differential devices pro
vides considerable flexibility . Mixing de
vices, cou pled wi th su pport of older, some
what non-standard devices such as DG's 
QIC and CSS, allows users to carryover 
their current device investments while 
incorporating the newest technologies. For 
users with a limited number of BMC
capable I/O slots, individually configured 
dual busses are more than a convenience, 
they may be a necessity. 

Other more complex issues are difficult 
to examine. Did the designers scrimp on 
the cabling? Many have, resulting in er
rors when faster, synchronous devices are 
attached. Is the data path efficient? Suc
cessful bus implementations allow data to 
flow smoothly without bottlenecks. Aid
ing flow to and from the SCSI bus and MY 
memory takes full advantage of available 
SCSI bandwidth. 

There are many other features that might 
be best placed in the"attention to details" 
catagory. Many are simple things that are 
often overlooked until they are needed. 
The ability to determine controller con
figuration information, without remov
ing the controller or loading a diagnostic, 

Lou Lemone is the vice president of engineer
ing for Hiperstor, a wholly owned subsidiary 
of Clearpoint Research Corp., 800/253-2778, 
in Hopkinton, Massachusetts. 
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for example, would probably ave thou
sands of service hours in the field. 

Room to grow 
The controller is the heart of any sub

system. Besure that it has sufficient capac
ity to continue serving you well into the 
future. A controller designed around an 
advanced microproce or, such as 
Motorola' 68030, has re erves of power 

Focus: ON·TRACK 

that could be harne d t quickly p r
formchore normallya ociatedwithho t
level backup utilitie . Choo e a v ndor 
committed to developing adva nc mcnts 
for their products, and a product that can 
take advantage of the e improvement 
with a imple oftware upgrade. A well
de igned, flexible, and reliable sub y tem 
will enable you to get the mo t out of your 
MV computer. 

The most popular DG Color 
Graphics Terminal Emulator for IBM 

Micros now includes 

NETWORK SUPPORT! 
EMU/470' 
newe t release, 
Ver ion 3.1, 

~AAU/410 
File ; Foreign 
Keyboard and 
Character 

provides significant capabilitie 
and enhancement , to include: 
Network support, complete emu
lation for all DG terminals; up
port for all graphic adaptor , 
including compre ed mode to 
135 column on VGA, EGA, 
MCGA, CGA, and Hercules card ; 
both text and binary file transfers 
plus XMODEM, YMODEM, and 
Kermit protocol . 

Plu numerou Bonu Feature : 
Built-in System Diagno tics; 
Command Language and Script 

Support including Code Page 
850; Graphic on IBM 
Proprinter and HP Lase~et ; 70+ 
Macro Keys, Auto Dial & Logoff; 
Unlimited Configuration File ; 
and complete Mou e 
Compatibility. 

Rhintek offers a comprehensive 
line of products spanning the 
entire Dasher Terminal Line, 
priced from $95 to $249. We 
offer volume di counts 
and unlimited free teclmical 
upport. 

Rhinte~ Inc. 
DG Terminal Emulators since 1983. 
P.O. Box 220 Columbia, Maryland 21045 
VI A and MC Accepted 301-730-25 5 

See us at NADGUG, Booth #525 

Circle 46 on reader service card . 
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How do you spell 
Data General in Cyrillic? 
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SYNOPSIS 
With an eye toward the long

term potential. Data General 
embarks on ajoint venture in 

the Soviet Union seeking to 
jeed a growing appetite there 

jor modem technology and 
Western-style business 

relationships. 

t 

by Robin Perry 
Focus staff 

ot long ago, Data General turned down 
an order for several million dollars worth 
of PCs. Strange behavior, one might think, 
for a company that is striving for recovery 
in a troubled, competitive industry. But 
there was a catch. 

The potential customer was based in 
the Soviet Union. Because Soviet rubles 
are not interchangeable with Western cur
rency, the proposed form of payment to 
Data General was timber. "It was a com
plicated, convoluted transaction," says 
Peter Gyenes, Data General vice president 
of International Operations. "Even if we 
were willing to get paid in lumber, the 
whole thing would have taken two years 
of fantastic work just to get the trans
action done ... not to mention what we 
would have done once we received the 
lumber." 

The incident illustrates how difficult it 
is for Data General and other U.s. organi
zations to do business in the Soviet Union. 

Data General took the lead with com
puter companies attempting to do busi
ness in the Soviet Union when it formed a 
jOint venture in late 1989 called Perekat. 
The jOint venture was made up of a Soviet 
software company, an Austrian manufac
turing company, and Data General. The 

t 
o 

Q 
plan was for the Austrian comp ) 
contracts to modernize Soviet 
turing plants using DC equ· ~~~,,~ 
Soviet software. Data Genera 

/l'1t4~,I.. h a project is under-
co v 's proprietary office 

ami product OintoCyrillic, the 
language and character set of the Russian 
alphabet. 

"The thing to keep in mind is that this 
[the Soviet Union] is a country with a 
fantastic appetite for modern technology 
and for Western-style relationships," says 
Gyenes. "They just have a lot of ground to 
cover before they can achieve what they 
want to achieve." 

Gyenes believes the failed coup of Au
gust is a signal that change inside the 
Soviet Union will occur even faster than 
before. "They still have enormous, com
plex economic problems. They still don' t 
have any money. They still don' t think 
like we do in terms of the business," says 
Gyenes. However, because "this coup 
happened and failed, I think there's more 
likelihood that there will be real business 
opportunities sooner." 

With an eye toward long-term poten
tial, Data General has formed another al
liance that it hopes will give its products 
greater exposure in the Soviet Union. In
telligent Resources International (IRI), a 
Maryland systems integration and soft
ware development firm, is seeking distri
bution channels in the Soviet Union for 
Data General equipment-sort of a So
viet-style V AR (value-added reseller) . 
Already with several joint ventures in the 
USSR, IRl connects Soviet software devel
opers with American clients. 

IRl's strategy is to work with recog
nized technology leaders within the So
viet Union-for instance, Lentel, the St. 
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Attention, econd ource computer hopper : What 
make equipment from Rave Computer A ociate 
affordable, in tead of merely cheap? Get out your 
hopping Ii t and read on! 

Fir t of all, our huge inventory i readily available. 
We keep our helve fully tocked, ready to fill 
your order. We have everything from Zebra 
toAViiO . 

Second, our experienced ale taff can get it hand 
on anything, from a imple cable to the mightie t 
hard drive. You tell us what you need -- we'll hip 
it, fa t. 

Third, we have complete confidence in the 
hardware we ell, 0 we warranty it for 60 
day. We al 0 have the exclu ive 

Data General -
Buy, Sell, Trade. 
Sun Microsystems Also Available! 

Raving Beauty Guarantee. You mu t be ati fied 
with the appearance of your purcha e. If it' not 
impeccably clean, we'll take it back. 

You get election, ervice and peace of mind in 
every Rave computer. And, a alway, our 
equipment i priced to fit your budget. Ultimately, 
what make Rave affordable i value. 

If you want prime-grade quality, but you're on a 
coupon clipper' budget, call u . We're ready to 
march down the ai Ie. Thank you for hopping 
Rave Computer. 

Rave Computer Association, Inc. 
36960 Metro Court, Sterling Heights, Michigan 48312 

(313) 939·8230 Fax: (313) 939·7431 
New York 
(516) 929·5000 Fax: (516) 929·5007 

All names. products and services 
mentioned are the propeny 
of their respective organizations. 
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Why gamble ... 

... on 
someone offering 
disaster recovery 
as a sideline? 

With DG/hot site from 
Data A urance, you get: 

• Dedicated DG computer 

• Dedicated Communications 
• Dedicated Recovery Expert 

Over 150 DG us rs. spanning 
the .S. and Canada, don 't 
gamble with their information 
based assets - or th ir choice 
for a hot site. They use the 
dedicated people , experienced 
in actual recoveries and hun
dreds of t st s, and dedicated 
di saster r covery r sourc s of 

Data Assurance 
Corporation 

Denver • New York · Philadelphia 

(800) 654-1689 
12503 E. Euclid Dr., Sle 250, Englewood, CO 80111 

(303) 792-5544 • FAX (303) 792·0218 

Data General has qualified DAC as a provider of 
DG/hot site. based on criteria established by DG. 
DAC is an independent company offering its 
disaster recovery services to users of 

•• DataGeneral 
equipment. 

See us at NADGUG, Booth #207 

Circle 12 on reader service card . 
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Petersburg (formerly Leningrad) tele
phone company. "We told them about 
A viion and open systems and they got 
quite excited about it," says IRI President 
Georges Selvais. That led to the formation 
of a consortium of telephone companies 
in Leningrad, Kiev, Minsk, Tashkent, and 
Vilnius that will develop software for the 
Aviion. 

Other participants in the consortium 
are a Swedish-Soviet joint venture, in 
which IRI owns equity. "The joint venture 
becomes the V AR for the 
telephone solution. We've 
literally created a vertical 

dards, Selvais says. The average Soviet 
computer programmer makes between 
1,000 and 2,000 rubles per month, or 
roughly $28-even though the Soviet pro
grammer is usually better educated than 
his or her American counterpart, says 
Selvais. Soviets who become computer 
programmers "don' t get there by acci
dent. They were eager and aggressive and 
entrepreneurial in mind. Those people are 
highly motivated," he says. Some lack 
practical experience because they haven't 

had much exposure to hard
ware. 
Another IRI objective is to 

market integrator for the 
telephone industry," says 
Selvais. 

The idea is 
have Soviet programmers 
develop software for Ameri
can customers, says Selvais. 
"We can quote prices lower 
than India and other coun
tries, and have access to bet
ter-quality people." That's 
a key part of the strategy, 
Selvais says, explaining, "If 
we had to sell hardware in 
the Soviet Union and just 
that, we would always have 
difficulties. If we can have 
them develop software, it 
will help them earn cur-

to link 
Attacking the heart 

Selvais describes the 
typical Soviet computer 
center: There are two 
mainframes--one work
ing and one being" canni
balized" for parts. The 
Soviet ES mainframes are 
copies of IBM 360/ 370 
series machines . The 
working mainframe has 
10 to 40 removable stack 

Aviions 

to Soviet 

mainframes 

via a 

high-speed 

interface 

disk drives. The Soviet-
made disk drives are of 
poor quality and hold a 
maximum of 200 MB per 
drive. It has an IBM-copy telecommunica
tions front-end with a top speed of 2400 
baud. The high-speed printers are about 
half as fast as those made in the U.S. or 
Japan, but are of good quality. 

The idea is to link A viions to Soviet 
mainframes via a custom-built, high-speed 
interface. The proprietary Soviet printers 
also will require a custom interface to 
connect with the A viion server. Soviet 
terminals will be connected to the A viion. 
The final stage is the development of 
hypercard for data base inquiry, and a 
simple point and click menu in Russian 
and Ukrainian languages. Selvais reports 
that most Soviet managers do not know 
how to type. This combination of prod
ucts, he says, will "attack the heart of 
Soviet computers." 

Software for the solution described 
above is being developed at the Univer
sity of Simpheropol in the Crimea. The 
cost for software development in the So
viet Union is minuscule by Western stan-
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rency, and allow them to 
buy more hardware." 

Back in the U.S. 
Data General recently re

ceived a IS-member entourage from the 
Ukraine, representing various manufac
turing centers. The group brought samples 
of electronic components, floppy disks, 
and related items that had been manufac
tured in the Ukraine, in the hopes that 
Data General would license them the tech
nology to manufacture DG parts. DG's 
Gyenes said, ''We looked at the output of 
some of the things they brought, and 
(pause) it is impossible for us tosay 'Here's 
something for you to manufacture for us.' 
Their definition of quality and our defini
tion of quality are about 3S years sepa
rated." 

Although the Soviet Union has a long 
way to go to catch up with the U.s., Gyenes 
believes the ground will be covered in a 
few years-at least in terms of making the 
market more available to Western-style 
business practices. "Our strategy is to lis
ten to everybody, because one day all 
these problems will be solved and we 
want to be in position." t:,. 
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Put Your ICOBOL 
Applications On The Fast Track 
With Choice!'· and Axis'" from 

Wild Hare. Only hOicel, Wild 
Hare's run -time system, lets you run 
your ICOBOl object programs and 
data files totally unmodified on any 
popular computer sy tern . Without 

Choice! and Axis cllrraltly rim 011: 

MS-DOS 
OS/2 

PC NETWORKS 
UNIX 

XENIX 
AIX 

VAX/yMS 
AOS/yS 

MACINTOSH 
AWON 

MCS __ otllers 

recompilation, translation or even 
reorganization . Any object file works 
on any platform. In any new market. 
With virtually unlimited sales potential. 

And Axis, the world's fastest 
I OBOl compiler, keeps you ahead 
of the pack by letting you develop 
your applications on almost any hard
ware, and under any popular operating 
system. Which means if you would 
rather work under UNIX than 
AOS/VS, or MS-OO than V AXNMS, 
no problem .}u t order the specific 
Axis for your favorite development 
environment and you're off. 

Put Axi and Choicel on your 
ICOBOl application team and discover 
what thou ands of others already 
know: When it comes to turning your 
application into a runaway success 
story, place your bets on the Hare. 

Call Wild Hare at (303) 442-0324 
for more information. 



DISASTER RECOVERY 

Banking on the future 
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SYNOPSIS I 
How do you continue with computer 

operations when there's nothing left of 
your business but a smoking hole? 

by Doug Johnson 
Focus staff 

Balik of tire Sierra's dowlltow lI Porterville (Califonria) locatiolllies ill "I ills followillg all October 2 fire. 

Fire ignites on yOll/'bllilding's roof not long 
after midnight, casting all evil glow in the skt;. 
Firefighters arrive quickly bllt the roof col
lapses, blockillg access. It will be several hours 
before they tame the blaze. By morning the 
entire structure is destroyed, your computer 
and business sections now a ghastly mass of 
charred, water-soaked wreckage. 

For any computer-dependent bu ine 
thi would bea DP manager's worst night
mare. For the Bank of the Sierra in 
Porterville, California (pop. 45,000), this 
was nightmarish reality on the morning of 
October 2. 

When everything' gone, even the little 
thing become difficult. "Trying to oper
ate without even having your telephone 
book, your list of telephone numbers, and 
all those e entials that were lost because 
they were in your de k, was really tough," 
observes Margie Mathis, Bank of the 
Sierra's director of marketing. 

"They got the fire under control within 
four or five hours," Mathis recall , "but 
then for two days after that it continued to 
pop out and re-igniteand smolder." There 
were no deaths or injuries. In that ense 
there was cause for relief. As for property 
and equipment, however, it was a grim 
scenario. ot too long ago the bank had 
completed a nine-month, $500,000 reno
vation project. That work was destroyed 
in minutes. But perhaps the most critical 
loss was the death of Bank of the Sierra's 
heart: its Data General MV / 9500 com
puter system. 

Employees could get replacements for 
the simple nuisances, like lost notepads 
and paper clips, but this was an entire bank 
that had been destroyed. What about ac
counting and record-keeping, and all the 
other everyday tasks so vital to the func-
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BOOST YOUR A ViiON PERFORMANCE 

High Capacity 4MB and 16MB 
Memory Modules for A ViiON 
Workstations and Servers 

Now you can enjoy the 
maximum performance and 
capacity from your AViiON 
workstation or server with 
high capacity memory 
modules from SiGNAL. 
Whether your application 
demands low cost memory or 
ultra.high capacity, SiGNAL 
has an A VRAM memory 
module to satisfy your needs. 

100 % Compatible 
All A VRAM memory modules offer 
complete hardware and software 
compatibility with Data General 
A ViiON workstations and servers 
as well as DG/ UX. You get the 
"look and feel" of Data General. . . 
at a ftaction of the price. 

Announcing . 

Call or Fax to receive 
information about the 
new SIGNAL memory for 
large A ViiON systems. 

Unmatched Reliability 
Every module is built and tested to 

the most rigid specifications. We use 
only the highest quality components 
to ensure long, trouble free use. The 
A VRAM modules are subjected to 
a minimum of 72 hour burn-in as 
well as final testing in an A ViiON 
workstation. You get memory 
modules that work ... and keep 
on working. 

U nconditional 
Lifetime Warranty 
We have complete confidence in 
our memory products and we prove 
it by backing them with the 
SiGNAL Lifetime Warranty. That's 
right! We will replace any defective 
A VRAM memory module for as 
long as you own it. 

Circle 49 on reader service card. 

"Trade-IN, Trade-UP" 
SiGNAL also offers a trade-in 
program for those users who want 
to get the maximum capacity from 
their AViiON. We will take a Data 
General memory module in trade 
when you purchase a higher 
capacity SiGNAL A VRAM module. 

ow you can get a great memory 
module and it will cost you less 
than ever before! 

Features 

CJ 4 MB and 16 MB Capacity 

CJ 100% Data General compatible 

CJ Unconditional Lifetime Warranty 

CJ Trade-in, Trade-up Program 

CJ A vail able for DG Service 

Signal Computer Products Inc. 
411 Massachusetts Avenue 

Acton, Massachusetts 01720 
(508) 263-6125 • FAX (508) 635-0423 



DISASTER RECOVERY -----------------------------------------------------------------------

tioning of a financial institution? 
It did not close. An alternate computer 

system was up and running by that 
evening, with the bank open for business 
the very next day. How wa it po ible? 
Put simply, ays Mathis, "We had a disas
ter plan in place." 

In makeshift headquarters across the 
street from its burned-out home, Bank of 
the Sierra clerks process checks, enter data, 

run reports, and carry out other ta ks on 
computer terminal , just about as they 
would have done before the fire. Custom
ers wouldn't notice anything different, 
aside maybe from wondering how this 
bank could burn down yesterday and be 
open today. 

Far out of their line of sight, hundreds of 
miles to the east of Porterville in the Den
ver suburb of Englewood, Colorado, an 

'---=---" firmly believe that a strong users group can 
help Data General and our customers as we move 
together into the future. We rely on NADGUG to give us 
honest opinions about what our customers think. I 
would like nothing better than to have every one of our 
customers become an active member of NADGUG." 
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-Ronald L. Skates 
President and Chief Executive Officer 
Data General Corporation 

NORTH AMERICAN 
DATA GENERAL 

USERS GROUP 

1-800-253-3902 • 1-508-443-3330 outside U.S. 

MY /20000 maintained by Data Assurance 
Corporation for thi very eventuality i 
running Bank of the Sierra's computer 
operations over a telephone-line hookup. 
Report that the bank needs in the course 
of the day are printed out at this remote 
"hot site," and then shipped overnight 
back to California. 

A disaster plan 
'The requirement from the bank wa to 

get back in operation, of course, a quickly 
a po ible," ay George Trayer, Data 
Assurance's enior vice pre ident. "The 
role we play is to have computers ready to 
run, to back up our cu tomer for all their 
essential data proce sing requirements." 
A majority of Data A surance' clients ar 
financial institutions. Sometimes the situ
ation is just a power outage, or a crashed 
di k. Bank of the Sierra was the disaster 
recovery company's ixth live recovery of 
1991. In any case, the client bank keep 
going, with outside help, and in Trayer's 
words, "they can operate from our com
puter e sentially in a mode that's trans
parent to their customer ." 

otified fi r t thing that morning on the 
day of the fire, Trayer ays, "by noon that 
day we [Data Assurance] had shipped to 
California the necessary multiplexor and 
modems required to connect the main 
bank and its three branche to us and to 
our computer ." This was a tandem effort 
with Bank of the Sierra's item-proce ing 
backup service contractor, Bank Up (of 
San Ramon, California). 

According to Bank Up president John 
Barrett, "When the disaster happened, we 
flew the people from the bank to our place 
in San Ramon, where we did the capture 
and ort opera tions. Then we got the work 
over to Data Assurance, 0 they could run 
the update." Bank Up runs sort patterns 
on a Unisys system, producing output 
formatted for the bank's Data General 
equipment. During its normal business 
operations,thebankproces es ome25,OOO 
check and depo it slip per day. The 
process is called "proof and capture." 
Amounts are manually encoded on a 
check, which is then run through a sorter 
thatregistersamountnumber ontoacom
puter tape, and also takes a picture of the 
check on microfilm. 

By that evening on the day of the fire, 
says Trayer of Data Assurance, "we had 
received tape from the bank, had them 
loaded and operational." Also assisting in 
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data r covery ha b n Software Allianc 
of Beaverton, Or gon. 

A "smoking hole" 
"Thisi reallytheworstca ethatw can 

think of," ay Trayer. "That' really the 
fir t time we've ver exp rienced a recov
ery for what we refer to a a moking hole, 
where there wa nothing left there." Data 
A surance, in bu ine ince 1986, main
tain a total of three hot ite in Colorado, 
Michigan, and ew Jer ey. Bank Up ha 
been in operation ince 1989. The two 
companie agreed to work together in 
July 1991. 

"What we entially provide i akin to 
in urance," say Trayer. 

In the fire' aftermath at Bank of th 
Sierra, Mathi tell of heavy lifting equip
ment fi hing out of th rubble a et of 
filing cabinet that fell three f1 or when 
part of the building collapsed. A trove of 
cu to mer notes, deed , car title, docu
ments, ecurities,and other valuable items 
were di covered intact. For the near fu
ture, Bank of the Sierra has rented offic 
pace at everal location around 

Porterville. Mathi notes that cu tomer 
wanting to apply for mortgage refinanc
ing had found the newly establi hed loca
tions "without us having had time to put 
out any publicity yet." 

On ite in Porterville resurrecting Bank 
of the Sierra's computer operation ha 
been Gary Farnam, head of Bank Up's 
Southern California operations. "He went 
down there and worked with them:' say 
Barrett. "They told him when he left that, 
without him being there, they would have 
had a great deal of difficulty in making 
this all happen." 

What might have been 
A what-might-have-beenironyemerges 

from Bank of the Sierra's disaster and 
recovery. The bank signed its contract 
with Bank Up and Data A urance on 
September 10, just 22 days before the fire 
struck. Where would Bank of the Sierra 
have been without disaster recovery? "In 
a world of hurt," says Trayer. 

Bank Up was formed as a company in 
part because executives Barrett and 
Farnam, both 3D-year veterans of financial 
data processing, believed that most bank 
computer systems were already too bur
dened to handle another bank's workload 
in an emergency, an agreement called "re
ciprocal use." 

Focus 

DISASTER RECOVERY 

[n BankoftheSi rra ' ca e, Barrett ay , 
the amount of computer time n ded 
would hav been prohibitive. "Th r ' 
just no way they could hav gone to a 
r ciprocal." 

According to Ron Helart, DAC' vice 
pre id nt of r c very rvic , "They 
would hav had to rely land waitl on 
omebody to go out and purcha e a y

tem, get it configured, and deliv r d to 

p rate. Or r ly n orne other company 
that may have had om xce capacity." 
[n tead, th r wa an organiz d proce
dur in place to attack th · probl 111. Th 
only real unknown wa a y tCI11 test. 
"Unfortunat ly, with thi Cll tom r, th y 
were 0 new I thatl we had n t run a te t 
yet:' ay Helart. "But ven without that, 
w wer till able to get them up and on
line within hour ." 

Pro GUARD 

BECAUSE YOUR 
PROGRAMS NEED THE 

SAME PROTECTION THA T 
YOU APPL Y TO USERS 

The AOS/VS Program Control System 
from the developers of GUARDIAN, 
the AOS/VS access security standard. 

- ProGUARD profiles can control: 
- Who can use a program, and what privileges are needed. 
- The time windows when the program may be executed. 
- If the program should be terminated when inactive. 
- Whether the program is allowed to run from a modem 

line, over a network, or in a batch queue. 
- Invalid program execution attempts are automatically 

aborted BEFORE they can cause damage. 
- Ensures that illegally modified programs will not run. 
- Creates a detailed log of all program execution attempts, 

including who ran it, where, when, and for how long. 
- Works with any program, no source code is needed. 

DataLynx • 6659 Convoy Ct. • San Diego, CA 9211 1 
(619) 560-8112 • FAX (619) 560-8114 

Le Software Man • Box 545 • London N78DF U.K. 
071-354-8414 · FAX071-226-201 5 

Circle 19 on reader service card. 
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Servers: Part III 
SYNOPSIS I This month, BJ describes 

methods Jor synchronizing 
access to the shared data used 

by a complex server and its 
customers. 

:NADGUG:DENVER 
Some of you are reading this issue in 

Denver at ADGUG's Conference '91. U 
so, please note that the official conference 
agenda somehow omitted listing the meet
ing time for the SLEAZE SIC. 

Traditionally, the SIC assembles on 
Tuesday night at 9 p.m. in the bar at the 
main conference hotel. I see no need to 
break with tradition, so we wiII be assem
bling between 20:30 and 21 :00 in the bar at 
the Marriott hotel. Departure is 21 :00.000 
(i.e., sharp). 

Because some of the sites we will be 
visiting are loca ted ou tside the downtown 
area, attendees with rental cars should 
have them handy. In the past, we've had a 
minor problem with appropriate dress for 
the tour. Denver still thinks of itself as a 
cow town, so business attire is definitely 
out. I recommend cowboy or biker (Harley, 
not Schwinn) duds. 

:SERVERS:P ART_III 
Just to refresh your memory, Part I dealt 

with the design issues for a "simple" glo
bal server and Part II began the descrip
tion of a "complex" global server. 

A "simple" global server involves iso
lated stimulus/ response transactions be
tween the customer(s) and the server. 

SYSTEM MANAGER'S LOG 

Simple global servers usually don' t need 
to be notified of customer terminations, 
which makes them much simpler to code. 
CONTROL@EXECSPOOLSTATUS is an 
example of an isolated transaction. 

A "complex" global server involves an 
ongoing relationship between the server 
and its customer(s), and usually involves 
some sort of data being shared between 
them. Complex servers need to know when 
their customer(s) terminate so that they 
can clean up any messes left behind in the 
shared data base (typically locks left set). 

Last month I showed the C source code 
for a skeleton complex server, including 
the code to establish the server as an Offi
cial AOS/ VS Server (?SERVE), receive 
customer and son obituary IPC messages 
(?lREC), and acknowledgedisconnections 
(?DCO ). 

This month I'm going to describe some 
methods for synchronizing access to the 
shared data used by a complex server and 
its customers, with a view toward making 
the impact on the system as low as pos
sible. 

:LOCKS 
Anytime data is shared by two or more 

asynchronous entities, it must be protected 
against simultaneous access during up
dates. That's basic. How this is accom
plished is another story. 

Every DG operating system since Day 0 
has provided system calls to set and re
lease locks. Unfortunately, these system 
calls often involve thousands of instruc
tions, making them relatively expensive 
when the operation to be protected in
volves only a handful of instructions, or 
when it occurs frequently. 

Alternatively, later DG computers (the 
16 bit Eclipse and the32 bit MV) included 
several atomic (Le., indivisible) memory 
reference instructions that can be used in 
a straightforward manner to implement 
locks efficiently, usually in just two or 
three memory cycles. 

Which method you choose to imple
ment your lock strategy can have a signifi
cant effect on the performance of your 
customer process. Recently, I ran into a 
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Figure 1: SCF.H 

r Complex server Shared Common File (SCF) layout. ' / 

#include <stddef.h> 
#Include <dgqueue.h> 

r offsetofO ' / 
r Queue functions ' / 

typedef unsigned int Uint; 

#define MAX LOCKS 512 r Max no. of locked records ' / 

r DefIne the SCF layout. ' / 
typedef struct scf ( 
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r Define the SCF lock stuff. ' / 
int scU ock; Bit 0 set indicates SCF locked ' / 

r Bits 1-> 15 unused ' / 
Bits 16->31 = owner's PID ' / 

Uint scU ocks; r Total no. of SCF lock requests ' / 
Uint sci_spins; /' Total no. of SCF lock spins ' / 

/' Define the descriptor queues: free, lock(ed), wait{ing). ' / 
_QUEUE 
_QUEUE 
_QUEUE 

freeq ; 
lockq; 
waitq ; 

r Record locking statistics. ' / 
Uint recordJ ocks; 
Uint record_waits ; 

r DefIne the record descriptor pool. ' / 

Free descriptors ' / 
r Lock descriptors ' / 
r Wait descriptors ' / 

Total no. of record lock requests ' / 
Total no. of requests which waited ' / 

DATA GENERAL 
9500 SYSTEMS ANY CONFIG ........... ... ............................ $$SAVE 
9500 PROC 32MB UPGRADE ............................................ 39,900 
9500 PROC 8MB UPGRADE .................................... ......... 29,500 
95/9600 32MB EXP. MEMORY ....... ....... ............... ............ 14,900 
95/9600 8MB EXP. MEMORY ................................. ........... 4,000 
MV/5500 SYSTEM Bo. "SPARE" ............... ........ ...... ......... 18,000 
MV/5500 4MB EXP. MEMORY ............................................ 1 ,300 

DISCOUNTS ON MV/30000 MOD UPGRADES, 
MEMORY, I.O.C.'S AND SPARE CONTROLLERS. 

MV/40000 32MB EXP. MEMORy ....... ... ... ................ ......... 22,500 
MV/40000 MOO UPGRADES ....... ......... ................ ........... $$CALL 
MV/40000 SPARE CONTROLLERS .................................. $$CALL 
MV/18000 UPGRADE PROC. Bo ........... .. .......................... 18,000 
MV/15000 MOO 20 UPGRADE .......................................... 15,000 
MV/20000 MOO 2 UPGRADE ... ..... .. ............................... .. 15,000 
MV17800XP PROC. Bo. W/2MB ............................................. 900 
AVIION 25MZ oU/CPU Bo. 16MB ......... .... ......... .... ........... 11 ,000 
AVIION 51 /6200 32MB EXP MEM ... .................................... 8,900 

ATI : P.O.S. USERS CO ECT YOUR REGISTERS 

TO A Y D.G. SYSTEM VIA A RS232 PORT. 

MINISYSTEMS 
PHONE 718-646-4266 FAX 516-365-2436 

Circle 37 on reader service card. 

struct desc { 
_ELE elem; 
int recno; 
short pid; 
short uid; 

} descriptors[MAXLOCKS}; 
} SCF; 

/' Queue element ' / 
r Record no. ' / 
/' Owner's PID ' / 
/' Owner's UID ' / 

/' Define the word offset of desc.recno for use with qsearchO. ' / 
#define RECNO_OFFSET { offsetof{struct desc,recno} / sizeof{short) ) 

/' Define the layout of a record lock request packet. ' / 
typedef struct { 

int 
short 
short 

} RLRPKT; 

recno; 
pid; 
uid; 

/' Define the function prototypes. ' / 
extern void attach_scf{void); 
extern int 10ck_record{RLRPKT') ; 
extern int unlock_record{RLRPKT' ); 

/' Define the SCF ptr (will be set by attach_scl()) . ' / 
SCF'scfp; 

/' End of scf.h ' / 

The Easy Way to use 
pes as DG Terminals 

@Con/PC Plus 
* Emulation of all 

0411 features 

* Windows ~ -like 
user Interface 

* Easy to learn, 

* Fast, reliable 
file transfer On.Screen 0 

Underlining § 
~~~~~~ * Host software r. Included 

* Script 
Easy to use t...!!!!.~~~~~~~ language 

UTop Ten Utility" 
- Randy Berndt, DG Review 

Only $95 (@ConjPC) and 
$149 (@ConjPC Plus) 

Flying Point Sales 
516 .. 725 .. 3622 

20 Collingswood Dr., Sag Harbor. NY 11963 

Circle 28 on reader service card. 
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situation where an inappropriate strategy 
was adopted by a third-party software 
vendor with the re ult that the oftware 
pent 20 percent of its CPU time simply 

managing locks. That's ridiculous. 
Let's survey the various lock facilities 

available under AOS/VS and find out 
when they are appropriate to u e. 

:EXCLUSIVE_OPEN 
If the shared data that you're trying to 

access is associated with a file, then the 
cheapest locking method by far is simply 
to open thefileexclusively. Unfortunately, 
this precludes access by any other process 
until you close the file. That eliminates 
this technique for all but the mo t brute
force ca e (e.g., protecting a file or data 
base against any access during a complete 
batch run). 

:?FLOCI<I?FUNLOCK 
Relatively late in the life of AOS/VS, 

DC added two system calls to provide a 
feature-rich lock associated with files and 
records within files. 

?FLOCK/?FU LOCK allow multiple 
ta k and proce e to lock any "object" 
a ociated with a particular file, where the 
object can be anything (a bit, byte, block, 
element, record, field within a record, or 
even the whole file) . 

Two kinds of lock are allowed: exclu
sive and shared. An exclusive lock guar
antee that only a single lock holder ha 
control of the lock once the lock is set. A 
shared lock allows multiple simultan ou 
shared locker, presumably for read-only 
access to the shared data, with the guaran
tee that it won' t get updated while they' re 
looking at it. 

The nice thing about u ing ?FLOCK/ 
?FUNLOCK is that th ystem automati
cally takes care of cleaning up after pro
ces e that terminate (ab)normally while 
holding locks, eliminating the need for the 
user to provide a complex global erver 
for required cleanup. 

The only disadvantage of ?FLOCK/ 
?FUNLOCK is its cost: about 2 m for an 
uncontended ?FLOCK/?FU LOCK pair 
under AOS/VS 7.69 on an MV /4000. If 
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you'll only be holding the lock for a few 
micro cond while you update the a so
cia ted data, these calls impo e an ex
orbitant amount of overhead. 

:INSTRUCTION_SET:WSZBO 
The MV in truction et include everal 

nice atomic te t-and- et instructions that 
are well suited to the purpo e of imple
menting cheap locks involving multiple 
proce e. 

The simplest in truction is the WSZBO 
(SZBO for 16 bit program ). Thi in truc
hon te t a bit for zero. If it i zero, then it 
ets it to one and kips the in truction that 

follow . If the bit i already et to one, no 
action is taken and execution continue 
with thein truction following the WSZBO. 
Thi i textbooksemaphor behavior at it 
imple t. Thi instruction is so handy that 

C provide a tiny five-in truction library 
function ($a m bitszboO) to get at it. In 
other languages you need a small a sem
bly language subroutine to get at it. 

In term of peed, WSZBO is tough to 
beat: 2.3 micro econdsifthebiti changed, 

N T ROD U C N G COMPUTER HARDWARE of 
AMERICA 

OFFICE AUTOMATION ~OFTWARE 
• Simple, intuitive interface • Superlative E-MAIL 

with document exchange 

• Powerful document filing -
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• Runs any program from 
Main Menu; tailor per user! 

• Excellent productivity tools • Boosts user productivity 

• Improves site security • Eases user management 

EZ/Mail has been developed under CQCS the leading 4GL from Cyberscience Corporation. 
EZ/Mail provides full featured office automation with minimal impact on systems resources. 
and runs on all DC systems. MS· DOS. and most Unix·based machines. 
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Figure 2: LOCKS,C 

r SCF record lock management functions. ' / 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 

#include "sys_ersys.h" 
#include "sys_resched.h" 
#include "sys_signl.h" 
#inciude ·sys_wdelay.h" 
#include "sys_wtsig .h" 

#include "scf.h" 

r exitO ' / 

r ERPRH ' / 

r no_swap = mess(pattern,&swap_value,&lockword,mask); ' / 
extern int mess(int,int' ,int' ,intI ; 

#define 
#define 

LOCAL 
BITO 

static 
(1«31) 

r Lock the .SCF file using a spin scheme. ' / 
r Pending while holding the lock is not advised. ' / 
LOCAL void lock_scf(int pid) { 

int attempts,ier,swap_word; 

attempts = 0 ; 
swap_word = BITO I pid; 
r If scUock is zero then store 1 BO + pid. ' / 
while (mess(O,&swap_word,&scfp->scUock,-O)) { 

} 

scfp->sc,-spins++ ; r Gather statistics ' / 
if (ier = sys_resched()) exit(ier) ; 
if (attempts++ > 1000) { 

} 

fprinlf(stderr,"SCF lock deadlock!ln"); 
exit(EXIT _FAILURE); 

if (attempts % 100 == 0) 
if (ier = sys_wdelay(500)) exit(ier) ; 

swap_word = BITO I pid; r messO trashed it ' / 

scfp->scUocks++; r Gather statistics ' / 

r Unlock the .SCF file. ' / 
LOCAL void unlock_scf(int pid) { 

int swap_word,test_word; 

r Clear the lock only if it's me who's holding it. ' / 
test_word = BITO I pid; 
swap_word = 0; 
if (mess(test_word,&swap_word,&scfp->scUock,-O)) { 

fprintf(stderr,"Not your lock\n"); 
exit(EXIT _FAILURE) ; 

r Lock a record no. using a pend scheme. ' / 
r Returns 0 if successful, else error code. ' / 
int 10ck_record(RLRPKT 'pktp) { 

32 

_ELE 'elemptr; 
struct desc 'descptr; 
int ier,recno; 

r Sieze control of the SCF. ' / 
lock_scf(pktp->pid) ; 

/' Allocate a free descriptor and fill in the blanks. ' / 
if ( (elemptr = remove_head(&scfp->freeq)) == NULL) { 

fprintf(stderr,"Too many locks\n"); 
exit(EXIT_FAILURE) ; 

} 
descptr = (struct desc ') elemptr; 
descptr->recno = pktp->recno; 
descptr->pid = pktp->pid; 
descptr->uid = pktp->uid; 

r Search the queue of locked record descriptors ' / 

r to see if the record no. is already locked. ' / 
recno = pktp->recno ; r So next line is < 72 cols ' / 
elemptr = qsearch(&scfp- >lockq,WFSE,RECNO_OFFSET,recno,ONUlL); 
if (elemptr == NULL) { 

r Record is not locked: lock it by adding the des- ' / 
r criptor to the locked record descriptor queue. ' / 
elemptr = L ELE ') descptr; 
insert_tail( &scfp->Iockq,elemptr); 
scfp->record_locks++; r Gather statistics ' / 
unlock_scf(pktp->pid) ; r We're done with the SCF ' / 
return 0 ; r Exit successfully ' / 

r Record is already locked: queue my ' / 
r descriptor to the wait queue instead. ' / 
elemptr = L ElE ') descptr; 
insert_tail(&scfp->waitq,elemptr) ; 
scfp->record_waits++ ; 
unlock_scf(pktp->pid) ; 

r Enque the descriptor ' / 
r Gather statistics' / 
r We're done with the SCF-/ 

r Wait for a wakeup call from the lock holder (or server) . ' / 
if (ier = sys_wtsig()) exit(ier) ; 

r The record is now locked. ' / 
return 0; 
} 

r Unlock a record and wakeup the oldest waiter for it, if any. ' / 
int unlock_record(RLRPKT 'pktp) { 

_ELE 'elemptr; 
struct desc 'descptr; 
int ier,recno; 

r Seize control of the SCF. ' / 
lock_scf(pktp->pid) ; 

r Locate the descriptor. Not finding it is an error. ' / 
recno = pktp->recno ; r So next line is < 72 cols ' / 
elemptr = qsearch(&scfp->lockq,WFSE,RECNO_OFFSET,recno,ONULL) ; 
if (elemptr == NULL) { 

unlock_scf(pktp->pid) ; 
fprintf(stderr,"Record is not locked\n"}; 
return -1; 

r Free the descriptor. ' / 
remove_element( &scfp->Iockq,elemptr) ; 
insert_tail (&scfp->freeq,elemptr) ; 

r Look for the oldest waiter for this record no., if any. ' / 
elemptr = qsearch(&scfp->waitq,WFSE,RECNO_OFFSET,recno,ONULL) ; 
if (elemplr == NULL) { 

r No waiter: unlock the SCF and return success. ' / 
unlock_scf(pktp->pid) ; 
return 0 ; 

r Found a waiter: move his descriptor from ' / 
r the wait queue to the lock queue. ' / 
remove_element(&scfp->waitq,elemptr) ; 
insert_tail (&scfp->Iockq,elemptr) ; 

r Wakeup the waiter. Ignore error if he died. ' / 
descptr = (struct desc ') elemptr; 
ier = sys_signl(descptr->pid,descptr->uid); 
if (ier && ier != ERPRH) exit(ier) ; 

r We're done mucking with the SCF. ' / 
unlock_scf(pktp->pid) ; 

r That's All Folks! ' / 
return 0; 
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2.2 if it isn' t (MV 14000 times). 
Clearing the bit to release the lock in

volves either a simple WBTZ instruction, 
which takes an additional 1.8 microsec
onds, or a sexier WMESS in truction, 
which takes 2.2 microseconds. The WMESS 
instruction advantage is that in a single 
atomic operation it can both verify that 
the unlocker is in fact the current lock 
holder, and clear the lock if it is. 

Either way you unlock, that's roughly 
500 times cheaper than the ?FLOCKI 
?FU LOCK pair for the case of an 
uncontested lock. What a deal. 

The comparison is a bit unfair, because 
?FLOCK/ ?FUNLOCK allows both exclu
sive and shared locks, but a WSZBO-based 
function to provide the same facilities is 
still pretty simple, and adds only a few 
more instructions. 

:DESIGN_EXERCISE 
OK, let's try designing a low-overhead 

locking scheme for our skeleton complex 
global server and its customers to use. 

We'll use an application that most of 

you can relate to-simple record locking 
(flat file or data base, it makes no differ
ence). The scheme works as follows: 

• Any proce wi hing to acce the data 
base must begin by establishing a connec
tion to the global server (using?P AME 
or ?ILKUP to locate the server's PID and 
?CO to connect to it) . 
• Request access to the shared filel data 
base by sending an IPC request to the 
server (using ?IS.R) requesting either read
only or read-write permission. The global 
server responds by issuing a protected 
shared open (?SOPPF) to allow the cus
tomer to access the file l data base using 
shared page 1/ 0 . 
• Open the record lock Shared Common 
File that contains the data base of locked 
records and read it into shared memory. 
• The customer uses two functions, 
lock_recordO and unlock_recordO, to 
manage record locks. Both function are 
passed a packet that includes the locker's 
PID, Unique task 10, and record number 
involved . 

• Whenever a customer process termi
nates (by suicide, murder, or a fatal dis
ease), the global server checks to see if the 
cu tomer had any lock active (the locker' 
PID is stored along with the record num
ber) and issues unlock_recordO calls to 
release them. 

The C .H file that describes the layout of 
the Shared Common File (SCF) is shown 
in Figure 1(page 30). The C lock_recordO 
and unlock_recordO functions are shown 
in Figure 2. 

The complete set of source files, includ
ing those functions not shown in the fig
ures, is available on the :SYSMGR BBS as 
item SMLOGS:SML9112X. 

When reading the source code, note 
that BJ Inc. uses strict A SI C include files 
and per-call include files for sys_xxxO 
functions, instead of the 10,000+ lines of 
include files normally used by DC C to 
access sys_xxxO functions .lfI get a chance, 
I' ll try to update the code to show both sets 
of includes with #ifdef DCC to allow you 

COllti'lIIed Oil page 51 

LOOKING FOR A RELIABLE SOURCE FOR NEW 
AND USED DATA GENERAL EQUIPMENT? 

TBASE TM 

/ BUY • SELL • LEASE 
We maintain a substantial stock of new and used , 

thoroughly tested Data General equipment at our facility 

in Dallas, Texas. In most cases, we can ship the same day. 

SPARE PARTS ARE OUR SPECIALTY. 

PROCESSORS • COMMUNICATIONS • CABLES • PRINTERS 
MAGNmC PERIPHERALS • DISPLAY TERMINALS • ACCESSORIES 

ASSET REMARKETING CORPORATION 
4561 South Westmoreland 

Dallas, TX 75237 
800/383-9898 
(214) 330-0404 

FAX: (214) 330-8840 

Circle 2 on reader service card . 
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TEXTBASE/IMG 

TextBasellMG i the integration of a new technologically advanced management 
sy tem designed to pecifically manage free-form text in a relalional database 
management y tem and a technologically advanced proce for canning, character 
recognizing. displaying and printing image in an image proce ing management 
sy lcm into custom texl and imaging application . 

• High peed Text Search • Versalile Image Display 
• The auru Searching • EGA. VGA. Hercules Formats 
• Menu Driven • Compression ralio range 15: I 
• Review & Report Feature • Windows 3.0 Compatible 

TextBase Imaging Corp. 
90 I Dover Drive. Suite 242. ewport Beach, CA 92660 
(7 14) 722-9648 FAX: (7 14) 722-6927 

., 
TextBase run on lhe DG MV and DEC VMS series of computers. 

TexlBase is a lrademark of TBI. Windows is a lrademark of Microsoft Corporalion. 

Circle 55 on reader service card . 
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across 

5 
8 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
18 
20 
21 
27 
30 

31 
32 
33 

35 
36 
39 

American National 41 DG _ (portable) 
Standards Institute 42 NADGUG 92 
(abbr) location 
Break 45 Conquest 
Largest continent 46 Northerners 
Require 50 88K manufacturer 
Cheer 55 time 
Release 56 Dock 
Fee 57 code 
Most precipitous 58 General 
Imply 59 Happy 

Tai 60 Military officer 
Let down 61 Stalk 

switch 
Baseball 
implement 
Bother 
End of line (abbr) 
Parent/educator 
group 
Apex 
Bog 

a Wonderful 
Life" 

Sponsored by 

Computer 
Engineering 
International 

2231 Star Court 
P.O.Box 81755 

Rochester, MI 48308 
MI Phone: 313-853-0770 

FAX: 313-853-0775 

down 
1 Against 
2 Kind of light 
3 To thine own 
4 Made inactive 
5 Computer mistake 

message 
6 Systems 

Application 
Architecture (abbr) 

7 Bonzo 
8 DG Risc machine 
9 View 

10 Opposite of outs 
11 American 

Telephone and 
Telegraph 

17 Nat. Auto Parts 
Assoc. (abbr) 

19 Adam's 
22 Tree fluid 
23 Loft 
24 the Woods 
25 Midday 
26 Printer command 

<s I-:;-;:--!--+-
t.::> 

I 
~ 
-. 
& -. 
~ 

~ I=--t---+-+-.., 
.~ I=--t--I---t

~ v L---'----'-_.L-_ 

27 __ top 
28 Hawkeye state 
29 Perfect 

spreadsheet 
34 PC graphics board 

maker 
37 Microsoft word 

processor 
38 Two of a kind 
40 Pig's home 
43 Haughty ones 
44 Lawns 
47 Not messy 
48 Actress Hepburn to 

friends 
49 Grand 
50 Fuel efficiency 

monitor 
51 Olive is one 
52 Iced 
53 Dawdle 
54 Finesse 

Solution on page 42 
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HISTORICALLY 
SPEAKING 

NPA SERVES THE BEST ... FOR LESS ... 
• You have tru ted u ince 1979. Thank you. We till try harder for you. 
• You have recommended u nationwide. We thank you again. 

NOW IS TIlE TIME FOR TIlE REST ... 

• To join u and be treated like a KING and pay ancient wages. 

PLEASE CALL 1-800-USE-NPA4 

• Maintenance 
• Di a ter Recovery 
• PC & etwork 
• Trade-Ins/ Upgrade 
• Leases/ Rentals 

761 Coate Avenue 
Holbrook, NY 11741 

• ale 
• Depot Repairs 
• Wiring • Move 
• Equipment Buy Outs 
• Software 

Phone: (516)467-2500/ Fax: (516)467-5609 

Circle 40 on reader service card. 
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SYNOPSIS 
Have you taken the proper 

steps to guarantee data base 
integrity and effective 
recovery from system 

failures? This article will 
bring you up to speed quickly 

with Infos II and AOS/VS{II] 
offerings in this area. 

FILE 
PROTECTION 

RECOVERY 
by Steve Kyes 
Special to Focus 

Becau e AOS/ VS i a virtual, demand
paged system, modified Infos pages are 
left in memory while application users 
update Info file . Abnormal system hut
down - ucha an emergency hutdown 
(ESD), no shutdown at all due to power 
failure, or various other malfunctions
can re ult in corrupted Infos files. This 
may be prevented if data bases are prop
erlyadministered. 

Although Infos revision 6.0 implements 
a new buffer manager and eliminates user 
ring 4 ?SPAGEing, file integrity and the 
possibility of data base corruption re
main important is ues for the Info II 
user. 

How does corruption occur? Applica
tion additions (writes), deletions, and re
writes to data bases can cause dynamic 
changes to internal B-tree and other file 
pointers. They can cause the data base to 
grow as well. When a system failure oc
curs, these newly modified or created 
pages may not be flushed to the Infos data 
bases on the disk. Infos could be in the 
middle of changing a series of disk block 
internal structures when a failure occurs. 
So the physical file changes in memory are 
inconsistent, even if the pages are written 
to disk. This is the case when ESD is run 
after a system failure. Even though all 
modified Infos file buffers are flushed to 

the disk, these buffer may not be (and are 
most probably not) logically consistent to 
begin with. Proper file protection, backup, 
and recovery procedures must be imple
mented so the u er can recover quickly, 
with as little data loss as possible. 

Info II u ers should review user manu
als for detailed information about data 
protection and recovery features offered 
and supported by Infos II. Refer to the 
AOS/VS Infos II System User's Manual, 
093-000299-01, for rev 5 and prior, or the 
new Infos II System User's Guide, 093-
000299-02, for rev 6.0. These manuals de-
cribe in detail what is described only 

briefly in this article. 
What follows is an introduction to file 

integrity issues and recovery options avail
able with Infos II. Checkpointing is the 
backbone of all Infos file protection and 
recovery, and should be understood 
clearly by the u er. It is noteworthy to 
mention that all of the following options, 
with the exception of Request Groups, can 
be implemented procedurally with no 
application changes required for the user. 

Infos file modes 
Infos offers many solutions to the data 

base integrity problem. The first is file 
modes. Every Infos file created is in stan
dard, or "S," mode by default, until the 
data base administrator or the application 
designer selects a production application 
mode. Standard file mode should be used 
only for temporary, test, or "read-only" 
live data bases. These need no file integ
rity protection. Very few data bases are 
"read-only," so standard file mode is not 
appropriate for production data bases. 

Infos offers many other file modes that 
keep data bases in a protected, read-only 
state while inquiries and updates are made 
against the data base. These other file 
modes (and there are several) implement 
"differential files." In differential file 
modes, application transactions are ap
plied to the differential file, not the actual 
data base. The actual data base remains 
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"read-only" until a checkpoint occurs. If 
an application requests newly updated 
record information, Info know to read 
thi from the current data ba e page in the 
differential file-not from the read-only 
data base that contains an outdated page. 
Infos file modes may be set on each data 
base using the Infos Ifile utility. For ex
ample, "Ifile customer_db OF" turns on 
differential file mode for the data base 
named customer_db. 

Because Infos keeps the data base file in 
a "read-only" state during differential file 
mode, nothing short of physical disk dam
age can cause data base corruption. If all 
system data ba e are kept in one of the 
differential file modes, running Iverify 
following a system failure is not required 
unless you suspect physical disk corrup
tion. Run Iverify occasionally on all data 
bases, but it may be scheduled during off 
hours, prior to backups, and should not 
affect production schedules. 

Checkpointing 
A checkpoint i the means by which 

these temporary differential files are 
flushed to the real data base pages. The 
pages need to be updated by all the activ
ity since the last open or checkpoint. A 
checkpoint can be explicit (the user ex
ecutes an Infos checkpoint utility every 
"n" minutes), or it can be implicit (when 
the last application user closes the data 
base). Or it may be a combination of the 
two. The "lfjlecustomer_db OF" example 
given earlier supports both user-requested 
explicit, and last-close implicit 
checkpointing. Explicit checkpoints may 
be set up to execute from the batch queue 
with user-defined frequency. 

The checkpoint process has multiple 
phases. As soon as it starts, all data base 
requests are suspended until the check
point process is complete. The first active 
phase gathers all modified pages in 
memory for the data base being 
checkpointed, and writes them to the 
Infos differential file volumes, called 
OVaLs. The second phase copies these 
modified Infos data base pages from the 
OVaLs to the actual data base that had 
been in read-only mode. As long as the 
first phase has completed, a checkpoint is 
considered in progress and can be re
started following a system failure. A 
cleanup phase reinitializes the differen
tial volumes, restores the data base to 
read-only mode, and allows suspended 
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Infos requests to be processed. 
Checkpointingguarantee phy icaldata 

ba e integrity. It i po ible, however, to 
have a logically inconsistent data base, 
because a checkpoint can occur in the 
middle of a logical application tran action 
that make several Info request . The 
next checkpoint will flush the remainder 
of that same logical tran action. An Info 
II facility ca lled Reque t Group support 

ch ckpoi nting on logica l tran action 
boundarie , but thi require applica tion 
code. B cause a logical transaction can 
span multiple Info data ba e , there i 
al 0 a concept of Fil S t Ch ckpointing. 
For detail on Requ t Group and File 
Set, refer to Chapter 12 of th Info II 
Sy tern U er' Manual for rev 5 and prior, 
and Chapter 8 of the Info II Sy tern U er' 
Guide for rev 6. 

The product CEO system managers and 
users have been waiting Jor. 

ARChive 
Interface Module 

{AIM)TM 

Compress CEO Documents with Immediate, On-Line Restoration 
As a CEO public application: 
• Relieves the system manager of the responsiblity to restore 

user's documents. 
• Saves disk space by compressing the files into an ARC® 

library. 
• Keeps CEO users happy by allowing them to restore their 

own documents. 
• Works either with, or independently of the CEO archiver, and 

will restore documents previously archived to tape. 

Call, Write or FAX for AIM on a 30 Day Approval! 

CORPORATE LICENSES AVAILABLE * 

Data Bank Associates. Inc. 

20010 Century Blvd., Suite 104 
Germantown, Maryland 20874 

Telephone (301) 540·5562 
or FAX (301) 540·8105 

ARC is a registered ttademar1< 01 System Enhancement Associates. CEO is a registered ttademar1< 01 Data General Corp. 
"Must also purchase a license lor ARC. 

Circle 13 on reader service card. 
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Data General Professional Services 

.I Consu Iti ng 

.I Custom Software 

.I Performance Analysis 

.I Software Conversion 

Don't you deserve the best? 

~. Data General 
Systems Engineering 

Call 1-800-0ATA GEN 

FREE trial Software Available -- Call TOOA V! 
Circle 17 on reader service card. 

\ , ....... 
~h,-C-OI1t.-~-'II-t,-er-$.->p-'e,-'Ct-a/i-i8-t---------, 

SYSTEMS EXPRESS LIMITED 

S-pecial f -ffort * S-uperb f -quipment * S-upreme f -conomy 

FOR WORLDWIDE DATA GENERAL USERS 
All your Data General requirements from one 

LONDON-UK based Unchallengeable No.1 Supplier. 

We will be ~ 

happy 
to quote for ~ 
and supply: 

MV/Eclipse Complete Range (inc\. MV9300 & MV9600) 
AViiON Complete Range (inc\. AV4300/4600/5225) 
Data General PCs (incl. 4865) 

Complete Range of Peripherals 
Complete Range of Terminals & Printers 
Complete Spare Parts for Old DG Eclipse Systems 
Communication Specialists 

Best Prices with the Best Service 
Fast Delivery Time 
Low Cost World Wide Shipping Services 
Low Cost Engineering Installation and Support 
Repair' Maintenance' Exchange 

CALL US NOW (UK) 44-81-906-8191 
By FAX (UK) 44-81-906-8638 

Systems House, 23/29 Daws Lane 
Mill Hill , London NW7 4SD, UK 

Circle 53 on reader service card. 

Irecover 
Ev n in differential file mode, a sy tem 

failure can result in lost data base infor
mation. There are two po ible OVOL 
states after a sy tem failure. If a check
pOint wa in progre s, it should be re-
tarted u ing the Infos Irecover utility. 

Eith r \file or Irecover, with no witche, 
may be u ed to determine if a checkpoint 
wa in progre . " Irecover/re tart 
cu tomer_db" will restart the checkpoint. 
Compl ted Info reque t will not be lost. 

If a checkpoint was lIot in progre s at 
the time of a sy tem failure, the OVOLs 
mu t be deleted. They have a data base 
tructure of their own, and are probably 

corrupt. So would the Infos data base left 
in tandard file mode. Irecov r i u ed to 
delete the corrupted differential volumes, 
e.g., Ir cover/delete cu tomer_db. In this 
latter ca e, changes to the Infos data base 
ince the last open or completed check

point have b en 10 t. Fewer tran action 
are 10 t if explicit checkpoint are i sued 
with greater frequency. 

Request logging 
Info tran action logging i available in 

order to further reduce the window of 
vulnerability for 10 ing tran action . There 
are two ver ion ofthis: immediate, where 
tran action are logged unbuffered; and 
buffer d. [n immediate (unbuffered) 
mod ,a few tran action can be 10 t, d -
pending on the buffer size elected. The 
trade-off i performance. Writing to a log 
tape or di k fil unbuffered is not as effi
cienta bufferingup everalr que t ,and 
then writing to the log file. 

With logging, you mu t till di card the 
diff r ntial volume after a y tem fail
ure, unl check pointing wa in progress. 
However, you can replay the log file 
again t the Info data ba e, and bring it as 
current a the log file 's la t tran action. 
Logging Info requests, called Request 
Logging, require u e of the AOS/VS 
Common Logger. The logger has two 
piece : a logging program Comlogvs, and 
an unlogging program Comunlogvs. 

When recovering from a request log 
file, lrecover will be given log records by 
Comunlog, and check the date/time of 
the logged tran action against the la tsuc
ce ful checkpoint date/ time. Only trans
action written to the log file after the 
date/ time of the last successful data ba e 
checkpoint will be applied to the newly 
creat d differential volumes. Once the la t 
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log record is written to the differential 
volumes, Irecover will automatically ini
tiate a final checkpoint. This could be re
started after a system fai lure, as could the 
logging recovery procedure. 

Summary 
There are many levels of data base in

tegrity protection offered by Infos: 

• 0 protection, as offered by tandard 
file mode 
• Physical structure integrity with differ
ential fi le mode, but transaction loss since 
the last checkpoint 
• Logging with differentia l file mode, so 
only one to a few transactions are lost 
when a system fai lure occurs. 

Some customers design their own 
applications for transaction logging that 
can be more efficient, in terms of perfor
mance and defining logical transaction 
boundaries, than the general purpose 
logging offered by the AOS/VS Common 
Logger. 

In general, differential file mode does 
not affect performance much. But it will 
appear to pause the application when 
checkpoints are being issued. 0 new Infos 
requests may be applied to the differential 
volumes until the checkpoint is complete 
and differential volumes reinitialized. 
With transaction logging, however,check
points may be executed infrequently. You 
can let the differential file grow, and just 
replay more requests off the log file should 
it be necessary to run recovery proce
dures. You are increasing uptime through
put, but trading for a little more down
time to replay more transactions after a 
system failure. Infos II rev 6 has enhanced 
checkpoint performance, offering users 
more flexibility in scheduling checkpoint 
frequency. 

As with any software, there are trade
offs to consider. Except for custom appli
cation logging and Request Groups, all of 
the other options mentioned may be tested 
using Infos util ities and procedural 
changes (such as logging), which are all 
independent of the customer application 
code. Basic differential file mode affects 

Steve Kyes, a Data General employee for 15 
years, is a systems engineering consultant 
within DG's Technical Services group. He is 
based in Irvine, California. 
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performance a little. Adding full tran ac
tion logging require additional re ource . 
Every application has different requir -
ments and performance characteristics. 
The greater the modification to a data 
base as a percentage of total requests, the 
more log record mu t be written and 
replayed during recovery. 

One thing is certain: something other 
than the default standard file mode mu t 

be implemented for all production data 
ba e , except tho e opened "read-only." 
The strategy in Infos II recovery i simple: 
recover the data bases on the disk as 
quickly a possible. At a minimum, thi 
requires file modes that guarantee physi
cal data base integrity and eliminate the 
need to run Iverify and load tap backup , 
except when physical di k integrity i an 

SEE US f:..l Nf:..OGUG 
B00111 218 

The aC(:lalmea utility program just got better. 

ARC version 2 
Take 
the Disk 

with ARCtape 

Equivalenltt6~~l:i2 
of • . . JJ And 

Reduce it 
to this. 

ARC version 2 can now process an unlimited number of input files. 

The New ARCtape is up to 6 TI M ES as fast! 
• Proven, rel iable compression, up to 90%+ 
• W ith ARCtape, unattended backups to a s ingle tape 
• ARCmerge combines Arch ive libraries 
• ARC is officially approved by the creators of ARC on the PC 

THE PACKAGE INCLUDES: 
• ARC Version 2. ARCtape. ARCmerge 

• A low level version for Unix. a commercial license for the PC version 
• 1 year software subscription and hotline support 

And The Perfect Complement to ARC . .. 

TurboTran™ 
Xmodem/Ymodem Protocol 

provides ERROR-FREE file transfer to and from 
ANY PC. using almost any emulator. at speeds up 
to 38.000 baud. 

The Smart Connection ™ 
Complete PC integration with SmarTerm '· 
products and perfect integration with CEO. 

HERE IS WHAT YOU GET . •. 
• Efficient. fully supported DG / PC integration. Software subscription 
• Hotline support. CEO integration. PC support. AOS or AOSIVS 

• Low, low CPU impact. Runs at baud rates up to 38.4 KB • And more! 
Call, Write or FAX for ARC or TurboTran on a 30 Day Approval! 

CORPORATE LICENSES AVAILABLE 

Data B ank A s sociates. Inc. 

20010 Century Blvd., Sulle 104 
Germantown, Maryland 20874 

Telephone (301) 540·5562 
or FAX (301) 540·8105 -~. -ARC ~ • reglSleled IIadernart< of Sj$1em Enhancemerll AssociaIeS. Sma< Term is. reglSlered Uademarl< of Per10II Corp. CEO is. regislered UademarI< of Dab General Corp. 

Circle 14 on reader service card. 
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SCREEN TEST -------------------------------------------------------

Tim Boyer 

Re-possessed 
SYNOPSIS 

The latest Screen Demon, 
abundantly populated with a 

teeming horde oj 
improvements and new 

features , is a truly devilish 
upgrade. And it's notjustfor 

Cobol anymore, butfor any 
AOS/VS 32-bit language. 

Invite it to inhabit your 
system's souL 

I just received version 3.0 of Screen De
mon. It hasn' t been very long since I re
viewed Screen Demon ("Yes they do Win
dow ," FOCllS, September 1989, pg.42),but 
revision 3 has enough added to it that I can 
do a column on the new features alone. So 
that's what I'm going to do, with a mini
mumofre-review. Tho eofyou who threw 
your September 1989 issue away are on 
your own. 

Screen Demon is, of course, the pro
gram from Threshold, Inc., that adds 
windowing, pop-up menus, mail, and 
other goodie to ICobol and VS/ Cobol 
programs. Except now, as one of their ads 
says, it's not just for Cobol anymore. All of 
the Screen Demon features can be added 
to any AOS/ VS 32-bit language: C, B32, 
PL/ l , and so on. In addition, a new ver
sion called C-THRU enables the features 

VENDOR INFORMATION 

Screen Demon is available from Thresh
old, Inc., 118 N. Ross Street, Auburn, AL 
36830. Their phone is 205/821-0075, fax 
205/821-0122. The price runs from $950 to 
$1,550 depending on configuration. The 
upgrade is $95. 
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on ICobol and Microfocus Cobol on the 
Aviion platform. So if one of your con
cerns about starting to use Screen Demon 
was producing non-standard code, worry 
no more-this code can follow you any
where. 

Even into existing programs. I' m no 
longer running CLI32. Instead, I' m run
ning SD_CLI32, which is the same thing 
with the Screen Demon routine linked in. 
Adding Screen Demon calls to existing 
programs couldn' t be easier. All you need 
to do is type 

SO_POSSESS :UTIL:SED.PR 

and you create a file named SD_SED.PR 
that's about 2K larger, but has the Screen 
Demon routines bound in. Kinda nice to 
be running SED and popping up notepads, 
ending mail, printing off the screen, and 

so on. The only limitation is that it must be 
a 32-bit program, 0 I can' t have a Screen 
Demon version of CRTEDIT. 

Handy mail server, new calls 
There's also a new global mail server. 

This lets you notify users who aren' t cur
rently running Screen Demon that they 
have mail. The program checks if some
one is logged in under a non-Screen De
mon process, and periodically end them 
a notification. Handy for those of us who 
spend a lot of time in the CLI. 

In addition, there are a few dozen new 
calls. Most of the e are refinement of 
existing calls, such as SD_MES
SAGE_O LY, which sends a message 
without waiting for a keypre . Some of 
these are new and potentially useful, like 
SD_BITS_TO_DIGITS, which turns a nu
meric value into a string with its binary 
value. With this, I can easily check which 
bits are turned on in a word. And at least 

one of these routines is so indispensable 
that, had I known it was possible, I would 
have pe tered Thre hold long ago to in
clude it. 

SD_TEMPLATE_MATCH has already 
found its way into a dozen of my pro
grams. Here's the problem: you're look
ing for a pa ttern ma tch in an ICobol string. 
Say, for instance, HESSELBEI TIRE. 
There are only three ways of doing it. One, 
you can look for the string itself, which 
will never work because someone will al
ways type "HESSELBEI TIRES CO." or 
spell it with one "5", or spell it "BIE " or 
something like that. ext, you can check 
for part of the word, like "HES", and most 
of the time this will work, and that's what 
most of us do. Occasionally, it kicks out 
"HESTER TIRE", but thems the breaks. 
Finally, if it's critical, you set up some kind 
of ad hoc routine that breaks the word into 
individual characters and ignores dropped 
letters and transpositions, taking a couple 
of dozen lines and requiring a rewrite for 
each exception. ow there's a fourth way. 
The syntax is like so: 

CALL "SD_TEMPLATE_MATCH" USING 
candidate string, 
template string, 
match flag. 

and the important feature is that you can 
include the wildcards " .. " and "+" to match 
single or multiple character ,respectively. 
So my pattern match is now 

CALL "SD_TEMPLATE_MATCH" USING 
ORDER-SHIP-TO·NAME, 
" +HES+ELB+N+", 
MATCH·FLAG. 

IF MATCH·FLAG = "Y" THEN .... 

One tatement replaces dozens, and the 
accuracy is greatly improved. 

The only drawback is that, to quote the 
manual, "The first space, comma or un
printable character indicates the end of 
the string." Why the limitation ?This means 
that I can't do a search for "HELLO 
THERE," either as the search string or the 
string to be earched . 

Of course, I do anyway. In the template 
string, I just specify "HELLO" THERE." 
Then, I adjust the candidate string: 

INSPECT CANDIDATE·STRING REPLACING ALL 
SPACE BY "!". 

INSPECT CANDIDATE-STRING REPLACING ALL 
"," BY "-". 
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Circle I So 

1, We'll show yOU the poweriul capabilities of the neW MY 19600, 
MY 15600 DC and MY 19300 by installing a new processor board 

{or a 30-day trial period - FR££\ 2, To demonstrate the emciencies of upgrading, we'll give yOU 

n read 

an in. depth cost of ownershiP analysis and MIpS Meter 
software to analyze your system periormance - bOth FR£,E! 

3, When yOU purchase a 5th Generation System, 
we'll include _ FREE - a 30·user CEO software package! 

socaJl\-SOO-DA1A GEN 
Even the phone can is FR££\ 

Data General 

er Se . rv'ce card. 

Life just got 
a whole lot easier~ 

ECLIPSE & CEO a.e .eglste.ed 
trademarks ot 08\8 General. 
o t991 oata Gene.al Co.po·atlon 



SCREEN TEST --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I then do the search, and do a REPLACE 
going the other way. A bit tedious, but it 
works fine. This one statement is worth 
the whole upgrade to me. 

A bigger, better manual 
In addition to the new statements, there 

are some statements that have always been 
available-I just didn' t know what they 
did. ow I know, because the 2.0 manual 
has more than doubled in size. There now 
is both a Programmer's Reference and a 
Development Guide designed to lead you 
through the intricacies of Screen Demon. 
It's no help, though, if you get an unread
able manual twice as big as before. Some
one has put some effort into these revi
sions. 

Take the SD _ CREA TE_ WINDOW call, 
for example. It's always been available. Its 
function, as described by the old manual, 
is " the sa me as the corresponding 
SD_NEW WINDOW calls except that the 
initial view is set to the position and size of 
the box-parameters, if any are specified." 

Makes you want to run over to your 

terminal and program something, doesn' t 
it? 

In the new manual, I find out what this 
call does and why I want to use it. There's 
an entire page giving different reasons, 
but for me, the clincher is that with the 
SD _ CREA TE_ WINDOW call you specify 
relative cursor positioning instead of ab
solute. In other words, you never have to 
figure where the box is on your screen
specifying LINE 4 will place your data 4 
lines down from the top corner of the 
current window. So, in effect,decentdocu
mentation has added a whole new set of 
calls to Screen Demon. Finally, there are 
improvements to the existing utilities. The 
SPY utility allowed you to see exactly 
what each screen was doing. Now, not 
only can you watch, you can take over. 
That's right-while watching someone 
else's screen, typing "R" allows you to go 
in there and grab control. 

I dunno. There have been occasions 
when I've used this, but usually I feel like 
one of those scientists in a 1950s horror 
flick . You know, the one who exclaims, "I 

PtftbinilO 
IBM PC Terminal Emulation 

ONLY! 

~4922 
Features: 
* Dis pla y 132 Columns 

30 Day 
Money Back 
Guarantee 

Free 
T-Shirt 

W ith Purchase (limited time) 

* Conne ct D irectly or v ia Modem 
* F u ll S c re en Editor/ File M a nager 
* F ile Tra n s fer in Backgrou nd 
* E GAlVGA Support 

shudder to think what could happen if 
this weapon falls into the wrong hands!" 
With the Remote Input feature, you 
literally become the other user, with 
all of the other users privileges. Now, 
nobody would do this, but think what 
could happen if PID 2 were running a 
SD ]OSSESSed version of CLI32. 
That means that anyone who could get 
access to SD_SPY could become OP. 
Whoops. 

Still more goodies 
Along with these improvements are a 

slew of other goodies: a CU-32 type HIS
TORY feature that makes debugging much 
nicer, a screen saver included in the code, 
an on-screen clock that's practically infi
nitely configurable, an optional print 
redirector, and more. The TURBO feature 
has always been a problematical one for 
me, because when set to full, the screen 
won't redisplay until input is required. In 
other words, if you DISPLAY a line that 
says, "Warning! The computer room is on 
fire! Run for your life!" the line won't 

* Ove r 16 E mulations D E C , DG , IBM .. . 
* Ove r 40 Modems Supported Answers to Puzzle on page 34 
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* Powe rful Script Language 
* L e a rn Mode 
* Remote Control (Optional) 
* Network Version (Optional) 

1 (800) 359-6612 
MCIVISA (9:00am 10 5 :00pm PST) 

PereLine Data S ystems, Inc. 
750 Camden Ave. Suite S , Campbell, Calif. 95008 

Circle 42 on reader service card. 
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SCREEN TEST ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

appear until the next ACCEPT, which may 
be too late. The current revision allows 
you to specify the number of seconds be
tween screen refreshes, and the numbt . of 
lines to buffer until a screen refresh, so I 
can finally take full advantage ofTURBO 
mode. 

One of the nicer additions is an emer
gency registration key code. Being an end
user, I'm no great fan of software locks, 
but I understand their economic neces
sity. I much prefer the method Data Bank 
Associates uses, because that company's 
lock file can be moved around and still 
function . Screen Demon's can't. This 
means that if you ever have a disk failure, 
loading from backup won't help, because 
the key code won't be valid. Fortunately, 
Screen Demon will still operate. Unfortu
nately, it pops up an "un-registered copy 
of Screen Demon" screen every few sec
onds, driving your users nuts. 

Now there's an emergency code good 
for three days. And when you install 
it and forget about it until three days 
later, the code is good for another three 
days . If you forget again, you're on 
your own. This seems to be a good 
compromise. 

The upgrade from 2 to 3 is not entirely 
painless. This is the first set of upgrade 
documents I've ever seen with specific 
instructions to beta users. Apparently, 
there were a lot of beta copies out there. 

The major problem is updating 
SD_ICX_CONFIC.5R. This is the file that 
contains all of your Screen Demon param
eters-which keys invoke Screen Demon, 
additional programs on the Screen De
mon main menu, the logoff interval, and 
so on. If you haven't made any changes to 
these parameters, there's no problem. If 
you have, you must go through your old 
and new files line by line, making sure 
you replace all of the applicable custom
ized keystrokes. Even the beta configura
tion file is different from the current re
lease. 

There needs to be some way of auto
mating this process, some program that 
can read your current configuration file, 
recognize the custom modifications, and 
insert these into the current configuration 

Tim Boyer is EDP Manager at Denman Tire 
Corporation . He may be reached at P.O. Box 
951, Warren, OH 44482, 216/898-2711 oron 
theNADGUGbulletinboardat415/924-3652. 
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file. If such a program were made avail
able, the upgrade would be corr:pletely 
effortless. Maybe for 4.0, Threshold? 

But that' nitpicking. With this many 
improvements, they have to leave some
thing for next time. This truly is a major 
upgrade, with features that I didn' t even 
know were possible in ICobol. If you're 
running ICobol, you need to be running 
Screen Demon. And now, even if you're 

not running ICobol, you need Screen De
mon. 

Odds and Ends Department 
If you're reading this in Denver, look 

me up and give me some column sugges
tions. Surely, there must be some product 
that you'd like to see reviewed. 

If you're not reading this in Denver, 
you should be. t:,. 

FROM THE COMPANY 
THAT WROTE THE BOOK 
ON MANUFACTURING 
SOFTWARE 

!he JAI Software Library'" 

Designed by manufacturing people 
and written in manufacturing words-the 
JAI Software Library is in a class by itself. 

Built on a modular basis, the Library allows 
you to mix and match as you choose to get a 
fully integrated system thafs just right for 
you. And for people who want to customize, 
there's plenty of room for that too. 

You can expect immediate results like 
improved customer delivery, lower invest
ment, greater visability of operations, and 
improved financial controls. All conveniently 
provided by a company with over 18 years 
of hands-on experience. 

To learn more about our vast selection of 
Library programs, give us a call today. 

JAI: Our Experience Speaks Volumes 

"Ai 
JACOBSEN u ASSOCIATES. INC. 

10229 Lower Azusa Road, Temple City, California 91780 
(818) 575-7504· (818) 283-5347· FAX (818) 575-7550 

Circle 33 on reader service card. 
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David NOvy 

UNIX NOTEBOOK 

Shedding light on 
optical disk storage 

SYNOPSIS 
Enormous capacity, and you 

can retrieve stuff quickly, 
too-optical disk technology 

offers staggering possibilitieS. 

At the Denver ADGUG conference 
this year you will find a strong emphasis 
on read/write optical disk storage tech
nology. Two presentations on optical stor
age technology will be given on Thur -
day, November 21. I am sure that at least 
two vendors will demonstrate optical disk 
technology in the vendor area. Read/ write 
optical disk technology promises user 
the ability to store tremendous amounts 
of data at rea onable cost, and with quick 
access times. 

Zetaco had ever done. 
The first factors needing consideration 

were the potential amount of information 
that could be stored on a large-capacity 
optical disk system, and how to ensure 
that information's integrity. Theoretically, 
an optical disk system can store several 
years' worth of information. How do you 
ensure that this data will never be lost? 
This kind of storage capability and the 
need for integrity preViously could be 
found only in large corporate data centers 
possessing large support staffs. Now this 
capability may be supplied by a support 
staff of just one or two, with an optical disk 
jukebox and a couple ofExabyte ta pe driv
ers. Until now, little thought had been 
directed to the technology and proced ures 
required to give an optical disk storage 
system "corporate mainframe" reliabil
ity. 

But these systems are new, 
relatively unproven. if you 

consider one, treat it atfirst 
like a racehorse: put it 

through its paces, challenge it 
to perform. Then plan how to 

work this tool into your 
overall strategy Jor data 

storage, backup, and 
archiving. 

The task of bringing optical disk tech
nology from concept to reality was very 
difficult. I have been using the Zetaco 

etstor, and I am very pleased with its 
capabilities. etstor went into full pro
duction only two month ago. It took 15 
months to ensure that the machine would 
be reliable enough for production pur
poses. The machine's quality and the qual
ity of upport from Zeta co are excellent. 
However, using optical disk storage is 
different from anything that either I or 

Another issue related to data integrity 
involves making sure that data input 
streams do not overload the system and 

9 a system 
Some simple tests of the ability of an optical 

disk storage system to guarantee data integrity 
are as follows ( ote; these tests are simple, but it 

can take several days to perform each test); 

1) Load three platters full of static data. Run the Unix 
find command on the three platters and pipe the 
output to the Unix xarg sum commands. If you can 
do this three times, you can be assured that the data 
integrity of the data transfers from and to the optical 
disk storage media is excellent. The concept behind 
this test is that the find command transfers all data 
on the optical platters to the host computer, and the 
sum command runs a checksum on the data stream. 
If the checksum is the same for all three passes, then 
there was a 1 in 65,536 chance that a data error 

occurred while transferring more than 4 GB of data . 
The accuracy of 1 in 65,536 is because the sum 
command i accurate to 16 bits. 

2) Check to see that the permissions and ownerships 
on all files used in the data transfer test described 
above do not change. 

3) Try to overload the system with data input. See if 
it can deal with this overload without crashing. 

4) Run three full backups of the three static platters 
to tape, and then do a checksum of the data on the 
tapes to make sure that all three backups are alike. 

If the optical disk system you want to buy 
can pass these tests, you are dealing with a well
tested machine from a vendor who under
stands what is required to deliver a dependable 
product. 11 
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Do you wish you could find a backup system 
with enough capacity. speed, and sophistica
tion to backup unattended? 

fast transfer rates plus the ability to locate and 
restore your files quickly - about 75 times 
faster than normal speed. 

Could you recreate a document from 
scratch in the time it takes you to restore it? 

CONfIUATION RDIBIUTY. 
The state-of-the-art liquid crystal display 
gives you complete drive status information. 
Command under execution, transfer rate, 

FAn IACXUP, FAn RESTORE. 
Lntroducing the CY-8500, the 8mm tape 
drive that gives you up to 
25 GB on a Single tape. 
And with transfer rates 
of up to 90 MB per min
ute, backup takes less 
time, frees resources,and 
makes frequent backup 
simple and convenient 

And that's not all. 
The CY-85OO offers fast 
file search capability So 
you get the advantages 
of high capacity and 

TRUE "PLuG-AND-PlAV" 
COMPATIBIUTY WITH: 

Alllant 
Alpha Micro 
Altos 
Apollo 
Artx 
AT&T 
Baslc-4 
Concu,",nt 
Convergent 
DataGennl 
DEC 3100 
DEC BI-Bus 
DECHSC 
DEC O-Bus 
DEC TUITA81 

DEC Unibus 
Gould 
HP 
IBMASl400 
IBM Mainframe 
IBM RISC/6000 
IBMRT 
IBMS/38 
Macintosh 
McDonnell 

Douglas 
NCR 
Novell 
OS/2 
PS/2 

PC386/ix 
PC MS-DOS 
PC 
Xenix/Unix 
I'eftec 
Plexus 
Prime 
Pyramid 
Sequent 
Silicon 

Graphics 
Sun 
Unisys 
Wang 
and more 

tape remaining, and ECC 
are presented in a clear 
easy-to-read format By 
offering such fearures as 
data compression - for 
five times the storage 
capacity per tape - and 
data encryption - giving 
you data access control
the CY-85OO adapts to 
your company's growing 
needs. We'll adapt to 
your site requirements 

too, with rack mounting options and cable 
lengths of up to 80 feet. 

PROVEN 1EOINOLOGY. 
Best of all, the CY-8500 offers peace of mind. 
8mm helical scan technology, designed for 
data recording, gives you demonstrated 
performance and reliability. ot an adapta
tion of an audio recording format. 

The CY-85OO is part of a complete family of 
tape backup products that range in capacity 
from the 150 MB \4" cartridge streamer to the 
2 18 cartridge handling system. All backed 
up by our in-house technical support group 
and I2-month warranty. For more informa
tion on how you can enjoy the best value in 
tape backup, call today at 804/873-0900. 

Rock Landing Corporate Center· 11846 Rock Landing, ewport e\\ , VA 23606 ·804/873-0900 . FAX 804/873-
Circle lOon reader service card . 



DG & MOTOROLA 
BUY • SELL • LEASE 

~ {;;QMM!.!t:lI{;;AIIQt:lS 
MVl15000, 2oooo IAC-8, IAC-16 
MVl10000 TCBs 
MV/8000 COM BASIC I/O 
MVl7800 ATI-16, AMI-8 
MV/4000, 40000C ALM-8, ALM-16 
MV/2000 MCP-1 WITCB 
NOVA 4-C, S/20 

I2ISKlIA~s SI140, S/280, C350 
354, 592 MB 

MEMQRY 96, 192 MB 
for all MV & 73, 147 MB 

ECLIPSE 10, 12.5, 20, 25 MB 
for all NOVA & 6231 CART N/E 

MICRO 6026, 6123, 6125 

PRINIsRS 
6299, 6300, 6021 

4320 55CPS LQ ~ 
GENICOM 3318 6053, 0 -100, 0-200 
Oata Prod 83oo,B600 0-210, 211 , 410, 460 
OKIOATA 192, 292 0-214, 215,411 , 461 
HP LASER JET 0-216, 412, 462, 470 

I2ESKIQP {;;QM~AIIBbsS 
OG/10, 20, 30 PKG ZETACO COC 
OISK UPGRAOES FUJITSU SCIP 
USAM-4, USAM -1 OATARAM STC 
CARTRIOGE TAPE 
MEMORY 

SPECIAL I MOTOROLA UNIX 
* * * * COMPUfER SYSTEMS 

AMES SCIENCES, INC. 
1787 Chancellor Point Rd., Tmppe, MD 21673 

(301) 476-3200 • Fax 301-476-3396 

Circle I on reader service card. 

SERVICE 
Data General 

Terminal Repair 
0100, 0200, 0210 
0211, 0214, 0215 
0216, 0450, 0461 
0462, 0410, 0400 
0411, 6053, 0412 

$95 Flat 
Rate 

most repairs 

COMPUTER 
MAINTENANCE 
CORPORATION 

609 North 4th Street 
Stillwater, MN 55082 

(612) 439-0279 
Circle 8 on reader service card. 

UNIX NOTEBOOK 

cause data stored on the optical disk to 
become corrupt. You must also ensure 
that data can be backed up properly. 

It took Zetaco more than 18 months to 
bring the etstor from practical concept 
to maturity. As far as I am concerned, the 
results were worth the wait. If you are in 
the market for an optical system, I know 
the Zetaco etstor is one of the best be
cause I have worked with Zetaco to en
sure that its machine performed to speci
fications . If you are looking at another 
brand, make sure that the system has been 
thoroughly tested under high stress input 
and output conditions. (See "Testing a 
system," page 44.) My experience has 
taught me that you cannot assume that the 
vendor has tested the integrity of its sys
tem under · high stress conditions. The 
market is too new. The stakes are too high. 

Backup schemes 
Once you are sure that you have a qual

ity product, you need to know how to use 
it properly. One good way to use the sys
tem is for backing up critical data used by 
a workstation network. The two most 
widely used backup schemes are central 
file server and "over the network." 

"Over the network" is used at sites 
where critical data is stored at each work
station and backed up to a central site. 
Central file server backup is used to back 
up a file server. In this scheme, critical 
data is stored centrally and distributed to 
the authorized users on demand. I prefer 
to use the central server backup scheme. 
My reasons for this preference involve 
security and backup performance. 

A system in which critical data is stored 
at a central server site is more secure than 
a site where the users are allowed to store 
critical data at their workplaces. Also, if 
data is stored centrally, it is easier to main
tain an audit trail of who used critical data 
and when. 

As for performance, it is faster to back 
up a central file server, because you can 
transfer data faster from magnetic disk or 
optical disk to tape locally than you can 
over a network. If you can obtain data 
transfer rates in excess of 30,000 bytes per 
second from a workstation to a central 
backup system over a network, you are 
doing very well . This means that the 
backup of a single system can take a very 
long time. Attempting to back up several 
systems at once runs the risk of saturating 
the network or overrunning the backup 
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server's data input capability. 
Another use of optical disk systems is 

for archive storage. I do not recommend 
using optical disks as the only method of 
archive storage. Instead, archive storage 
should be distributed over a mixture of 
magnetic, optical, and tape media. Tape 
media are not as reliable as optical media, 
but they are inexpensive. Whatever me
dia you choose for archive purposes, I 
believe it prudent to have at least three 
copies of any archive information. My 
experience has shown me that if you do 
not keep three copies of any archive infor
mation, then you will lose some of it dur
ing the next five years. 

The market 
If you are considering optical storage 

technology, you should be aware that the 
performance and storage capacity of read/ 
write optical disks will improve signifi
cantly over the next nine months. On the 
market by the end of the year will be 90 GB 
jukeboxes containing four drives. New 
drives will be available during the second 
quarter of 1992 that will increase the write 
capability of a read/write optical drive 
from about 250,000 bytes per second to 
about 750,000 bytes per second. These 
new drives should be direct replacements 
for drives currently available. The increase 
in write speed is the result of being able to 
do a write operation in one pass, instead 
of the three passes currently required for 
a write operation. 

Finally, I want to mention how the Data 
General A viion fits into the optical disk 
storage marketplace. Aviion, with its em
phasis on commercial grade Unix and its 
RAID capability, is the best platform for 
coupling an optical disk jukebox to a com
puter network. The Aviion's RAID capa
bility means that you can have magnetic 
media storage capability with an MTBF 
(mean time between failures) in excess of 
1 million hours. The commercial capabil
ity of DG/ UX allows it to be tailored to 
meet user demands. I think that once you 
have an opportunity to attend the DG lUX 
5.4 presentations at the 1991 NADGUG 
conference, you will agree with me. 6. 

David Novy is a technical computing special
ist at 3M in St. Paul, Minnesota . He is past 
chairman of the AOS/VS special interest 
group and current chairman of NADGUG's 
SIG/UX. 
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Dial DASH 

SYNOPSIS 
A new 24-hour electronic 

serviceJrom DC's Customer 
Support Center offers e-mail, 

bulletin boards, andJorums. Call 
in with questions, check the 

status oj STRs, use the electronic 
search program, even place a 

service calL 

by Tom Rizk 
Special to Focus 

In an effort to keep you informed of our 
ongoing as well a new ervices, I have 
worked with ADGUC to establish the 
esc Forum in Focus. Through this column, 
we in the Customer Support Center will 
make you aware of how and why we do 
business remotely, as well as new service 
offerings we are delivering. I will have 
each member of my staff contribute ar
ticle on a monthly basis that explain the 
way calls are processed and how you can 
a sist u in delivering the most efficient 
ervice in the business. 

Additionally, we will answer questions 
of general interest submitted to our new 
electronic service offering, "DASH". 
DASH stands for Direct Acce s to Support 
Help, and is available 7 days a week 24 
hoursa day. This month's article describe 
DASH in detail and provides logon infor
mation. I look forward to communicating 
with you via the forum and hope that you 
will take advantage of DASH and the 

Focus 

services of the Customer Support Center 
in orcross,Ceorgia. 

DASH was originally specified asa Unix 
u er-only product that would provide a 
bulletin board ervice to our Unix users. 
The traditional Unix u er community ha 
used e-mail and bulletin board service . 

The DASH bulletin board is available 
today to all of our customers. You can 
obtain access by dialing BOO/DASH-CSC. 
You can review and ubmit article in 
several bulletin boards and forums. Addi
tionally, you may exchange e-mail with 
any other registered u er. If you have a 
DG service contract, you may take advan
tage of an electronic search program, a 
well as place a ervice call electronically. 

Additional services offered with a main
tenance contract include ordering patches 
and replacement module to fix problems 
you have reported, and checking the sta
tus of Software Trouble Reports (STR ). 
The e services are also available to our 
Support Plus customers. 

All you need to start using DASH are a 
terminal and a modem (2,400 bps). You 
will be prompted for information includ
ing usemame, password, address, and 
company name. Future plans include 
Compuserve and X.400 network access. 
Questions about DASH can be answered 
by calling BOO/DC-HELPS. /), 

Tom Rizk, director of customer support, is a 
17-year Data Ceneral veteran. He has been 
assigned various jobs during his tenure with 
DC, including regional servicedirector,direc
tor FE administration, area services director, 
and for the last six years director of customer 
support il1 Norcross. Rizk is responsible for 
hardware and software services delivered from 
the CSC, as well as all on-site escalations. He 
may be reached at BOO/DC-HELPS. 
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C. L-BUS 

~ 
SOLUTIONS 
Indocomp boards for 
your MVl1400, 
MVl2000, MVl2S00, 

0 or Dsnsoo 
computers 

• VME bus adapter 

U • DRV-11 interface 
• Voice processing 

• SCSI controller 

0 • IndustrialllO 
• Co-processor boards 

Custom boards 

Q 
available for your 
application. 

INDOCOMP 

Z 
SYSTEMS, INC. 
P.O. Box 157 
Drayton Plains. MI 48020 
Phone: (313) 666-9715 - Fax: (313) 666-1001 

Circle 30 on reader service card. 

ALWAYS 
USE PROTECTION 

Cover those vulnerable computer 
switches with INNOVATIVE 
SWITCH COVERS, the best fitting 
plexiglass switch covers you can 
buy! 

MV10000 ......................................... $21 .95 
MV20000 ........................................... 21 .95 
MV15000 ........................................... 17.95 
MV9500 ............................................. 14.95 
MV7800 ............................................ 17.95 
MV2000 ............................................... 9.95 
MV2500 ............................................... 9.95 
Meterhigh Cabinet ............................ 21 .95 
Argus Disk Drive ................................ 18.95 
Shadowrams Disk Drive .................... 12.95 

All other Data General Models 
available. 

Innovative Enterprises 
86 Cunningham A venue 

niondale, Y 11553 

(516) 483·8238 

Circle 31 on reader service card . 



Kim Medlin 

Putting RAD into practice 

SYNOPSIS 
When software appLication 

needs are so specifIC that no 
generalized package will do, it's 

time to get custom software. 
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Cobol's too clumsy and costly? 
Move on to more eJfkient 

modem tooLs. Embrace 4GLs 
andRAD. 

ow comes the good part. We're going 
to put RAD into practice. You will see 
firsthand how RAD tools can dramati
cally save time, effort, and money during 
the development process. In this article, I 
will identify an actual business problem 
that was solved using RAD tools. With the 
next few articles, we will follow the appli
cation through the complete development 
cycle: analysis, deSign, development, test
ing, and production. But first, let's make 
sure we're all on the same wavelength. 

In previous articles, we identified the 
following "facts of life" regarding the 
Rapid Application Development (RAD) 
revolution: 

• RAD is a reality because of the combina
tion of fourth-generation languages (4GLs) 
and relational data base management sys
tems (RDBMSs), coupled with recent ad
vances in hardware speeds. 
• In strict terms,4GLs aren't languages at 
all. They are tools (written in 3GLs) de
signed to automate common functions of 
business/ commercial software applica
tions. For example, such functions include 
data-entry forms, menus, management re
ports, and business graphics. 
• RAD can be employed effectively when 

AHEAD WITH RAD 

the application's requirements "fit" the 
capabilities of the selected 4GL and 
RDBMS. It is imperative that you have a 
firm grasp of the 4GL's capabilities. It is 
important to understand that if a task isn't 
suited for a 4GL, it may well be faster to 
implement that task using a 3GL. 
• Properly constructed 4GL applications 
are said to be "data driven." In many 
cases, 4GLs are able to reduce develop
ment time significantly because they as
sume the application data is normalized . 
This assumption allows 4GLs to imple
ment easily such common functions as 
master-detail data relationships and in
teractive pick lists. (For a discussion of 
data normalization, see "Go Fourth and 
Multiply" in the ovember 1989 issue of 
Focus. ) 

The business situation to be solved 
Enough with the preliminaries! Keep 

the above "golden rules" in mind as we 
discuss the following business applica
tion which was developed using RAD 
tools. This application will be used as an 
ongOing example in future articles to dem
onstrate various RAD techniques. 

This story begins with a wealthy woman 
who lived in the southern Appalachian 
Mountains. Her name was Mrs. Big. She 
died a widow in the early 1980s after a 
long marriage to Mr. Big, a successful 
businessman (the names have been 
changed, of course). The story becomes 
interesting because there were no heirs to 
inherit the family fortune. To put her vast 
sums of money to good use, Mrs. Big had 
created a foundation to grant interest-free 
college loans to local graduating high 
school seniors. To qualify for loans, stu
dents had to meet only a few require
ments: 

• They must show academic promise 
• They must have a financial need 
• They must promise to work in their 
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A Pro er 
Calls Ills Dog. 

WITH COBOL 

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 
PROGRAM-ID. CALLDOG. 
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 
SELECT ANIMALS 

ORGANIZATION IS INDEXED 
ACCESS IS DYNAMIC 
KEY IS ANIMAL-TYPE 
ASSIGN TO BEASTS. 

DATA DIVISION. 
FDANIMALS 

REGORD CONTAINS 16 
CHARACTERS 
DATA REG ORO IS ANIMAL-REG. 

01 ANIMAL-REG. 
03 ANIMAL-TYPE PIC X(8). 
03 ANIMAL-NAME PIC X[8]. 

PROCEDURE DIVISION 
START. 

OPEN INPUT ANIMALS. 
MOVE 'DOG' TO ANIMAL-TYPE. 
READ ANIMALS INVALID KEY 
DISPLAY 'BAD ANIMAL 

LINE 10 POS 1. 
CALL-SPOT. 

DISPLAY 'HERE' LINE 10 POS 1. 
DISPLAY ANIMAL-NAME HIGH 

LINE 10 POS 16. 
CLOSE ANIMALS. 
STOP RUN. 

UNITED STATES 

Zortec, lnc. 
1321 Murfree boro Rp. 

a hville, TN 37217 
(61S) 361·7000 
FAX: (615) 361-3800 

WITH SYSTEM Z 

Here, Spot. 

Is System z 4GL COBOL? 
System Z allows you to combine familiar COBOL syntax with 

ultra high-level keywords that define entire processes. Development 
time is cut to a fraction. Z lets you concentrate on the functionality 
of the program rather than the tedious definitions and procedures. 

ZBASE includes a database manager with relational functions and 
a data dictionary that interacts with the compiler. The need for file 
or data definitions in the program is totally eliminated. A powerful 
editor is built into the Z compiler so that errors are identi fied and 
explained as you create them. 

ZIP, a utility of System Z, allows you to develop queries, menus 
and reports with no programming knowledge. However, for the 
more experienced user, the source code generated by ZIP can be 
enhanced or modified for more complex applications. 

Fliminate Machine Dependence 
Programs developed with System Z are not dependent upon the 

hardware or operating system they were developed on. The 
executable code can be "copied" to other systems with no change or 
recompiling. For example, you might have a program developed 
under U IX and then decide to install it on a DEC VAX under VMS 
or a PC under DOS. Graphics, function keys and other conventions 
previously accepted as "machine dependent " are portable. 

IWformance + Productivity + Portability 
System Z cuts development time by 90 % without paying the 

price of slower response times and greater memory and disk 
requirements. Incredible as it seems, Z programs actually run faster 
than those developed with BASIC or COBOL and reqUire only a 
fraction of the resources that third 
generation languages need. 

Call or write now for more information. 

EUROPE 
Slavanger EDB A / S 
Po lboks 2 

Gamle Foru vel 87 
Foru , 'olway 4033 
47(04) 678S22 
FAX: 474-678261 

AUSTRAUA 

Zortec Australia 
280rd lreel 
2nd Floor 
West Perth, Au lralia 600S 
(619) 481-3277 
FAX: (619) 4 1-4383 

Circle 63 on reader service card. 
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See us at NADGUG, Booth #328 

• 
:WFFCA 
World's Fastest 
File Compressor 
& Archiver. 
WFFCA compresses hies and archives Ihem 
faster and Wllh less Impact on olher users Ihan 
any olher similar ullilly available on DG sys
ems Dramallcally reduce disk storage used 
by Infrequently accessed hies malnlalned for 
hlSloncal purposes A Iyplcal SYSLOG hie 
compresses beller than 710 t 
WFFCA has Ihe ablilly 10 handle archives In 
Ihe popular PC ARC'" formal slgmhcanlly 
reducing hie transfer lime 
Initial AOSNS and AOSNS 0 Ucense: S499 
10 Day Trial Copy: FREE! 
AID •• "II'InI_O\J<e=S£::IJ:xI!:l!:::-

A Dlvwon of 8 J Inc 

=== :SYSM8B 
Soflwere for System Menegers 

1113 MInna St .• SUllo 215 
San Franosco. CA 94105 
(415)550-1454 FAX (415)550-1072 

Circle 51 on reader service card. 

FOR ALL YOUR HARDWARE NEEDS 

CALL 

ELLEN MOORE 

MORE COMPUTERS, INC 
869 SAVAGE RD. 

BELLEVILLE, MI 48111 
FAX# (313)699-4161 

(313) 699-0259 

FOR ALL YOUR HARDWARE NEEDS 

CALL 

ELLEN MOORE 

MORE COMPUTERS, INC 
869 SAVAGE RD. 

BELLEVILLE, MI 48111 
FAX# (313)699-4161 

(313) 699-0259 
Circle 38 on reader service card. 
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home countie for the first two years fol
lowing college graduation. 

Loan repayment would be forgiven if the 
student obtained a degree in medicine, 
nur ing, or ministry. 

Mrs. Big had selected an attorney to act 
as the foundation'S trustee and adminis
trator. All went well for the first few years 
of the program. Problems appeared when 
the volume of tudent became 0 large 
that it wa difficult for the attorney and 
the foundation admini trator to provide 
their service using manual procedure . 
All records were kept on ledger card and 
in file folders. You can probably imagine 
how well a computerized application 
could olve the difficulties. 

Application requirements 
The basic requirements of the oftware 

application were fairly straightforward. 
Before graduating, high school enior 
apply for the no-interest loan . Ba ed on a 
et of selection criteria, students are ad

mitted to the loan program. In return, the 
tudents sign a promi sory note for the 

amount of the loan. Questionnaires are 
sent to existing participants to determine 
their financial requirements, if any, for the 
upcoming chool year. If they require ad
ditional funding, their promissory note is 
updated. 

During the school year, the foundation 
makes payments to colleges on the tu
dents' behalf. From the foundation' point 
of view, the e payments are made at ir
regular intervals because each college 
maintains its own schedule for processing 
tuition. This results in significant admin
istrative work for the foundation. 

Upon graduating from college, the stu
dent agree to a repayment plan and com
mence monthly payments. The founda
tion provides a receipt each time it re
ceive a payment. At all time, the 
participant's current balance and amount 
in arrears, if applicable, are maintained. 
Participants who fall behind in payments 
receive a eries of increasingly stern delin
quency letters. If these letters do not con
vince them to become current on pay
ments, the account i turned over to a 
collection agency. 

RAD to the rescue! 
The first approach the foundation took 

was to eek a packaged software solution. 
However, the requirement of the foun-
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dation as set forth by Mrs. Big were so 
specific that no generalized package could 
meet the need. It became apparent that 
custom software was the only available 
alternative. But what language should be 
used? Certainly a 3GL like Cobol could 
implement the sy tem' function. It 
wasn't a feasible alternative, however, 
because a Cobol application would be 
much too costly for the foundation's bud
get. 

Theonly viable alternative was RAD. In 
fact, had it not been for RAD thi bu ine s 
problem wouldn't have been solved with 
a computer at all. The nonautomated 0-

lution would have probably involved hir
ing more administrative personnel, and 
incurring a larger and continuing payroll 
expense. Compare that to the co t of the 
computer system, which would be recap
tured in Ie than a year. 

Happily for the foundation, RAD wa 
not only technically sufficient, it was eco
nomically justifiable. In many ca es, RAD 
i extremely ea y to justify from a bu i
ness viewpoint. 

The technical solution 
With the application requirements de

fined, we will focus our attention on the 
analysis phase. Once again, we have the 
opportunity to utilize a modern tool to 
make the process more efficient. My next 
column will de cribe how to u e a CASE 
tool to quickly identify the processes and 
data required for this application. Specifi
cally, we will generate data-flow diagrams 
and an entity relationship diagram. These 
two types of diagrams form the ba ic build
ing blocks for all future a pplica tion devel
opment. They also provide an effective 
mean of communication between user 
and analyst. I will how you step-by-step 
the methods used to create these diagrams, 
and we will discuss the relative impor
tance and ignificance of each. 

Until next time, stay tuned for further 
adventures in rapid application develop
ment! t::" 

Kim Medlin is a senior consultant with Data 
General's Solution Services group in Atlanta, 
Georgia. Solution Services specializes in 
CLlstom software design, development, 
implementation, and consulting. Medlin's 
address is 3617 Parkway Lane, Norcross, GA 
30092. He may be reached at 404/448-6072, 
extension 2007. 
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to compile u ing tandard DC 

:WALKTHROUGH 
Let's take a little stroll through Figures 

1 and 2 so you can ee what' going on. 
{Editor's Ilote: Logistics wOllld Ilotnllow liS to 
plnce the cOlllplete fig II res ndjncellt to thi 
descriptioll. YOIl mny wish to mnke copies of 
pnges 30 nlld 32 to refer to whell rendillg the 
followillg pnragraphs. / 

The 5 F data bas it If i prot cted 
against multiple updater by a " pin lock" 
u ing the high order bit of data item 
sdJock. A spin lock derive it nam 
from the fact that running into a lock that 
is already set i re olv d by" pinning" in 
a loop that just k ep trying to get the lock 
until it either ucc ed ,or until ome out
rageou numberofattemptshaveoccurr d 
(i .e., a deadlock). Becau e of th poten
tially large amount of CPU that can b 
wa ted waiting for a lock to clear, pin 
lock are only advisabl iff a) the lock i 
only held for a relatively hort tim (e.g., 
Ie s than a mil Ii cond), and b) all locker 
agree to never do anything that might 

cau them to p nd ( .g., I/ O) while hold
ing the lock. 

Th two function that accompli h thi 
are lock_ dO and unlock_ dO. Within 
the pin loop, a forc d r ch dule y tem 
call i done in ord r to (h pefully) pa 
control t the proce that currently hold 
the lock in hop that it will fini h what
ever it' doing and r I a e th I ck. T 
make the deadl ck det ctor Ie n itive 
to the pe d of the particular y tem, a 500 
milli cond d lay i x cuted every 100 
pin . 
Once the 5 F i locked , then the actual 

rec rd locking i accompli h d u ing th 
MV' non-atomic, butquit nappy, qu ue 
in truction . Luckily, th libraries pro
vid compl t acce to th m . Oth r lan
guage can manage the qu u by coding 
up equival nt functions (inc atomicity 
i notr quir d),orbyaddingahandfulof 
imple a mbly languag ubroutin . 

Lock d r cord are kept track of u ing a 
"de criptor" that i ith r qu ued to a Ii t 
of locked r cord (I ckq), or to a qu u of 
waiting requ t (waitq) if th record i 

SYSTEM MANAGER'S LOG 

air ady locked by meone el e (another 
ta k within the proc ,or another pro
ce ). A third queue (fr q) i u d to tore 
de criptor not curr ntly in u . The maxi
mum number of simultaneou lock re
que tid t rmined by the total number 
of de criptor available (MAXLO K ). 
D criptor are alwa queued in FIF 

rder. Thi m an that fr eq pr vide a 
hi tory of recent locking activity, 10 kq i 
in th am rdera th I ck w r granted, 
and waitq i in order by who reque ted 
fir -t. 

Th 10 kJ ecordO function I ck the 
F, allocate a d criptor for th n w 

r que t from fr q, and then earche the 
queu of locked records to eeifther c rd 
numb r i air ady lock d. If not, the de-
criptor i queu d to lockq, the F i 

unl ck d , and the function return n r
mally. 1f the record i already locked then 
the d criptor i qu ued to waitq, the F 

unlocked, and the ?WT IC Y t m call 
u d to pend until th r c rd i un

ck d. 
The unlockJe ordO function lock the 

••••.•••.•.•.•.•••.•.•.•.•••.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•••.•••.• :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:-=-: ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
::: DATA INVESTORS CORPORATION ::: 
••• s ••• 
• •• COMMUNICATIONS 22 E. Lafayette treet MEMORIES •• _ 
• • _ 4370 IAC-16 RS-232 ..................................................... s875 Hackensack, NJ 07601 8010832MBMVl95oo ........................................... 513.900 •• _ 

43681AC-8 RS-232 ......................................................... 600 8990-0 16MB MV12oo00115000 .................................. 6.900 
•• - 4370-A IAC-16 RS-422 .... ................................................ 750 (201) 343-8875 8990-C 8MB MV12000011 5000 ..................................... 2.800 ••• 
•• _ 4368-A IAC-B RS-422 ...................................................... 700 8871 8MB MVl4oool1 0000 .......................................... 1.650 ••• 
••• 4380 ISC-2 ...................................................................... 300 FAX# (201) 489-5633 8927 4MB MV12000 NEW STYLE ................................. 1,150 ••• 
• •• 4560 LAC-12 ................................................................... 775 8870 4MB MVl40oo/100oo ............................................. 700 ••• 
••• 4561 lSC MV12000 ......................................................... 400 8765 2MB MVl4oo0/1oooo ............................................. 300 ••• 

4342 ATI-16 .................................................................... 200 8940 10MB Mvnaooxp ............................................... 3,500 
• •• 4543-B MCP-l .......... .. .................................................. 1,450 8708 2MB MVl8000 ...................................................... .. 300 ••• 
••• 4463ZTUSAM-4 DESKTOP ............................................. 195 8754 512KBSl140 .......................................................... 300 ••• 
•• 45321lC W/ACCESSORIES .......................................... 2,800 DISK DRIVES & MAG. TAPE 8687 256KB Sl140 .......................................................... 200 •• 
•••• 6239 592MB ARGUS SIS ........................................... 53.900 8387 256KB NOVAl4 ....................................................... 200 .:. 
• • SYSTEMS & PROCESSORS 6236 354MB ARGUS SIS ............................................. 1.400 8656 256KB ECLIPSE ...................................................... 200 •• 

• 70120 AVIION AV/310 8MB 322 DISK 150 TAPE ........ S4,9oo 6581 500MB RAMS DISK ........................................... 10.900 DESKTOP MEMORy ..................................................... CAll • 
••• 8952 MVll5000 MOD-88MB ..................................... 12,900 6492 727MB SIS .......................................................... 6.500 •• -
•• MOD-20 CPU BOARD UPGRADE ................................ 10.000 6461 CSS 130MB TAPE 322 & 234 DISKS ..................... 5.ooo TERMINALS & PRINTERS -.-
.:. 8994 IOC-2i3 MV20oo0 ................................................ 3,500 6161 147MB WINCHESTER SIS ................................... 1.150 ESPRIT MOD 13610 TERMINAlS ...................................... S85 •• _ 
•• MV10000 CPU-O-MEM ................................................. 1,800 6122 277MB DISK SIS ................................................. 1.000 0-216, 0-412. 0-462, D-470C ..................................... CAll •• 

::: =:~~~~:~~: ~~~ BOARii"::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::~ :~~~ ~~~: ~~: ~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:~~ ~:~~~: ~:~~~: ~::~~: ~:::~' .. ~:~~~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:~~ ::: 
••• Mvn8004MBcPUBOARD ....... .. .......... .. .. ...................... 9oo 6329120MBMV12000 .................................................... 600 Bl000PRINTER ........................................................... 2.800 ••• 

• 8790 MV/8000 MOD-2 8M8 .. .......... .. .. .. .......................... 900 6363 160MB MV12000 . . .......... ... 975 4364 600 lPM BAND SIS ............................................. 1.800 • 
••• 91547 MV12000 4MB 160 OISK TAPE NEW STYLE ...... 2.900 6100 25MB WINCHESTER·Wlns·:::::: .... ::::::::::::::.: .. ::::::: 900 4327300 lPM BAND SIS ................................................ 900 ••• 
••• 8760 MVl4000 2MB ..................................................... 1.600 630016299 160016250 MAG TAPE SIS ......................... 4,900 4433 150 CPS PRINTER .................................................. 400 ••• 
•• 8770 S/280 2MB WIBMC ............................................. 1,500 6026 DUAL MAG TAPE SIS BROWN ............................... 900 4434 160 CPS PRINTER .................................................. 500 •• 
• •• 8678N Sl140 256KB ........................................................ 950 6123 MICRO STREAMER BROWN .................................. 900 GENICOM MOD 13180 ......... .. ............................................ 325 ••• 
••• 8395N NOVA 4X 256KB 16 SLOT .... ................................ 850 6270 DESKTOP CARTRIDGE TAPE ...... ............................ 475 647512PPMGRAPHICSLASER. ..................................... 1,800 ••• 
••• DESKTOP SYSTEMS & PERiPHERAlS ................ .. ........ CAll 6125 STREAMER MAG TAPE SIS .................................... 500 43741200 lPM SlS ................................................ .. ...... l ,9OO ••• 

•••• Data Investors is a worldwide special ist in Data General Equipment. We have been for 14 years buying .:. 
••• and sel ling pre-owned Data General Equ ipment. All equ ipment is sh ipped from our own facilities, thoroughly ••• 
••• tested and guaranteed el igible for Data General Maintenance. • •• 

:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: 
Circle 18 on reader service card. 
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5 F, locates th corre ponding de criptor 
in lockq, deque it from lockq and enque 
it to freeq, and then checks waitq to see if 
anyone el e i waiting for the ame record 
numb r. If not, it unlock the SCF and 
exits normally. If anyone' waiting then it 
deques the fir t matching descriptor from 
waitq (waiter nqu in FIFO order) and 
enque it to lockq before unlocking the 
SCFand wakingupthewaitervia ?SIC L. 
Finally, it exits normally. 

If a cu tomer hould terminate while 
holding either the SCF lock or while hold
ing a r cord lock, the global erver clean 
up the mes . From the obituary IPC me -
age it get the decea ed's PID and checks 

it again t the low order word of c£Jock 
for a match. If it matche , the server un
conditionally clear cUock, releasing the 
lock to avoid a deadlock. Then the serv r 
attempt to lock the SCF normally (via 
lock_ cfO). Once in control, the erver 
earche lockq and waitq for any de crip

tor with matching PID . De criptors in 
waitq are imply moved to freeq. De crip
tor in lockq are moved to freeq and then 

the amewaiterwakeuplogica de cribed 
above i u ed to pa control of the record 
to the fir t waiter. 

:FOOTNOTE:T ASK_LOCKS 
Task locks are useless for protecting 

data and code path against intrusion by 
other processes. The only reason I'm tak
ing the time to mention them here is so 
you don't mistake them for tools to be 
u ed in multi-proce s situation. 

Probably the olde t way to protect a 
code path involve u ing the ?XMT /?REC 
system calls (ACE T call, actually). A 
pair of the e call i slightly Ie s than one
third theco tofacorresponding?FLOCK/ 
?FUNLOCK pair. Interesting, but irrel
evant. 

Protecting a task from being re-directed 
(e.g., via ?IDCOTO) by other tasks in the 
same ring i accomplished using 
?TLOCK/?TUNLOCK. The e ystem calls 
are primarily used by DC's language 
runtime libraries. 

Disabling rescheduling for the ring (via 
?DRSCH/?ERSCH) is a brute force tech-

IIII DIGITAL 

nique for protecting against intrusion by 
other tasks. 

Again, none of the e facilitie i appro
priate for use when multiple processes are 
involved. 

:WHEWl 
This completes the survey of simple 

and complex server design issues. If 
you have any special requirements for 
your particular erver, give me a call 
and I'll try to tell you in which direc
tion to go. 6 

Bl is the president of B.J. Inc.,a San Francisco 
based consllltancy specializing in system au
diting,system management,and performance 
analysis. :SYSMGR isa division ofB.J. Inc. Bl 
can be reached at 109 Minna St., Suite 215, 
San Francisco, CA 94105, 415/550-1444 
(voice) or 415/550-1072 (fax). The :SYSMGR 
bulletin board number is 415/391-6531 (300/ 
1200/2400 with optional MNPcIass5,CHAR/ 
605X/CHARLEN=8/PARITY=NONE/ 
AUTOBAUD) or 415/550-1454 (voice). 

==== DYNAMICS INC. 
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BRINGING NEW UTILITIES TO THE 
DG MV MARKETPLACE SINCE 1980 

D:drive 
Asynchronous LAN 

that allows your 
PC's to 

access your MV's 
d isk drives. 

MULTI VIEW 
Windows 

Run up to 8 
programs 

simultaneously on 
the same console 

line. Hotkey 
between your MV 

programs. 

OpCon8 

Be online on up to 
8 d ifferent CPU's 

at the same time. 
Uses an intelligent 

8 port 
communications 
board and PC 

software . 

SEE US AT NADGUG • BOOTH 316 
DIGITAL DYNAMICS, INC. • 3055 Plymouth Rd. • Ann Arbor, MI 48105 • (313) 995-2400 

Circle 23 on reader service card. 
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New CEO Object 
Office software! 
Office automation has taken a quantum 
leap forward with CEO Object Office software. 
CEO Object Office delivers the rich functionality 
of CEO software to LAN-based PCs- while 
integrating MS-DOS applications into a common 
user environment. 
An ideal platform for 90's computing, 
CEO Object Office is ... 
• Object-oriented, with an icon-driven 

graphical interface 
• Based on Microsoft Windows 3.0 and 

New Wave 
• Supported on NetWare, Token Ring, 

TCP/IP and DG/ PC*I 
• Intuitive and easy to use 
• Integrated with CEO and the MY/ Family 
For more information about the ultimate office 
worker- and a free demo diskette, call 

I-BOO-DATA GEN 
Data General 

Life just got 
a whole lot easier! 

CEO. CEO Oblect Office. and OG/PCo, are trademarks at Data General MICIQSOII I$ a 
reg IS Ie red trademark 01 Microsoft NewWave IS a lIademark 01 Hewlell -Packaro 
NetWate 1$ a trademark at Novell 01991 Oala General Corp 

Circle 16 on reader service card. 



____________ THE WORKSTATION 

Doug Kaye 

Netware for AOSNS: 
Questions and answers 

SYNOPSIS 
Our columnist tums his attention to PC-integration products 

Jor MV Jamily computers, specifically the new Netware Jor 
AOS/VS, and tackles it by consulting his diary oJmost-asked 

questions. Whos, Whats, Whens, Wheres, and Hows-dig in 
and satisfy your curiosity. 

Mo t of my mail and phone call for the 
pa tfew months have been about etware 
for AOS/VS. Yes, it's finally done, and by 
the time you read this it should have been 
shipping for a month of so. I've kept a 
diaryofall the questions we've been asked, 
and this and next month's columns are a 
dump from the diary. This month we' ll 
start with an overview of the product and 
its relationship to other PC-integration 
products for MY family computers. 

1. What is Netware for AOSNS? It is an 
implementation of ovell's Portable 

etware. It allows an MY family com
putertoappearjust like any other etware 
server to MS/ OOS, OS/ 2, and Macintosh 
client on a local area network (LAN). 

2. Are other vendors offering Portable 
Netware? Yes. Perhaps the greatest value 
of etware is standardization. With a 
market share of more than 65 percent, 
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ovell's etware is clearly the standard 
to follow for the interconnection of PCs 
and larger systems. Portable Netware has 
been licensed by Hewlett-Packard, IBM, 
MIPS, Uni ys, Altos/ Acer, CR, Prime, 
Wang, and others. Because the etware 
protocols have been adopted by so many 
vendors, applications that run under 

etwarefor AOS/VScan easily be ported 
to other hardware and software platforms. 

3. How was Netware for AOSNS devel
oped? There were four companies in
volved with the development of this new 
product. ovell provided the basic code, 
written for Unix in C. Mentat (Santa 
Monica, California) supplied AT&T
compatible Streams, a standard environ
ment for communications protocols. Data 
General supplied the device drivers for 
the various MY family LAN controllers as 
well as a PC'I-compatible etbios inter
face module. Rational Data Systems 

"ported" the ovell source code, provided 
other AOS/ VS-specific components, and 
put everything (including the documen
ta tion) together to crea te the final prod uct. 

4. Who owns and supports the product? 
The resulting product ( etware for AOS / 
VS) is jointly owned by RDS and Data 
General. Both companies are shipping the 
identical product and providing front-line 
support to their customers. As the pri
mary implementor,Rational Data Systems 
provides second-tier support to Data Gen
eral as well as direct to RDS licensees. 

5. How is Netware for AOSNS deliv
ered? etware for AOS/VS comes in two 
halves. 

• Netware Transports include the AOS/ 
VS LA device drivers and standard 

etware protocols including IPX, SPX, 
Netbios, and the application program in
terfaces (A Pis) for these protocols. The 
license fees for etware Transports will 
depend upon your MY family CPU type. 

• Netware Services include the standard 
etware features such as file and printer 

sharing, multi-user record locking, bind
ery, etc. etware Services licensing is 
based upon the number of simultaneously 
logged-in users. 

6. Can I use Netware for AOSNS instead 
of a PC file server? Yes, you can, but you 
should be aware that etware for AOS/ 
VS may be substantially slower than na
tive etware 3.xx, which does not have 
the overhead of a general-purpose operat
ing system. etware for AOS/ VS is a 
connectivity product. Its primary function 
is to provide your PCs and Macintoshes 
with access to AOS/VS files and printers. 
If you need high-performance file service 
for workstation applications that do not 
require acce s to files on your MV family 
system, you should consider adding one 
or more native etware servers to your 
configuration. 

7. How is Netware for AOSNS different 
from PCNS? PC/ VS is the original PC-
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to-MY, LAN-based integration product 
first shipped by RDS in 1985. PC/VS 5.00 
and etware Service both make u e of 
(and require) Netware Transports. Ear
lier releases of PC/VS included a separate 
transport package. 

8. Can I run Netware and PClVS at the 
same time? Yes, PC/VS 5.00 and Netware 
for AOS/VS are designed to be used to
gether. They both use the same etware 
Transports and share a single LAN con
troller on your MY. On your PC worksta
tions they likewise share a single LAN 
adapter and IPX protocol stack. MS-DOS 
u ers may use etware, PC/VS, or both 
simultaneously. 

9. Can I use Netware and PClVS with 
Xodiac? etware and PC/VS 5.00 are de
signed to share a single LAN controller 
(ILC, LLC, or ILA ). This must be a sepa
rate controller from that used by Xodiac. 
You may, however, use a single LAN. The 
data from one controller will not cause 
problems with the other controller, even 
on the same LA . We are working with 
Data General to offer a future release of 
the etware Transports that will allow all 
three products to share a single controller 
under AOS/VS II and XTS-II. 

10. How does CEO Object Office fit into 
the picture? Object Office requires either 
the older PC"I transports, the PC*I etbeui 
(IBM-specific token ring), or the etware 
Transports. Neither Netware Services nor 
PC/VS are required for Object Office. 
Choosing the etware Transports allows 
you to add etware Services or PC/VS at 
a later time. 

11 . What is the difference between 
Netware, PC"I, and Netbeui? PC"I is 
based on the older Microsoft Networks 
program and uses Data General's propri
etary implementation of the ISO protocol 
stack. It is a closed system. Netbeui is an 
implementation ofIBM's proprietary pro
tocol stack specific to token ring LANs. Its 
primary advantage is to those who want 
to use CEO Object Office in an otherwise 
pure IBM environment. The Netware 
Transports are fully compatible with all 
other versions of etware. 

12. What are the speed differences be
tween Netware, PC"I, and PClVS? There 
are benchmarks that can make any prod-

Focus 

uct look terrific and another very slow, 
but Figure 1 show the overall picture. 

Figure 1: Current relative performance 

Relallve 
Product DIS performance 

PCNS AOSNS Classic Fastest 
PCNS AOSNS II 
PC"HI AOSNS II 
Netware AOSNS Classic 
Netware AOSNS II 
PC"I AOSNS Classic Slowest 

PC/VS and Netware are slower under 
AOS/VS II because the operating sy tem 
is, itself, somewhat slower than AOS/VS 
Classic. Because the PC"I-II transports 
were moved into the operating system 
under AOS/VS II (XTS-II), Data General 
achieved substantial performance im
provements. If and when the etware 
Transports are moved into the AOS /VS II 
kernel, the chart will most likely appear as 
in Figure 2. 

Figure 2: Anticipated future 
relative performance 

Relative 
Product DIS performance 

PCNS AOSNS II Fastest 
Netware AOSNS II 
PCNS AOSNS Classic 
PC"HI AOSNS II 
Netware AOSNS Classic 
PC"I AOSNS Classic Slowest 

13. Can Netware and PC"I coexist on the 
same MY? 0, they cannot. In order to 
provide 100 percent compatibility be
tween the etware and PC"I interfaces to 
Netbios, portions of those interfaces have 
identical names and cannot therefore be 
run at the same time. 

Next month I'll answer more detailed 
questions about the functionality and con
figuration of etware for AOS/VS. I:l 

Doug Kaye is president of Rational Data Sys
tems, Inc ., and may be reached at 1050 
Northgate Dr., San Rafael, CA 94903; 800/ 
743-3054. 
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Focus Subject 

IN D E X 

Adaptive technology 
Bridging gaps. With portability 

and special equipment, the 
computer industry leads the way in 
helping the motor-impaired find 
fulfill ing employment. Part II in a 
two-part series. Lori Rhea 
DiSorbo. Feb 91 , pg. 26. 

Appl lcations--government 
Shifting gears. The City of 

Glendale, with the help of Data 
General, embarked on an 
ambitious plan in the 1980s to 
provide comprehensive citywide 
data processing and oHice 
automation services. The City's 
new five-year plan, based on 
decentralization and investment 
protection, reflects the computer 
industry's sobering of the 90s. 
Steven H. Jones. Mar 91 , pg. 18. 

Applications--legal 
TI,e verdict. Arriving late into the 

data processing age, an almost 
century old law firm makes up for 
lost time by automating with 
Aviions. Joel M. Lewis. Sep 91 , pg. 
26. 

Appllcations--manufaeturing 
Word of mouth. Motorola pilot 

program uses voice recognition 
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technology to inspect integrated 
circuits on a noisy factory floor. 
Prasad Gavaskar and Laura 
Weldy. Jan 91 , pg. 10. 

A IInified soilltion. General 
Atomics uses Data General MVs 
and an Indocomp subsystem to 
dismantle a high temperature gas
cooled reactor. Michael E. Marotta. 
Jan 91 , pg. 13. 

Inside Eskilllo Pie. It takes more 
than chocolate, ice cream, and a 
wooden stick to make a delicious 
ice cream treat. Food manufactur
ers in a variety of appl ications 
make DG equipment part of their 
recipes for success. Lori Rhea 
DiSorbo. Jan 91 , pg. 16. 

TI,e desired end. Corporate 
America and its data processing 
gurus need to apply a little 
industrial psychology and reth ink 
the relationship between 
information systems and the shop 
floor. Such is the message of a 
new book, Manufacturing 
Infonnation Systems . Kevin 
Danzig. Mar 91 , pg. 29. 

Appllcatlons--v ldeo Imaging 
A better way to run your jail. 

Video imaging of inmates and 
computerized record management 
represent improvements through 

technology for jails and prison 
systems. Doug Johnson. May 91 , 
pg. 26. 

Aviion 
A trio of al/l/OllIICelllel/ts for 

Av iiol/ fal/s . Robin Perry. May 91 , 
pg. 6. 

Raisil/g Av iiol/ . A look back at 
the past two-and-a-half years, and 
an assessment of Data General's 
future plans for the Aviion. Robin 
Perry. Sep 91 , pg. 12. 

TI,e RISC galllble. Robin Perry. 
Sep 91 , pg. 14. 

Av iiol/ Ollt there: differel/t roles 
to play. Finding its niche in the 
computer world for Data General's 
Aviion may be a matter of 
demonstrating its adaptability and 
just moving forward (quickly, of 
course). Doug Johnson. Sep 91 , 
pg. 18. 

TI,e 4GL philosophy. Not to 
sound evangelical about it, but 
using 4GLs to migrate software 
from the MV to the Aviion might 
just be a decision made in heaven. 
Jack Huber. Sep 91 , pg. 22. 

TI,e verdict. Arriving late into the 
data processing age, an almost 
century old law firm makes up for 
lost time by automating with 
Aviions. Joel M. Lewis. Sep 91 , pg. 
26. 

TI,e qllest for a I/ew cOlllplltil/g 
el/VirOl/lllellt. One user's 
experience in the treacherous 
"maze of twisty passages all alike" 
in choosing a new computer 
system. Rick Havourd.Dec91 , pg.8. 

Backups 
How effective is your backllp? 

Factors like media problems, tape 
errors, software bugs, and age can 
eHectthe quality of your backups. 
A good rule to follow in your 
backup strategy is diversity. Don 
Thomas. Feb 91 , pg. 6. 

Is it live, or is it backup? While 
magnetic tape remains the most 
popular format for saving backups, 
technology offers computer users 
new choices. Here's an overview 
of backup technology, including 
everything from reel-to-reelto 
digital audio tape. Sue Dintelman. 
Feb 91 , pg. 12. 

Never say shutdown. The new 
ONLINE_BACKUP feature in 
revision 5.00 of DGlSQL allows 

archiving of data bases while users 
remain active. Dale S. Lloyd. Feb 

91 , pg. 18. 
UI/ix I/eh vork backllps. If 

instruction manuals still leave you 
in the dark about how to go about 
network backups on Unix, here's a 
brief tutorial covering a straightfor
ward method. David Novy. 
Jun 91 , pg. 34. 

BBasie 
Head-to-head. Data General, 

Transof\ , and B32 run benchmarks 
on an AV 5220. George Henne. 
Oct 91 , pg. 34. 

BBasic is bllck. With proven 
swiftness and a host of new 
features , Business Basic sheds its 
dowdy image to reveal itself as a 
powerful language. George Henne. 
Nov 91 , pg. 46. 

CLI 
Tillie for a I/ew progrllllllllil/g 

lal/gllllge? A macro illustrates that 
the new CLl32 is indeed a 
powerful language. AI Hill. 
Apr. 91 , pg. 30. 

Hooked agail/ . If you work with 
the CLI , there's always much more 
to learn than what you thought you 
knew already. What you need is an 
authoritative reference source that 
goes beyond the manuals. 
Tim Boyer. Nov 91 , pg. 58. 

Cobol/I Cobol 

Make YOllr Cobollllove. There 
are quick and easy ways to bring 
your Cobol processing up to 
speed. Four revealing tests 
demonstrate which ones yield the 
greatest reduction in elapsed time 
and CPU time. Brian Johnson. Feb 
91 , pg. 30. 

II/side !Cobol agail/ . A revisit to 
ICobol reveals that a lot is 
happening. New products include 
C-Thru from Threshold and MV 
Windows from Digital Dynamics. 
Version 1.60 is in Beta testing. 
Version 1.70 will bring many 
language enhancements and the 
long-awaited STRING and 
UNSTRING verbs. Tim Boyer. Feb 
91 , pg. 37. 

Computer Industry 
Vel/dor strategies. How do you 

succeed in business when your 
primary supplier is in transition? 
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Experts say the challenge of these 
times can be met by innovation. 

Paula Jacobs. Mar 91, pg. 8. 
Liglltllillg ill a bottle. Forrest 

May, point man for DG's VAR 
community, presents a lively look 
at Data General from the reseller's 
perspective. Lori Rhea DiSorbo. 
Mar 91 , pg. 16. 

Life ill tile fast 10I1e. What is 
smaller than a bread box, worth 
more than its weight in gold, and is 
at the center of a brilliant and 
frightening Silicon Valley plot? 
Hint: it's inside your PC. Doug 
Kaye. Aug 91 , pg. 42. 

Strallge bedfellows. Big players 
in the desktop workstation game 
make deals, form alliances, and 
generally gear up for a rugged 
competition. Doug Kaye. Oct 91 , 
pg. 42. 

Data General 
Era ellds as de Castro leaves 

DG. Robin Perry. Feb 91 , pg. 4. 
DG'S allllllal report reveals 1990 

was a bllmpy year. Feb 91, pg. 45. 
Cllallge ill directioll . Using its 

experience as a large manufactur
ing company as a starting point, 
DG enters the systems integration 
market. Robin Perry. Mar 91, pg. 
12. 

Two ill a row. Robin Perry. Jun 
91 , pg. 44. 

Tile secret of MV Sllccess. What 
drives the division responsible for 
the majority of Data General 
revenue? How does a proprietary 
product succeed in a world that's 
rushing toward open systems? 
Robin Perry. Aug 91 , pg. 8. 

Tlrree makes a trelld. Doug 
Johnson. Sep 91 , pg. 6. 

Revoilltioll alld stalldardiza
tioll:wllatwelltwrollg. Tom 
West. Sep 91, pg. 8. 

How do YOIl spell Data Gelleral 
ill Cyrillic? Data General embarks 
on a joint venture in the Soviet 
Union seeking to feed a growing 
appetite there for modem 
technology. Robin Perry. Dec 91, 
pg.20. 

Disaster recovery 
8allkillg Oil tile fl/hITe. How do 

you continue with computer 
operations when there's nothing 
left of your business but a smoking 
hole? Doug Johnson. Dec 91, pg. 
24. 
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Dump/Load 
More DUMP lore. What data 

blocks can tell you about a DUMP 
file . Plus, a fruitless search for the 
perfect cherry pie, or, at least 
working cable. Brian Johnson. Jan 

91 , pg. 26. 

Fourth-generation languages 
Tile 4GL pllilosoplly. Not to 

sound evangelical about it, but 
using 4GLs to migrate software 
from the MV to the Aviion might 
just be a decision made in heaven. 
Jack Huber. Sep 91 , pg. 22. 

Graphical user interfaces 
Ullix gooeys. AT&T and Sun are 

a duo to be reckoned with. 
However, X-Windows has 
amassed an amazing amount of 
applications. Oddballs like Next 
Step complicate the picture. Here's 
a look at who's who in Unix 
windowing display technology. 
Doug Kaye. Mar 91 , pg. 36. 

Intos [Ill 
8alallcillg YOl/r clleckpoillt. BJ 

delves into the pesky problem of 
aVOiding data loss in your Infos 
data bases. Here are some 
answers and suggestions about 
checkpointing using differential or 
standard modes. Brian Johnson. 
Apr 91 , pg. 24. 

Illfos pitfalls. There are many 
fine-tuning issues involved in 
building and managing your data 
base with Infos. This versatile 
system has, if anything, too few 
restrictions. Brian Johnson. May 
91 , pg. 20. 

/11 cOlltrol. Infos II rev 6.00 has 
a host of new and improved 
tools-faster checkpointing, 
improved buffer management, 
powerful operator commands and 
utilities, versatile programming 
interfaces-that will put you in 
control of your Infos II system. 
Steve Beste and Guy Sutton. May 
91 , pg. 30. 

Tamillg tile data base beast. 
Infos gives you a powerful whip to 
crack, but you also need good 
strategies to coax the best 
performance from your data base. 
Brian Johnson. Jun 91 , pg. 28. 

File protectioll alld recovery. 
Have you taken the proper steps to 
guarantee data base integrity and 
effective recovery from system 
failures? Steve Kyes. Dec 91 , pg. 
36. 

Macros 

Time for a lIew programmillg 
lallgl/age? A macro illustrates that 
the new CLl32 is indeed a 
powerful language. AI Hill. Apr. 91 , 
pg. 30. 

SI/per macros. It's a bird, it's a 
plane . . . no, it's Wordperfect 5.0! 
Tackle those unwieldy big 
documents with this sleeker and 
more powerful than ever word 
processing tool. Kent Finkle. Sep 
91 , pg. 38. 

Management 
Mallagillg for growtll. When 

data processing is used effectively, 
everyone benefits. The key is to 
have your end-users and software 
writers support each other during 
the development process. Steve 
Handlos and Liz Straus. Feb 91, 
pg. 22. 

Keys to mallagerial sl/ccess. 
How do you graduate from day-to
day mousetrap designing to wider
perspective matters like marketing 
and pricing? Bill Mathrani. Oct 91 , 
pg. 8. 

DOII't . .. jl/st dOIl't. Make your 
own blunders. Make them 
memorable. And be proud. Kent 
Finkle. Oct 91 , pg. 12. 

ego tia tillg power. Tips for 
achieving negotiation power and 
avoiding common errors. R. 
Christopher Gundel, Ph.D. Oct 91, 
pg. 14. 

MV 
Comparisoll slloppillg. 

Technological advances made in 
the years between the MV/20000 
and the MV/30000 are impressive. 
This article answers the question 
"What do these advances mean for 

the user?" Gordon Haff. Jun 91 , 
pg. 22. 

Wily trade ill tile old MV? Your 
system is slowing down, but you 
simply can't afford the newest 
gleaming machines. Don't feel 
trapped into embracing 
technology's latest and greatest. 
Dick Mooney. Nov 91, pg. 18. 

Scol/tillg report. Strengthening 
the Eclipse MV software lineup are 
new products like Data Center 
Management and file sharing, 
Infos enhancements, and new 
revisions of AOSNS Classic and 
AOSNS II. Robin Perry. Nov 91, 
pg. 24. 

Networking 
NW/VS trallsports. Netware 

Transport for AOSNS supports 

several protocols-even some it 
doesn't use. Doug Kaye. Jan 91 , 
pg. 24. 

etware for AOSIVS: QI/estiolls 
alld allswers . Our columnist turns 
his attention to PC-integration 
products for MV family computers. 
Doug Kaye. Dec 91 , pg. 54. 

Emlliatioll alld access with 
Poptenll . Popterm is a useful tool 
for bringing PCs into a DG 
environment. Here are some 
insights into its installation and 
features. Michael E. Marotta. Apr 
91, pg. 33. 

Takillg willg witll Perelille 3.0. 
Our reviewer expresses admiration 
for the soaring capabilities (and 
down-to-earth price) offered by the 
newest version of a DG terminal 
emulator that gets its name from a 
falcon. Kevin Danzig. May 91, pg. 
34. 

Network-based tenllillal 
ellllliatioll . The array of available 
options can make the decision of 
choosing a network terminal 
emulator a difficult one. And the 
situation grows more complex 
each year. Here's some informa
tion to get you started in the right 
direction. Doug Kaye. May 91, pg. 
36. 

Network attribl/tes. LANs, 
MANs, and WANs are separated 
by more than distance. Other 
properties to consider are 
ownership, data rate, propagation 
delay, and access delay. Doug 
Kaye. Jun 91, pg. 8. 

TeclllJology's arsellal. This 
article covers the issues that face 
data processing managers 
implementing wide area networks 
in the fast-paced world of modern 
computing. Russell K. Arakawa. 
Jun 91, pg. 12. 

Makillg it work. For Oracle/PC 
to Oracle/MV connections, terminal 
emulation isn't always enough. 
This article provides information 
you won't find in the user's guide. 
Arlene H. Blouch. Jun 91, pg. 16. 

Tile X-factor, part II: the maill 
evellt. X-Windows on the Aviion is 
a powerful tool for programmers. 
This article illustrates some of the 
portability and network transpar
ency features of X-Windows. Pete 
Szaban. Jun 91, pg. 36. 

WIly SNMP? Anyone managing 
a network using TCP/IP can 
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benefit from SNMP (simple 
network management protocol). 

Dr. Katherine Jones. Oct 91 , pg. 
20. 

Wily MP? Distributed, large, 
or multi-vendor TCP/IP networks 

can all benefit from centralized 
network management. Dr. 
Katherine Jones. Nov 91 , pg. 28. 

Nova 
TIle last ova. Data General's 

once-numerous Nova is fading 
away like an endangered species. 
Is there any such thing as a classic 
in the Computer Kingdom, 
something that will stand the test 
of time? Doug Johnson. Nov 91 , 
pg. 30. 

Recalled to life. Doug Johnson. 
Nov 91 , pg. 30. 

Office automation 
Leamillg to slllIre. 

Wordperlect's Office calendar 
saves you time and money by 
providing a scheduling technique 
free from paper and phone calls. 
Read on for a trick to get your 
users to try it. Kent Finkle. Jan 91 , 
pg. 18. 

Leamillg to PIM . If you use 
Wordperlect now, you already 
know how to do most of what 
those complicated and expensive 
"time-saving" programs take 
forever to teach you. See how 
easy it is to become an effective 
personal information manager. 
Kent Finkle. Mar 91 , pg. 31 . 

SlIper macros . It's a bird, it's a 
plane ... no, it's Wordperlect 5.0! 
Tackle those unwieldy big 
documents with this sleeker and 
more powerlul than ever word 
processing tool. 
Kent Finkle. Sep 91, pg. 38. 

MA ID for CEO . People with 
huge, cluttered systems take heart, 
new utilities from Eagle Software 
will help you identify and recover 
unused blocks of data. James 
Ruby. Oct 91 , pg. 30. 

Product Review 
Ill s ide ICobo l agaill . A revisit to 

ICobol reveals that a lot is 
happening. New products include 
C-Thru from Threshold and MV 
Windows from Digital Dynamics. 
Version 1.60 is in Beta testing. 
Version 1.70 will bring many 
language enhancements and the 
long-awaited STRING and 
UNSTRING verbs. Tim Boyer. Feb 

Focus 

91 , pg. 37. 
Emll iatioll alld access witll 

Poptenll . Popterm is a useful tool 
for bringing PCs into a DG 
environment. Here are some 

insights into its installation and 
features. Michael E. Marotta. Apr 
91 , pg. 33. 

Takillg willg witll Perelille 3.0. 
Our reviewer expresses admiration 
for the soaring capabilities (and 
down-to-earth price) offered by the 
newest version of a DG terminal 
emulator that gets its name from a 
falcon. Kevin Danzig. May 91 , pg. 
34. 

III tile begillllillg . .. With its rich 
set of function key operations, 
impressive speed, and user
friendly attitude, Genisys is an 
excellent ICobol report writer-and 
much more. Tim Boyer. May 91 , 
pg. 40. 

Comparisoll slloppillg. 
Technological advances made in 
the years between the MV/20000 
and the MVl30000 are impressive. 
This article answers the question 
"What do these advances mean for 
the user?" Gordon Haff. Jun 91 , 
pg. 22. 

Pailliess Willdows . Why have 
the pain of two or three terminals 
on your desk when you can use 
Multiview Windows? The latest 
product from Digital Dynamics lets 
you run up to eight windows on a 
single MV screen. Tim Boyer. Sep 
91 , pg. 48. 

MAID for CEO. People with 
huge, cluttered systems take heart, 
new utilities from Eagle Software 
will help you identify and recover 
unused blocks of data. James 
Ruby. Oct 91 , pg. 30. 

Hooked agaill . If you work with 
the CLI , there's always much more 
to learn than what you thought you 
knew already. What you need is an 
authoritative reference source that 
goes beyond the manuals. 
Tim Boyer. Nov 91 , pg. 58. 

Re-possessed. The latest Screen 
Demon, abundantly populated with 
a teeming horde of improvements 
and new features, is a truly devilish 
upgrade. Tim Boyer. Dec 91 , pg. 
40. 

Rapid application development 
Tota lly RAD. Feeling 

philosophical today? Try these on: 
RAD is rapid, but compared to 
what? And when is a language not 
really a language? Get hip with the 
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concepts and cogitate for a 
moment the enormous potential of 
4Gl and SQl tools combined with 

the new muscle of today's 
hardware platforms. Kim Medlin. 
Aug 91, pg. 40. 

More abollt RAD. Four-Gls 
may do amazing things for 
software development-but don't 

expect your workday to get 
shorter. Kim Medlin. Nov 91 , pg. 
50. 

Plltting RAD into practice. 
When software application needs 
are so specific that no generalized 
package will do, it's time to get 
custom software. Kim Medlin . Dec 
91 , pg. 48. 

Security 
VlIlnerable to attack. Our 

reviewer recommends one book 
that takes a "non-sensationalistic 
approach" to the increasingly scary 
topic of virus protection. Tom 
Gutnick. Mar 91 , pg. 26. 

No excllses. The job of 
convincing the boss to provide 
system access security often falls 
to system managers. Peter 
Walsall . May 91 , pg. 10. 

Did I lock tI,e office before I 
left? Human error remains the 
greatest danger to even the most 
sophisticated computer security 
safeguards. David Hiechel. May 
91 , pg. 12. 

Wl/O are the real software 
pirates? Crime via computer is 
real, and the culprits are getting 
away with it. AI Hill . May 91 , pg. 

16. 
Varmillts, cyberpllllks, alld 

complltervredebrellks. An 
astronomer turns detective, 
successfully tracks and trees a 
computer-hacking spy, and writes 
a book about his exploits with 
entertaining style and penetrating 
insight. Tom Gutnick. May 91 , pg. 

18. 
More thall a secllrity precall

tion. We've come a long way with 
high-capacity, removable storage 
disks. And with ever-increasing 
needs for security, versatility, 
reliability, and convenience, there 
are more reasons than ever to go 
with the "plug and play" solution. 
Robert J. McGowan. Aug 91, pg. 

28. 

Service and maintenance 
PM allY time. Preventive 

maintenance for your valuable 
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computer is as easy as rolling off a 
log or, as they say, having a 
SPASM. Apr 91 , pg. 18. 

Redefillillg systems ellgineerillg. 
The Data General Systems 
Engineering organization was 
expanded this year to include both 
customer support services and 
professional services available 
through the new Professional 
Services Group. This article 
examines Data General's rationale 
for realigning Systems Engineering 
and customer reactions to these 
changes. Paula Jacobs. Apr 91 , 
pg. 8. 

Preventive mailltellallce basics. 
A straightforward guide to what 
you should be doing to see that 
your equipment gets the equivalent 
of an automobile oil change now, 
and not an engine overhaul later. 
Alan Rees. Apr 91 , pg. 14. 

Do it YOllrself. Who needs 
peripheral maintenance service? 
Self-maintenance is an idea who's 
time has come. Bob McGowan. 
Nov 91 , pg. 36. 

Software support 

WIlDt's YOllr problem? At Data 
General's Research Triangle Park 
(RTP) offices, committees do their 
best to handle requests for 
enhancement to products. Your 
requests will be filled more 
efficiently if you abide by the 
following. Bill Cole. Feb 91 , pg. 20. 

Toillt task force seeks STR 
resoilltioll. Dennis Doyle. Apr 91 , 
pg. 6. 

Dial DASH. A new 24-hour 

electronic service from DG's 
Customer Support Center offers e
mail , bulletin boards, and forums. 

Tom Rizk. Dec 91 , pg. 47. 

Subsystems 
Disk headaches. Wow 'em with 

performance, but reliability will 
ultimately save your system and 
your sanity. Heed the author's 
wamings about simplicity and 
sensibility, and perhaps you may 
avoid a late-night battle with the 
Beast. David Novy. 
Aug 91, pg. 38. 

Plan for redlllldallcy. RAID 
subsystems are powerful mass 
storage products offering an 
unmatched combination of high 
availability, data security, and high 
performance. This article 
introduces you to RAID technology 
and to Data General's new disk 

array product line. Ronnie 
Todisco. Aug 91 , pg. 14. 

RAID is coming. No matter 
how impressive the 
manufacturer's reliability claims, 
there will always be an expected 
failure rate for your CPU and disk 
drives. Clyde Sparks. Aug 91 , pg . 
18. 

Higll-perfomlallce peripherals: 
what to know before YOII bllY. 
" your computer system is out of 
balance, if it seems the poor thing 
needs 27 hours to process 24 
hours' worth of data, perhaps that 
underachiever needs help. John 
Fahlstrom. Aug 91 , pg. 22. 

More thall a secllrity precall
tioll . We've come a long way with 
high-capacity, removable storage 
disks. And with ever-increasing 
needs for security, versatility, 
reliability, and convenience, there 
are more reasons than ever to go 
with the "plug and play" solution. 
Robert J. McGowan. Aug 91 , pg. 
28. 

Choosing an 110 sllbsystem. 
Possibly the most intimidating 
aspect of I/O purchases is the 
speed in which the latest 
technology can become outdated. 
lou lemone. Dec 91 , pg. 16. 

Shedding light 011 optical disk 
storage. Enormous capacity, and 
you can retrieve stuff quickly, 
too-optical disk technology offers 
staggering possibilities. David 
Novy. Dec 91 , pg. 44. 

System concepts 
We illtemlpt ollr lIonllally 

sclledllied rOlltille ... Presenting 
two macros for cleaner computing. 

The redo macro for CLl32 lets you 
re-execute command lines. 
Return_Error CLI quickly and 
quietly stops any CLI macro. 
Michael Dupras. Jan 91 , pg. 32. 

System integration 

Challge ill directioll . Using its 
experience as a large manufactur
ing company as a starting point, 
DG enters the systems integration 
market. Robin Perry. Mar 91 , pg. 

12. 

System management 
Make YOllr Cobol move. There 

are quick and easy ways to bring 
your Cobol processing up to 
speed. Four revealing tests 
demonstrate which ones yield the 
greatest reduction in elapsed time 

and CPU time. Brian Johnson. 
Feb 91 , pg. 30. 

All rev'ed lip alld 110 place to 
go, bllt back. AOSNS 7.68 solves 

some system problems but, alas, 
there are others; here's a 
rundown. Also, a (very) early letter 
to Santa for Christmas 1991 . 
Brian Johnson. Mar 91 , pg. 20. 

And now for somethillg 
completely differellt ... BJ 
embraces miscellany this month: 
AOSNS 7.69 assessment (it's a 
winner) , a cautionary tale about 
Infos performance (moral: watch 
your INFOS.VM file) , and a 
delightfully simple (and inexpen
sive) adapter for hooking up 
printers to DG systems. Brian 
Johnson. Aug 91 , pg. 32. 

Items from the colllnlll spike. 
BJ concludes thatlnfos 6.00 might 
best have been relegated to the 
wine cellar. On the other hand, 

AOSNS 7.69 seems to be holding 
up well , but AOSNS and AOSNS 
" may be growing apart. Brian 
Johnson. Sep 91 , pg. 30. 

A simple global server. Start of 
a campaign to demystify global 
and local servers, concentrating 
this month on the mechanics of 
building a simple global server. 
Brian Johnson. Oct 91 , pg. 24. 

Designing YOllr complex server. 
Roll up your sleeves and prepare 
to get busy. In this second 
installment of a series devoted to 
global and local servers, BJ 
explores complex server design. 
Brian Johnson. Nov 91 , pg. 40. 

Servers: Part III. Methods for 
synchronizing access to the 
shared data used by a complex 
server and its customers. Brian 
Johnson. Dec 91, pg. 28. 

File protectioll and recovenJ. 
Have you taken the proper steps 
to guarantee data base integrity 
and effective recovery from 
system failures? Steve Kyes. Dec 
91 , pg. 36. 

System performance 

High-performance peripherals: 
what to know before YOIl bllY. 
If your computer system is out of 
balance, if it seems the poor thing 
needs 27 hours to process 24 
hours' worth of data, perhaps that 
underachiever needs help. John 
Fahlstrom. Aug 91 , pg. 22. 

Unix 
Unix Gooeys. AT&T and Sun 
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portability and network transpar
ency features of X-Windows. Pete 
Szaban. Jun 91 , pg. 36. 

make sure your system fails the 
newspaper test. David Novy. Nov 
91 , pg. 54. 

Nov 91, pg. 14. 
Wllo's Oil track? Brad 

Friedlander. Dec 91 , pg. 6. 

User group news-general 

are a duo to be reckoned with. 
However, X-Windows has 
amassed an amazing amount of 
applications. Oddballs like Next 
Step complicate the picture. Here's 
a look at who's who in Unix 
windowing display technology. 
Doug Kaye. Mar 91 , pg. 36. 

D;sk headaches. Wow 'em with 
performance, but reliability will 
ultimately save your system and 
your sanity. Heed the authors 
warnings about simplicity and 
sensibility, and perhaps you may 
avoid a late-night battle with the 
Beast. David Novy. Aug 91 , pg. 38. 

n,e qllest for a IIew complltillg 
ellvirollmellt. One user's 
experience in the treacherous 
"maze of twisty passages all alike" 
in choosing a new computer 
system. Rick Havourd. Dec 91 , pg. 
8. 

A complete listillg of NADGUG 
officers alld illterest grollps_ Jan 
91 , pg. 21 . 

Member sllrvey. DG responds. Tlte X-Factor. Using an Aviion 
workstation loaded with a C 
compiler, the author outlines a 
demonstration application and 
examines a number of powerful 
features available for graphical 
user interface (GUI) program 
development. Part 1 of 2. 

Emlliatillg AOSIVS sorts IIsillg 
DGIUX sort. Are you confused 
about how to convert existing 
AOSNS sort programs to DG/UX? 
Here's a mini-tutorial that makes it 
easier. David Novy. Sep 91 , pg. 
44. 

Sheddillg light Oil optical disk 
storage. Enormous capacity, and 
you can retrieve stuff quickly, too
optical disk technology offers 
staggering possibilities. David 
Novy. Dec 91 , pg . 44. 

Software, service, and continuity 
lead list of user concerns. Jan 91 , 
pg. 6. 

A complete Iistillg of NADGUG 
officers alld illterest grollps. Jul 91 , 
pg. 38. 

Resolvillg STRs. Dennis Doyle. 
Pete Szaban. Apr 91 , pg. 35. 

UII;X lIehuork backllps. If 
instruction manuals still leave you 
in the dark about how to go about 
network backups on Unix, here's a 
brief tutorial covering a straightfor
ward method. David Novy. 
Jun 91, pg. 34. 

Advellhlres ill illteroperabilihJ. 
Using remote shell and NFS to 
transfer data automatically 
between AOSNS II and Unix. 
David Novy. Oct 91 , pg. 40. 

User group news-<:onferences 
YOII bet it's wortll it! Jan 

Grossman. Aug 91, pg. 6. 
SIG-IIificallt otllers. Robin 

Perry. Oct 91 , pg. 6. 

Nov 91 , pg. 8. 

User group news- president's 
messages 

NADGUG looks ahead. Frank 
Perry. Mar 91 , pg. 6. 

Oil track for NADGUG 91. 
Frank Perry. Jul 91 , pg. 4. 

n,e X-factor, part II: tlte ma;1I 
evellt. X-Windows on the Aviion is 
a powerful tool for programmers. 
This article illustrates some of the 

X /,ollr has arrived. Mixing X 
Terminals with Unix workstation 
server environments can supply 
users with greater computer power 
at a reduced cost. Learn how to 

Discover Deliver. There's plenty 
to like about Denver, the 
convention site for NADGUG 91 . 
Doug Johnson. Nov. 91 , pg. 10. 

Make tracks for Deliver. Frank 
Perry. Nov 91 , pg. 6. 

ADGUG 91 cOllterellce 
schedllie. What to do and when. 

Wlwt a year! Frank Perry. Dec 
91 , pg. 4. to 

Data General • Buy • Sell • Trade 
Processors: 
MV40000 32MB ............................................... SAVE $ 
MV30000 Model l ................................................ Call 
MV30000 Models 2,3,4 CPU upgrade .................... Call 
MV20000 Modell 16MB ................................ SAVE S 
MV20000 Model 2 16MB ................................ SAVE $ 
MV20000 Modell to Model 2 upgrade ........... SAVE S 
MV15000 Model 208MB ............. ........... ... .. ... SAVE S 
MV15000 Model 8 to Model 20 upgrade ......... SAVE $ 
MV15000 Model 10 to Model 20 upgrade ....... SAVE $ 
MV10000 4MB Meter high cabinet ................... $3,500 
MV8000-11 8MB Meter high cabinet .................... 2,500 
MV9500 8MB AOSNS II ................................... 47,000 
AViiON All Models ............................... ........ .... . SAVE $ 
MV8000 Model 9300 ... .. ................................. .. ..... 950 
MV7800 4MB 16 slot chassis ............................. 2,100 
MV7800XP 4MB ................................................. 7,500 
MV4000 2MB ......................................................... 700 
MV4000DC 2MB, 120MB, floppy ........................ 1,200 
MV2000 Enhanced 4MB 160 MB disk .. ..... .. ..... ... 3,200 
MP100 8520-0 ..................................................... 350 
S-140 256KB Floating point ................................ 1,500 
Desktops All Models ... .. .......... .. .... ..... ... ... .... ..... SAVE S 
S-120 256K 16 slot ............................................... 550 
S-280 2MB ................................................ ..... .. .. . 1,900 

Processor Options: 
8997 Expansion chassis MVI5, 20 .. ................. S5,000 
8819 Second 10C for MV10000 ..... ..................... 1,800 
8762 Expansion chassis MV10,8,4,S280 .. .. ... .. .. 3,500 
8749 Battery backup for MV10000 ........... ... ....... 1,100 
8746-B Battery backup lor 8762 

EXP Chassis ................................. .. ........... .. .. 900 
8704 Floating point unit MV8000 ............. .............. 500 
4543-B MCPl 8 Async 2 Sync DCH Ptr ............. 1,900 

Focus 

4463-ZT USAM-4 ...................................................... $275 Termina ls: 
4380 ISC-2 (Synch) ................................................. .. . 600 61650460 Monitor with keyboard ............ ..... ...... $195 
4370 IAC-16 RS232, 20MA, W TCB ................. ....... 1,150 6166-X 0410 Monitor with keyboard .... .......... .. ..... 140 
4623 IAC-24 w/TCB-24 .. .......................................... 6,250 6169-X 0211 Monitor with keyboard ..................... 160 
4367 IAC-8 RS232, 20MA Modem Cnt ....................... 850 6391-X 0214 Monitor with keyboard ..................... 195 
4532-A ILC ................. .. ..... .. .. .......... ... ...................... 2,900 6392-X 0215 Monitor with keyboard ........... .. ........ 200 
4560 LAC-12 ... .. .......................................................... 850 6393-X 0411 Monitor with keyboard ..................... 165 
460810 Port term. serv ........................... .... .......... .. 2,800 6394-X 0461 Monitor with keyboard ..................... 375 

65000216 Monitor with keyboard ........... .. ............ 380 
Disk Storage Units: 6682-A 0217 Monitor with keyboard ........... ...... .... 395 
6161147MB Disk subsystem ................................... $850 65670412 Monitor with keyboard ..... .. .... .. ... ......... 475 
6236 354MB Disk subsystem ........... .. ........................ 950 6568 0462 Monitor with keyboard ......................... 795 
6239 592MB Disk subsystem .................................. 2,750 
6329 120MB MV2000/MV1400 .................................. 800 
6363160MB MV2000/MVI400 .............................. .. 1,100 
6491 322MB for MV2500 or CSS ............................. 2,100 
6554 662MB for MV2500 or CSS ............................. 3,100 
6581 500MB RAM.S. Disk ......................................... Call 
6720 CSS2 1.0GB Disk subsystem .......................... 9,500 
6685 1.0GB Disk Drive AID ...................................... 4,800 
2351 Fujitsu w/BMX3 .................... ... ..... .. ........... .. .. .. 2,900 
6061 /6122 Zebra Disks or Parts ...... ...... .... .......... .. ... . Offer 
Zetaco ARZ and SKS subsystems ............................... Call 
Zetaco Laser Disk subsystem ...................................... Call 

Tapes: 
6021 800 BPI new style ..... .................................. S400 
6026800/1600 BPI Brown, FCC compliant .. ....... 1 ,250 
6125 1600 BPI Streamer, FCC compliant ............... 500 
6311 15MB Cartridge MV4 DC17800DC ...... ........... 650 
6341-A 1600 BPI Streaming Tape .. ......... ... .... ..... 3,500 
6270 15MB Cartridge for Desktop .. ....................... 650 
6299/6300 1600/6250 BPI Subsystems ...... .. ... .. 2,900 
6586-A Galaxy Tape .. .......................................... 5,200 
6590M 2GB Tape Backup add-on for CSS .......... 3,700 
Megatape 2GB Subsystem .. .............. ..... ..... .. .. .. ..... Call 
Kenedy 9400 wI BMX2 Subsystem .................. ...... Call 

Specials Memories: 
D 411 Terminal ........................................ $160 
CSS (SCSI) Disk & Tape Subsystems ....... Call 

International Computing Systems 
P,O. Box 343· Hopkins, MN 55343 

1-800-522-ICSC 

MV40000, All sizes 
MV20000, All sizes 
MV15000, All sizes 
MV10000, All sizes 
MV9500, All sizes 
MV8000, All sizes 
MV7800XP, All sizes 
MV7800, All sizes 
MV4000, All sizes 
MV2000, All sizes 

(612) 935-8112 
FAX 612/935-2580 

Circle 32 on reader service card. 
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PRODUCT INDEX __________________ _ 

1.991. Products 
and Services 
IN D E X 

Acucobol, Inc. 
New ACI/cobol release aids 

programmillg. Oct 91 , pg. 48 

B32 Software, Inc. 
Rev 3.0 for B32. Nov 91 , pg. 72 

Bluebird Systems 
Basic compiler from Bluebird eases 

AIX port. Oct 91, pg. 49 

Cambridge Computer Corporation 
Apple to Dasller with mxCollllect. 

Sep 91 , pg. 58 

Claflin & Clayton, Inc. 
EC-40 ethemet coutroller. Apr 91 , 

pg.45 
C & C brillgs NFS server to AOS/ 

VS. Dec 91 , pg. 72 

Clearpoint Research Corporation 
Memory upgrades for DC Aviion 

aud MV. May 91 , pg. 45 
High-performallce MV subsystems. 

Aug 91 , pg. 45 

Concept Automation, Inc. 
Rush addsllew fax products. Oct 91 , 

pg.74. 

Contemporary Cybernetics 
Group, Inc. 

Faster, bigger tape backups. Apr 91 , 
pg. 43 

Fast backups. Jun 91 , pg. 47 

Cyberscience Corporation 
NOli-tech users may lise Cyberquery 

with ea e. Feb 91 , pg. 43 

Data Bank Associates, Inc. 
No limits 011 illput files with lIewArc 

version. Nov 91 , pg. 72 
Turbotran1.500f!ersbellerflowcon

trol. Nov 91 , pg. 74 
Compress CEO documents with 

AiM. Dec 91 , pg. 74 

Data General Corporation 
Aviioll flies with Illformix Wingz. 

Feb 91 , pg. 40 
Cadre jOills Aviionteam with Team

work. Mar 91 , pg. 45 
Framemaker 2.1 ready for Aviion. 

Feb 91 , pg. 40 
Open Systems Office for Aviion. Apr 

91 , pg. 42 
SoftPC links MS-DOS and Unix. 

Ju191 , pg. 44 
Netware v3.11 certified by Novell. 

Jul 91 , pg.44 
New DC laser prill tel's, terminals. 
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JuI91 , pg. 46 
Illsurallce RiSe. Jul 91 , pg. 46 
Message halldlillg Oil Aviion ser

vers. Jul 91 , pg. 47 
Termillal to PC upgrade program. 

Aug 91 , pg. 47 
New Aviion systems top bellchmarks. 

Sep 91, pg. 56 
Connectillgmld sharillgwith Aviion. 

Sep 91 , pg. 56 
Desktop devices ullite. Sep 91 , pg. 

57 
New avellues for MV. Sep 91 , pg. 

58 
Cetupalld Walkaboul. Sep 91 , pg. 

58 
Buya lIew lIotebook. Sep 91, pg. 59 
DC adds 10w-PIId Aviion servers. 

Dec. 91 , pg. 68 
DC's 1.4 CB disk drive, VME termi

lIal cOlltroller. Dec. 91 , pg. 68 
LAser prill tel' speed boosted. Dec 91 , 

pg. 68 
New Dasher ill stimtille style. Dec 

91 , pg. 68 
PC trade-in program. Dec. 91 , pg. 

72 

Datalynx, Inc. 
The latest ill MV security. Feb 91 , 

pg. 40 
Unix Cuardiall for DC/UX. Sep 

91 , pg. 58 
Program Security with Proguard. 

Oct 91 , pg. 48 

Digital Dynamics, Inc. 
Multi View Windows for MV. Jan 

91 , pg. 41 
D:driveand EMU together. Jun 91 , 

pg. 46 

OMS Systems, Inc. 
Unix systems can use MV backup 

program. Feb 91 , pg. 43 
New release of Disk Opt. May 91 , 

pg. 46 
Cross-platform data protection. Dec 

91 , pg. 75 

Dynamic Business Systems 
New business software from DBS. 

Apr. 91 , pg. 44 

Eagle Software, Inc. 
New Maid for CEO. May 91 , pg. 46 
Optimize while on-line. Aug 91 , pg. 

45 

Erdas, Inc. 
ERDAS on the Aviioll. Jan 91 , pg. 

41 
Enhanced imageprocessillg. May91 , 

pg. 47 

Expert Systems, Inc. 
Disk access improved. Apr 91 , pg. 

44 

Hanson Data Systems, Inc. 
B 111111 tape backup system ill hvo 

versiolls for M V. Aug 91 , pg. 46 

Indocomp Systems, Inc. 
Soulld reproduction, programmable 

audio sYllthesizer for MVs. Apr 91 , pg. 
46 

Intra Computer, Inc. 
SAM disaster prevelltioll. Jun 91, 

pg. 47 

Interactive Software Engineering, 
Inc. 

Structured docllmellts with 
Architexl. Nov 91 , pg. 74 

Intuit ive Technology, Inc. 
Faxillg ill tilemultiuserenvironment. 

Nov 91 , pg. 75 

Marc Alan Software, Inc. 
Marc Alall releasesPCBB Basic1.00. 

Mar 91 , pg. 46 
PCBB ellhallced. Dec 91 , pg. 73 

Microcom, Inc. 
Microporte portable modems. Jul91 , 

pg. 44 

NSTS 
Watchdog sniffs out errors. Jan 91 , 

pg. 41 

Pacer Software, Inc. 
Macinto$h front-ending for Ullix. 

Aug 91 , pg. 47 

Peripheral Vision Corporation 
Data compressioll installed easily 011 

Exabyte drives. Jul 91 , pg. 48 

PICK Systems 
Pick PICK for DC's Aviioll. Feb91 , 

pg. 44 

Plus 11/ Software, Inc. 
Plus III Software announces 

Terramodel 6.0. Mar 91 , pg. 46 

Postalsoft 
Take a Leller, Aviioll: Poshvare sys

tem standardizes mailing. Apr 91 , pg. 
48 

Address correctioll with Poshvare. 
Nov 91 , pg. 75 

Printer Products 
Poillt-of-sale terminal emulates DC. 

Aug 91 , pg.46 

Productivity Systems Develop
ment Corporation 

Datagen update. Dec 91 , pg. 73 

Rational Data Systems, Inc. 
RDS ships emulator for Portable 

Netware. Apr 91 , pg. 46 

RDS releasesellhallced Popterm. Oct 
91 , pg. 46 

Nehvare for AOSfVS. Nov 91 ,pg. 72 

Rhintek, Inc. 
Major upgrade for EMU/470. Sep 

91 , pg. 58 

SAS Institute, Inc. 
lllteractivitywith SAS 6.07. May 91 , 

pg. 47 
SAS now 011 Aviion. Jun 91 , pg. 45 

SCIP 
Memonjexpnnsion for MV/95oo, Feb 

91 , pg. 44 

Seidata Microsystems, Inc. 
No fax machine required. Aug 91 , 

pg. 45 

Shalless Software pty. Ltd 
Hook-Ballg-Crunch again. Jun 91 , 

pg. 45 

Signal Computer Products, Inc. 
Trade up, Aviion users. Jul 91 , pg. 

44 

Snowflake Analysis Limited 
QMS rev 3.01. Jan 91 , pg. 41 
QMS enhanced. Oct 91 , pg. 49 

Soft-Switch, Inc. 
Customized lIews via e-mail. Apr 91 , 

pg. 44 

Software Systems Design 
Qualgel! analyzes Ada programs. Apr 

91 , pg. 44 

Systems Center, Inc. 
Ull ix backllp alld restore. Dec 91 , 

pg. 75 

Sterling Software 
21M releases new development prod

ucts, Feb 91 , pg. 44 

Textbase Imaging Corp. 
Liligationsupport from Textbase. Jun 

91 , pg. 46 

Transoft Limited 
Faster reports from UBB. Dec 91 , 

pg. 74 

Western Automation Laboratories, 
Inc. 

Memory expansion for DC MV /9500. 
May 91 , pg. 45 

Wordperfect Corporation 
CEO integration makes Wordperfect. 

Aug 91 , pg. 48 
WP 5.0 for Aviion arrives. Oct. 91 , 

pg. 46 

Zetaco, Inc. 
Faster disk sllbsystem. Jun 91, pg. 

45 
LArger, faster disk subsystems. Nov 

91 , pg. 72 
2etaco disk-tape controller upgrade. 

Dec. 91 , pg. 68 11 
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There's a steadily growing body oj 
computer joUclore out there, much oj it 
junny. The jollowing , reprintedJrom a 

newsletter titled "Blue Notes, " comes 
to us via Brian Johnson, who wrote on 

the sheet he mailed to Focus, "I 
thought you might need some filler. " 

Yes, but this is goodftller. 

The proliferation of modern program
ming languages, which seem to have sto
len countless features from one another, 
sometimes makes itdifficult to recall which 
language you're using. This guide is of
fered as a public service to help program
mers in such dilemmas. 

C: You shoot yourself in the foot. 

Assembler: You crash the system and 
overwrite the root disk. The system ad
ministrator arrives and shoots you in the 
foot. After a moment of contemplation, he 
shoots himself in the foot, too, then hops 
around the room, rapidly shooting at ev
eryone in Sight. 

c++: You accidentally create a dozen 
instances of yourself and shoot them all in 
the foot. Providing emergency medical 
care is impossible, since you can't tell 
which are bitwise copies and which are 
just pointing at others and saying, "That's 
me, over there." 

Ada (and Ironman and Tinman and 
Woodman and Strawman): If you are 
dumb enough actually to use this lan
guage, the United States Department of 
Defense will kidnap you, stand you up in 
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front of a firing squad, and tell them: 
"Shoot at his feet." 

ModulaJ2: After realizing that you can't 
actually accompli h anything in this lan
guage, you hoot your elf in the head . 

sh (and csh and ksh and shell): You 
can't remember the syntax for anything, 
so you spend five hours reading .MAN 
pages before giving up. You then shoot 
the computer in the foot and switch to C. 

Smalltalk: You spend so much time 
playing with the graphics and windowing 
system that your boss shoots you in the 
foot, takes away your workstation, and 
makes you develop in Cobol on a charac
ter terminal. 

APL: You hear a gunshot; you see a hole 
in your foot!-but you don't remember 
enough linear algebra to understand what 
the hell just happened to you. 

Fortran: You shoot yourself in each toe, 
alternatively, until you run out of toes, 
then you read in the next foot and repeat. 
If you run out of bullets, you continue 
anyway because you have no exception
processing ability. 

Algol: You hoot your elf in the foot 
witha mu ket. Themu keti ae'thetically 
fa cinating, and the wound baffles the 
adole cent medic in the emergency room. 
The medic stab him elf in the foot with 
the bayonet and give up. 

Cobo l: USI G "A" COLT-45 OF 
HANDGU ,AIM,GU -AT-LEG-FOOT. 
MOVE FI GER (l DEX) OF HA 0 OF 
ARM OF BODYTOTRIGGER OF HAND
GU , PERFORM SQUEEZE-TRIGGER 
THRU RETURN-HA DGU -TO-HOL
STER V ARYl G BULLETS FROM 
MAGAZI EBY UMBER-SHOTU TIL 
BULLETS-ARE-GO E. OTE CHECK 
TO SEE WHETHER SHOELACE EEDS 
TO BE RETIED. 

Basic: Shoot yourself in the foot with 
water-pistol. On big ystem, continue 
until entire lower body i waterlogged. 

PLlr: You consume all available ystem 
re ource ,including all the offline bullets. 
The Data-Proce ing and Payroll Depart
ment both double in ize, each triples its 
budget, get four new mainframe, and 
drops the original one on your foot. 

Snobol: You grab your foot with your 
hand, then rewrite your hand to be a bul
let. The act of shooting the original foot 
then changes your hand / bullet into yet 
another foot (a left foot) . 

lisp: You shoot your elf in the append
age which hold the gun with which you 
hoot your elf in the appendage which 

holds the gun with which you shoot your
self in the appendage which holds the gun 
with which you shoot your elf in the ap
pendage which holds ... 

schema: You shoot your elf in the ap
pendage which holds the gun with which 
you shoot yourself in the appendage which 
holds the gun with which you shoot your
self in the appendage which holds the gun 
with which you shoot yourself in the ap
pendage which holds ... but none of the 
other appendages is aware of this hap
pening. 

English: You put your foot in your 
mouth, then bite it off. 6. 
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Data General, Argus, AViiON, Best, 
Bulldog, CSS, Dasher, Dataproducts, 
Dataram, Echo, Eclipse, Exabyte, 
Genicom, Intel, Interlan, Kismet, 
Mostek, MV series, Nova, P.C.'s, 
Phoenix, RAMS, SCIP, Slingshot, STC, 
11., Zebra, Zetaco, Data General. 

\. 
\ -

If \~ 

ANYWHERE 
CEl provides hardware solutions World 
Wide - and in our own backyard. Call us for 
personalized service, whether your business 
is in South Dakota or Saudi Arabia. 

ANYTIME 
CEl can ship your order fast. We 
maintain a huge inventory of items 
ready to ship. Our equipment is fully 
tested, carefully cleaned, eligible for a 
maintenance contract and has an 
unmatched 60 day warranty. 

ANYTHING 
CEl stocks what you want. If it's made by 
Data General, or is compatible with your 
D.G. system, we probably sell it. We also 
repair defective equipment and purchase 
excess or obsolete systems. Upgrades are 
our specialty. 

~ 

,.mf),%Mi 
AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR 

CALL FOR A FREE PRICE CATALOG 
800-462-CEII 

Computer 
Engineering 
International 

Circle 6 on reader service card. 

2231 Star Court 
P.O. Box 81755 

Rochester, MI 48308 
MI Phone: 313-853-0770 

FAX: 313-853-0775 



Parf(P{ace I nternationa{ 
250 PARK PLACE 

CHAGRI FALLS, OHIO 44022 

DATA GENERAL 

COMPUTER 

HARDWARE 

SPECIALISTS 

The Place to Buy, Sell, 
Lease Pre-owned and New 

Data General Micro
computers, Minicomputers, 

and Peripherals 

(216) 247-2650 
FAX (216) 247-2604 

Circle 41 on reader service card. 

BUY • SELL • TRADE • SERVICE 

All Data General Equipment 

FLAT-RATE 
TERMINAL REPAIR 

AS LOW AS 

$ 89. 
CALL WITH 

MODEL # 
AND 

MANUFACTURER 

Sabra Systems, Inc. 
P.o . Box B06 , One Boonton Ave. 

Butler, NJ 07405 

1201) 492·0317 FAX 1201) 492·1460 
D. G., DEC, IBM PC & Compatibles 

Dn-Site Service 

Circle 47 on reader service card. 

BULLETIN BOARD 

Bits and bytes 
from the bulletin board 

0200/400 terminal emulation 
.. . and snow 

From: Jim Bageant 
Doe anyone know if any of the PC 

terminal emulator meet the e require
ments: 1) must be able to be memory 
resident (pop-up mode) under 100 K of 
PC memory; 2) mu t have Xmodem file 
tran fer; and 3) must be able to use 
script files to log on, etc. I have Pop term, 
which fits the memory requirement but 
doe not have script file or Xmodem 
(aloha bad " now" problem on old 
XT / CGA). I also have Softerm PC, 
which meets all requirements except the 
memory restrictions. Anybody know if 
Pereline or Rhintek meet my require
ments? 

From: Brian John on 
Pereline does not operate as a TSR, 

but once started you can "push" out to 
DOS and Pereline will swap most of 
itself to expanded/extended memory, 
leaving only a 22 KB piece of itself in 
main memory. File transfers can 
continue while it's pushed out, but they 
aren't that reliable unless you've got a 
50 MHz 386 and the famous 15550 
UART chip installed. All of your other 
requirements (scripts, Xmodem) are 
met. 

From: Doug Kaye 
Pop term has a "big brother," PC/ 

Remote. It includes very nice file 
transfer (actually, file redirection-even 
more convenient). The CGA snow can 
be fixed with the BIOS option to 
Popterm. A simple command-line 
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option, I believe (no manuals handy at 
present). 

Does anyone 
remember RDOS? 

From: Brian Simi 
We are currently having problems 

running a program on the background 
terminal when the foreground is up. 
Currently, we are using ROOS version 
7.40. The program will lock up after 
running for a while. We have been told 
that it is not a hardware problem, and 
could possibly be an operating system 
problem. The program has no problem 
running on the background when the 
foreground is not up. When any key is 
hit on an active foreground, it unlocks 
the program in the background (weird). 
Any info would be great, if anybody 
remembers that stuff. 

From: Terry Hubbard 
By default when executing a fore

ground under RDOS, the foreground 
program executes at a higher priority. 
See the ROOS CLI manual for the 
command for switches. There is a 
switch, EXFG/E, that causes the 
foreground to run at a priority equal to 
the background. tJ. 

Do you have an answer, comment, or ques
tion? Call the NADGUG/RDS electronic bul
letin board, available to all NADGUG mem
bers. The phone number is 415/499-7628. 
There are no fees for use other than the tele
phone charges. 
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"Mcintyre's ... YOUR DG AND MOTOROLA MARKETPLACE" 
"New" Call Toll Free: 1-800-968-7775 or 313/853-9800· Fax: 313/853-0013 

"Mcintyre's ... YEAR END SALE!" 
CPUs 

OGl Laptop w/256KB. floppy & 10MB disk ...... $995 
MVl 000 w/4MB. 21 MB CTD & 322MB disk ..... 5.500 
MV2000 w/2MB. 24MB CTD & 160MB disk ..... 1.475 
MV2000 II w/4MB. 21 MB CTD & 160MB disk .. 2.500 
MV2500 w/8MB. 130MB CTD & 322MB disk .14.550 
MV4000 w/2MB ............ .. .............................. .. .... 695 
MV7800 w/4MB ........................... ... ....... ....... ... 1.950 
MV7800XP w/2MB ....... ......... ... ........................ 2.550 
MV7800XP w/4MB ........................................... 2.950 
MV10000 w/2MB .... ............................................ 995 
MV15000 MOD 20 ...................... ................... 15.500 
MV20000 MOD 1 ........................................... 25.500 
Many more CPU's & systems in stock. call!!!! 

COMMUNICATIONS 
4562 LAN IEEE 802.3 For MV2000 ....... ............ $395 
4582 Starlan Network HUB unit ......... .... ..... ........ 195 
4532 ILC (LAN con·l.) ............ .......................... 2.850 
4623 IAC-24 wrrCB & cable ............................. 5,750 
4370 IAC-16 (RS232) .................... .. .... ........... .... 895 
4370-A IAC-2116 ................... ........ ...................... 295 
4369 IAC-8 .................................... ... ...... .. ........... 425 
4369-A IAC-218 ................................................... 195 
4560 LAC-12 ....................................................... 775 
4586 ITC-128 ................................................... 3,750 
460910 Port Term Server ..... .............................. 975 
4529-TA IEEE 802.3 for OT ................. ............. 1.250 
Much more communicaton gear in stack. call!!!! 

CRTs 
61300400 CRT & KB ................................... .. .... $95 
61060100/200 CRT & KB .................................. 115 
61680210 CRT & KB .................................. ....... 125 
61690211 CRT & KB ......................................... 145 
6391 0214 CRT & KB ......................................... 185 
63920215 CRT & KB ......................................... 195 
65010412 CRT & KB .. .......................... ............. 395 
65670412+ CRT & KB ...................................... .475 
6692 0230C CRT & KB ....................................... 525 
61670460 CRT & KB ......................................... 195 
65000216 CRT & KB ......................................... 225 
65660216+ CRT & KB "New" ............................ 325 
Hundreds more CRTs are in stock!!!! Call now!!!! 

DISKS PRINTERS 
6099 12.5MB disk SIS ..................................... $395 4327300 LPM PAR ............................................. $895 
6100 25MB disk w/floppy SIS .. .......................... 650 
6160 73MB disk SIS .......................................... 295 

4364600 LPM .... ................................................... 995 
4434 160 CPS ....................................................... 295 

6161147MB disk SIS ........................................ 495 4531 160 CPS ....................................................... 395 
6363 160MB disk AID ....................................... 895 4590200 CPS ....................................................... 495 
6446 234MB disk AID ........................................ 575 6215 Serial Dasher ................................................ 850 
6491-A 322MB disk AID ................................. 2.250 6321 40 CPS leiter quality ..................................... 550 
6443 322MB disk SIS in CSS Chassis ....... .. ... 6.950 6594400 CPS dot matrix ................................... 1.750 
6236-A 354MB disk AID .... .. ............. ................. 895 6425300 CPS demand document ...................... 1.550 
6239 592MB disk SIS .. .. ............. ... ....... .... ...... 3.250 4596600 LPM in quietized cabinet .................... 4.950 
6581 500MB disk AID ..................................... 9.500 8636 Barcode printer (Intermec) ........................ 1.995 
6621 1.2GB disk SIS ..................................... 22.500 8646 Barcode printer (Intermec) ........................ 2.995 
Many more disks in stock and available now. call!!! Many more printers in stock. call now!!!! 

DESKTOPS TAPES 
OT-l0 w/256B .................................................. $295 623115MB CTD SIS ........................................... $550 
OT-20 w/256KB ................................................. 295 61251600 BPI Tape SIS ............. .. ........................ 295 
627115MB disk SIS .......................................... 195 6026-A 80011600 BPI Tape AID ............................ 495 
6271-B 15MB disk AID ...................................... 450 623115MB CTD ............ ........... .... ......................... 475 
6301 38MB disk SIS .......................................... 395 6351-N 21MB CTD for MV2000 ............................ 395 
6336-B 71 MB disk AID ...................................... 995 4307 Tape SIS .................................................... 2.750 
86975 slot I/O expo chassis ............................... 350 
8695 expo PIS green led ..................................... 195 
4463-ZT USAM-4 (board only) .. .. ..... ......... .. ...... 145 
8713-N 256KB memo for OT-l0 ......................... 175 

6426-A 130MB COT in PHU .................................. 975 
6590 2GB CTD SIS in CSSl Chassis .................. 6.950 
6590-M 2GB CTD AID for CSS ........................... 3.950 
63001600/6250 Tape SIS ........................... ....... 3.875 

8923-B 1 MB memo for OT20 or 30 ................... . 850 62991600/6250 Tape SIS .................................. 3.875 
6262 color monitor for OT-l 0 ..... .. ....................... 95 6299-A 1600/6250 Tape AID .............................. 3.450 
Much more desktop equipment in stock. call now!!! Many more tape drives are in stock. call today!!! 

MEMORIES SPARE PARTS 
8924-B 2MB for MV2000 ................................. $175 8992-N I/O bus RPTA. & 8779 EXP. chassis .... $5.500 
8924-E 8MB for MV2000 ................................... 995 8991 Fit. PI. for MV15 or 20000 ......................... 1.500 
8926 2MB for MV14 or 2000 11 .......................... 250 005-34119 MV1000 CPU board ............................ 750 
8927 4MB for MV14 or 2000 II .......................... 950 005-32571 MV1000 power supply ........................ 425 
8928 8MB for MV14 or 200011 ....................... 1.450 8762 expo Chassis for MV4 or 10000 .................... 750 
8770 4MB for MV4 or 10000 ....... ...... ................ 375 005-15633 ERCC/BMC for S-140 ....................... 1.750 
8871 8MB for MV4 or 10000 .... ...................... 1.295 CSS 1 chassis w/lape cont ................................. 3.950 
89002 10MB for MV7800 ............................... 1.350 CSS 2 chassis w/tape & disk cont ...................... 4.950 
8939 4MB for MV7800XP .. ............................. 2.250 10404-0 3KVA UPS ............................................ 2.500 
8708 2MB for MV6 or 8000 ............................... 275 INTERLAN IEEE 802.3 LAN board ...................... 1.500 
8990-C 8MB for MV15 or 20000 .................... 1.550 005-216911600/6250 tape cont ........................... 775 
8990-E 32MB for MV15 or 20000 ................... 9,750 8994 10C 213 for MV20000 ................................ 3.495 
Hundreds of memories in stock. all at great prices! Thousands of spare parts in stock. call with your needs! 

MOTOROLA SYSTEM SPECIAL 
MQQ.f..L 
M8220 

DESCRIPTION .MQ..Qll DESCRIPTION 

M8832TB8220 

DATARAM 
AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR 

3-Slot 16MB. single processor or (25 MHz). MVME853F 
32KB cache. 4 serial & 1 parallel ports MVME865F 
System Vl88 Unix with license MVME732F 

Motorola's price ......................................... $1 0.290 
OG equivalent Aviion 4100 price .................. 12.495 
Mclntyre's price ....... ..•.. .... .... ........ ..... 7.203 

mclmYRErS 
Mini-Computer Sales Group Inc . 

2660 Auburn Rd .• SuitB 700 . Auburn Hills . MI 48326 
Toll Free: 800/968-7775 
Phone: (31 3) 853 -9800 
FAX (313) 853 -00 13 

Circle 36 on reader service card . 

150-01C SCSI tape drive 
330MB SCSI disk drive 
service modem 

® MOTOROLA 
Computer Group 
Authorized Reseller 



PRODUCTS AND SERVICES ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

The latest products for DC systems 

DG adds 
low-end 
Aviion 
servers 

Westboro-Expanding the low end of 
its A viion server family, Data General 
Corporation introduced the A V 4300 se
ries, including the A V 4300 uniprocessor 
and A V 4320 dual-processor systems. 

These 25 MHz RlSC-based servers sup
port from 16 to 128 MB of ECC (error 
checking and correction) memory, 
upgradable in 8 MB or 32 MB increments, 
and offer disk capacities ranging from 332 
MB to 8.4 GB. A 525 MB backup cartridge 
tape unit is standard with each system. 

The uniprocessor AV 4300 delivers 29 
MIPS performance with a maximum user 
load of 159 on the industry standard AIM 
III benchmark test. The dual-processor A V 
4320 delivers 58 MIPS with an AIM III user 
load of 261. Addition of a user-installable 
daughter board enables any A V 4300 to be 
upgraded to an A V 4320. 

The new A viion systems, running on 
DC lUX, faU between the A V 4100 and A V 
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4600 in price and performance. Price for 
an AV4300 ystem(inciudingone25MHz 
CPU, 16 MB memory, 332 MB magnetic 
disk, and a 525 MB cartridge tape) tart at 
$13,995. 

Data General Corporation, 3400 Compllter 
Drive, Westboro, MA 01580; 508/898-4288. 

Circle 72 on reader service card. 

DG's 1.4 GB disk 
drive, VME terminal 
controller 

Westboro-Data General announced a 
full-height, 5.25-inch, 1.4 GB SCSI disk 
drive ba ed on the indu try standard 1650 
MB (unformatted) head disk as embly. 
The 1.4 GB drive rotate at 3600 rpm, 
provides an average seek time of 15 m , 
and has an average latency of 8.33 ms. The 
new drive is priced at $11,900. 

Also announced by DC is a VME termi
nal controller (VTC) for the Aviion. The 
new VTC allows a variety of devices, in
cluding PCs, workstations, and X-termi
nals to connect to A viion systems via the 
TCP /IP Telnet protocol and appear as 
directly connected asynchronous termi
nals. Designed especially to support large 
numbers of Aviion Termserver users, the 
VTC initially will be available for A V 5200 
and higher systems. It is priced at $5,000. 

Data General Corporation, 3400 Computer 
Drive, Westboro, MA 01580; 508/898-4288. 

Circle 73 on reader service card. 

Laser printer 
speed boosted 

Westboro-Data General Corporation 
updated its low-end family of desktop 
laser printers, from 6 pages per minute to 
9 pages per minute. The base model, 
#6640T,is priced at$1,499and is equipped 
with 512 KB of memory, 14 internal fonts, 
and 24 symbol sets. The #6646T laser 
printer, priced at $2,054, includes a built
in, 35-font Adobe Postscript controller and 

l.5MBofm mory. The third la rprinter, 
model #6779T, priced at $1,999, ha a 
built-in, 17-font Adobe Po t cript con
troller and 1.5 MB of memory. F aturing 
a 10,OOO-page-per-month duty cycle, the 
new printer are intended for individual 
and small workgroup application. 

The new printer provide 300 x 300dpi 
text and graphic output in land cape 
and portrait mode , on variou izes of 
pap r, nvelop , labels, and heavy tock. 
All thr model fully emulate th HP 
La erjet Serie II, 0 they can work with 
both Data General applications and all 
major third-party oftware. The printer 
ar supported by MV family and Aviion 
y tems, a well a the Da h r Intelligent 

Work tation and other IBM-compatible 
PCs. 

Data General Corporation,3400 Compllter 
Drive, Westboro, MA 01580; 508/898-4246. 

Circle 74 on reader service card. 

New Dasher 
in slimline style 

Westboro-The Da her II-386SX/16z 
personal computer i Data General 
Corporation' newe t mall-footprint 0-

lution to an MV family, Aviion, or PC 
local area network (LA ). 

Hand ling tasks ranging from CEO Ob
ject Office to word proces ing, to spread
sheets and data ba e management, the 
386SX/16z has been certified by ovell 
to be used a a client running etware 
3.11. A slimline design offers ease of up
grading memory and co-proce sor with
out tools. 

Data General Corporation, 3400 Compllter 
Drive, Westboro, MA 01580; 508/898-4087. 

Circle 75 on reader service card. 

Zetaco disk-tape 
controller upgrade 

Minneapolis, M -Zetaco, Inc., an
nounced the addition to its SCZ-5 disk
ta pe controller of three software programs 

COllti'Uled 011 page 72 
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THE 
t. Data General 
• systems 
• spare parts 
• cables 
• upgrades 
• exchanges 

Source 

Call 
Today! 
(818) 

246·4915 

Buy • Sell • Lease • Extensive Inventory 

Verdugo Computers is one of the oldest Data General Dealers in the country. We were established in 1978 
and today we are one of the largest buyers and sellers of Data General and compatible equipment. Our in
house technical staff tests, refurbishes and configures systems to our customers' specifications. All our 
equipment is tested and warranted, whether a complete system or a single part. Our company policy is 
simple: We treat our customers as we would like to be treated. We are insistent that our employees maintain 
a posture of honesty, fairness and courtesy in all business dealings. Please call for your Data General and 
compatible needs. 

ROUGO 
COMPUTERS, INC. 

373 West Palmer Avenue / Unit C / Glendale, CA 91204 
Phone: (818) 246-4915 / FAX: (818) 246-4919 

Circle 60 on reader service card . 



r--_ AD INDEX 

Company PG# RS# Company PG# RS# 

Ames Sciences, Inc. 46 1 NPA Systems, Inc. 35 40 

Asset Remarketing Corporation 33 2 Park Place International 66 41 
B32 Software (US), Inc. 7 3 Pereline Data Systems 42 42 

BL Associates Peripheral Division 57 4 Productivity Systems 18 43 

Claflin & Clayton, Inc. 12 5 Rational Data Systems 15 44 

Compuplan International, Inc. 71 - RAVE Computer Association 21 45 

Computer Engineering International 65 6 Rhintek, Inc. ' 19 46 
Computer Hardware of America 31 7 Sabra Systems, Inc. 66 47 
Computer Maintenance Corporation 46 8 SCIP 1 48 
Computer Wholesalers 13 9 Signal Computer Products 25 49 
Contemporary Cybernetics Group 45 10 Sysgen Data Ltd. 72 50 
Cyberscience Corporation C2 11 :SYSMGR, a division of B.J. Inc. 50 51 
Data Assurance Corporation 22 12 :SYSMGR, a division of B.J. Inc. 13 52 
Data Bank Associates, Inc. 37 13 :SYSMGR Bulletin Board 71 -
Data Bank Associates, Inc. 39 14 Systems Express limited 38 53 
Data General Corporation 41 15 Systems International 55 54 

Data General Corporation 53 16 TextBase Imaging Corp. 33 55 
Data General Professional Services 38 17 Threshold, Inc. 55 56 

Data Investors Corporation 51 18 TLC Systems C3 57 

DataLynx 27 19 Transoft limited 3 58 
DataLynx 75 20 Universal Data Corporation 31 59 

DataPlus 9 21 Verdugo Computers, Inc. 69 60 

Digital Data Systems 73 22 Wild Hare Computer Systems, Inc. 23 61 

Digital Dynamics 52 23 Zetaco 29 62 

OMS Systems, Inc. 11 24 Zortec, Inc. 49 63 

OMS Systems, Inc. 17 39 
OMS Systems, Inc. 73 25 
Eagle Software, Inc. 5 26 

r- PRODUCTS AND SERVICES Eagle Software, Inc. 63 27 
Eagle Software, Inc. 71 - Company PG# RS# 
Flying Point Software 30 28 
HiPerStor/Clearpoint C4 29 Claflin & Clayton, Inc. 72 70 
Indocomp Systems Inc. 47 30 Data Bank Associates, Inc. 75 71 
Innovative Enterprises 47 31 Data General Corporation 68 72 
International Computing Systems 61 32 Data General Corporation 68 73 
Jacobsen & Associates, Inc. 43 33 Data General Corporation 68 74 
MarcAlan Software 59 34 Data General Corporation 68 75 
McBride & Associates 14 35 Data General Corporation 73 76 
Mcintyre's Mini-Computer OMS Systems, Inc. 75 77 

Sales Group, Inc. 67 36 Marc Alan Software, Inc. 74 78 
Minicom Inc. 30 37 Productivity Systems 
Minitab Statistical Software 71 - Development Corporation 73 79 
More Computers, Inc. 50 38 Systems Center, Inc. 75 80 
NADGUG 26 - Transoft Limited 74 81 
NADGUG 74 - Zetaco, Inc. 72 82 
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CLASSIFIED ADS 

SOFTWARE 

Statistical 
Software 

- Powerful 
- Fast 
- Easy-to-use 
-Inexpensive 

MINITAB: ~ 
STATISTICAL SOFTWARE 
3081 Enterp"se Or . Stote College. PA 16801 

814-238-3280 

SERVICES NEEDED 

BBasic Programmers Wanted 
SOFrWARE SUPPORT, APPLI ATIO S develop
ment and upgrades, routine modification to Business 
Ba ic programs for mfg and di tribution industries
A marketed by EDS, Apollo, & ompu lllrcc irca 
1980. Good pay, Oexible part-time hours. Lo; Angel 
arca helpful but not necessary. 
Call (213) 721 -5525 ext. 300. 

11111 1111111111111111 1 

EQUIPMENT 

SUPER SPECIALS 

The World's Most Versatile Line Printer! 

NEW SAVE $3,800 SAVE $520 
DG 6616 450/Lines Per Minute Refurbished IBM 851214" VGA Monitors 
List Price ....... $7.999 List Price ........ $695 
" Super Special" $4,199 " Super Special" $175 

WE ALSO SELL A COMPLETE LINE OF REFURBISHED IBM PS/2's, 
DATA GENERAL AND MANNESMAN-TALLY 

SERVICES 

EAGLE SOFTWARE 
Can Help You With 
./ CEO Imports/Exports 
./ INFOS File Reconstruction 
./ Disk Recovery Services 
./ GSA Contract Pricing 

EAGLE 
SOfl\\Altl I C 

CALL TODAY! 
1-800-477-5432 

P.o . BOX 16 
SALINA . KS · 67402·0016 

Phone (913) 823·7257 
FAX: (913) 823·6185 

DOWNTIME GOT YOU DOWN? 
1"11 kcep your D E LIP E ,y~tcnh 
running until you catch up wilh Ihel11. 

lephen J. Marouli,. 
Y,ICI11!> Managcl11cnt on~lIl1ant 

P.O. Box 36-12. Pough~cep,ic . Iy 12603 
Phone: 914-452-117H. ax: 9 14-452-H IHO 

DIAL-UP BULLETIN BOARDS 

Compuplan International, Inc. 
"SHOW SPECIALIST" 
800-228-8889 ' Fax: 214-224-3281 

I1111111111111 11111111 1 

ON-LINE HELP ___________________ ---, 

Who to call 
for answers about 
NADGUG and FOCUS 

NADGUG 

Membership, RIGs, SIGs 

NADGUG address: 
c/o Danieli & O'Keefe Associates. Inc. 

Chiswick Park 
490 Boston Post Rd. 
Sudbury. MA 01776 
FAX: 508/443-4715 

NADGUG staff .............................................................. 800/253-3902 
(Outside the U.S.) .. ... .................................................. 508/443-3330 

Electronic bulletin board 
(300 or 1200 baud modem) 
Rational Data Systems ................ .. ................................ 415/499-7628 

Focus 

FOCUS Magazine 

512/345-5316 

FOCUS Magazine address: 
c/o Turnkey Publishing. Inc. 

liVingston Building. Suite 250 
3420 Executive Center Dr. 

Aust in. TX 78731 
FAX: 512/343-7633 

Editorial comments, article suggestions .................... Robin Perry 
(please send product announcements to the address listed above) 

Information about advertising ............................ Michelie Sentenne 

FOCUS back issues ...................................... Turnkey Publishing staff 
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PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 
oll tilllled fro III page 68 

y tem admini tration by pro
vidingon-line taw information and func
tionality for the peripheral attached to 
the controll r. The CZ-5 multifunction 
controller i u ed in Data G neral MV 

Rewittd/tllliond program: Provid s the 
convenience of automatically ejecting a 
cartridge from the tape drive, either 8 mm 
or 4 mm OAT, after it's been rewound. 

Tnpe fOl'lnn tter: The SCZ-5 controller sup
port the newe t 8 mm and 4 mm OAT 
cartridge tap drive that can be formatted 
to either low or high den itie . Thi pro
gram allows the operator to elect a pe
cific format (DDS, data compre ion) be
fore actually doing the format. 

eri minicomput r to upport SIdi k 
and tap driv . 

All thr e program ar included free 
with the SCZ-5 contr ller, which i up
pli d in Zeta co' KM di k and tape ub
y t m . Th op rator mu t have th 

"change type" privileg to x cut th 
monitor program . 

Zetnco,itlc. , 11400 Rllpp Drive, Bllrllsville, 
MN 55337; 800/423-3020 or 612/890-5135. 

SCSllllottitor progralll: M nitor the ta
tu of any d vic (u ually magn tic di k 
and ca rtridge tape) on the SCSI bus, and 

Circle 82 on reader service card. 

C & C brings NFS 
server to AOS/VS 

how exactly wha t the device i doing at 
th mom nt. Ther ar 16 tate r port d 
by thi pr gram, om of which includ 
read, writ, ra e, and rewind . For tap 
driv ,th monitor pr gram di play th 
cu rr nt file number, r cord numb r and 
activ S SI command for all units con fig
ur d on the controller. For di k drive, it 

orthboro, MA-Claflin & Clayton, 
Inc., announced the addition of FS (net
work file y t m) erver capability and 
SMTP ( implemail tran fer protocol) for 
the company' AOS/ VS TCP / IP product 
family. Adding the e capabilities mean 

how the la t block numb r acce ed and 
active SCSI command. 
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SVSGENDATALtd. 
I I MARKETING 

4. Data General ~~:'~~I~~f:wORLDWIDE 
MV 15000 MOD 10, 8MB ........................... $12,750 TCB-8 and 16 .................................................. $200 
MV 15000 MOD 20 CPU WIFII. Pl. .............. 16,750 MCP 1 wlTCB ................................................ 1,200 
MV 2000 4MB, Flpy ....................................... 1,800 LAC 12 .............................................................. 800 
MV 20000 Model 2 Upgrade ........................ 13,750 OG 70MB Drive (2000 Format) ......................... 400 
MV 4000 CPU 0 MB .......................................... 500 OG 160 MB Disk ............................................ 1,200 
MV 20000 CPU ............................................ 23,500 4327 B300 ......................................................... 600 
6239 SIS 592MB ............................................ 3,500 Genicom 3320133t8 Printers ............................ 250 
4307H Tape Drive .......................................... 3,500 4596 Printer SIS ............................................. 3,250 
MV 2500, 322MB Orive,Tape ....................... t 1 ,750 32 MB Memory (MV 20000 Style) ................ 12,000 
CSS wl3x 322MB Disk, Tape SIS ................ 12,500 16MB Memory (MV 15000 style) ................... 5,350 
WIOC (MV 10000) ............................................ 750 6236 SIS .... 1 ,250 0210 .................................. 150 
LAN BOARD (15000 Style) ............................ 2,850 0460 ............. 215 0410 .................................. 195 
LAN BOARD (2000 Style) ................................. 750 0411 ............. 225 0211 .................................. 175 
MV 4 & 10 Memory 2MB ................................... 450 0214 ............. 175 0215 .................................. 225 
4364 8600 Printer .......................................... 1,200 0216 New ..... 365 0412 .................................. 325 
LAC 32 ........................................................... 2,750 OG Walkabcut ................................................... 350 
lAC 16 (RS 232) wlTCB 16 ............................ 1,200 Oataram 16MB ............................................... 3,500 
lAC 16 (RS 422) ................ ............................. 1,200 8MB Memory MV 20000 Style ....................... 1,500 
lAC 8-2 .............................................................. 950 OG 6321 Printer wi Sheet Feeder ..................... 350 

SYSGEN OG6321 Printer .................... $350 MV 20000 MOD II Board .. $13,750 

SPECIAL MV 7800XP 10MB .............. 5,500 Motorola Delta 8000 ............ CALL 

AUTHORIZED 0.$ lRleU10A: 

BUY • SELL • TRADE • LEASE 
PRICING SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

ALL EQUIPMENT SOLD IS WARRANTED FOR 30 DAYS 

Authorized 
WordPerfect 

Motorola VAR 

12 ELKLAND ROAD, MELVILLE, NY 11747 (516)491-1100 fax: (516)491 -1559 

Circle 50 on reader service card. 

that full system interoperability is avail
able to all Data General AOS/ VS Classic 
and AOS/VS II customers. 

SMTP will be included as an upgrade to 
TCP / IP. C&C customers already running 
TCP / IP under AOS/ VS Classic or AOS/ 
VS II may purchase the FS server sepa
rately. ew customers may buy the entire 
interoperability package. Prices range 
from $140 to $8,345 depending upon sys
tem configuration. 

Clnflin & Clnyton, lI1C., 203 Southwest 
CII toff, Northboro, MA 01532; 508/393-7979. 

Circ le 70 on reader service card. 

PC trade-in program 

We tboro-DataGeneral'sPCBusiness 
Unit announced what it bills as the "Rolls 
Royce" of all trade-in programs, available 
to theentire DC customer base, end-users, 
value-added resellers (V ARs), and dis
tributor . Until the end of the first quarter 
of fiscal year 1992 you may trade in any 

cus 
• o nth IS 

subscribe 

tofocustoday 

Call 512/345-5316 

or mail/fax the 
subscription card at the 

front of t his magazine 
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existing 286- or 386-based product and 
receive a much a $600 toward the most 
recent and fastest components and peri
pherals. Also available are the latest soft
ware enhancement of MS-DOS 5.0, Mi
cro oft Windows 3.0, Interactive Unix, 

ovell, and sca Unix. 
The trade-in program's features include 

a color monitor with each upgrade and a 
one-year warranty on all models; 2 MB 
system memory on SX/20, and 4 MB sy -
tern memory on 25K; 1.44 MB, high
density floppy drive with each unit; and 
Class I discounts. 

Data General Corporation, 4400 Computer 
Drive, Westboro, MA 01580; 508/366-8911. 

Circle 76 on reader service card. 

Datagen update 

Summerville, sc- ewly relea ed re
vision 2.5 of Datagen, from Productivity 
Systems Development Corporation, i in
tended for data processing shops that de
velop application software in Cobol. 

Datagen supports multiple fi les, mul
tiplescreens, user-definable function key, 
multiple paths to records, and user-acti
vated field duplication. Datagen create 
new files or imports file definition of 
existing files. 

Principle enhancements in the new re
lease include: 
• Handling alternate keys automatically 
• Handling multiple files and multiple 
screens automatically 
• Importing existing file definition . 

Datagen is priced at $8,500 per licen e, 
regardless of machine size. It include a 
three-day training program at the user 
site or in Summerville. Productivity Sy -
terns Development Corporation relea es 
a new revision annually. 

Productivity Systems Development Corpo
ration, P.O. Box 1931, Summerville, SC 
29484-1931; 803/851-3742. 

Circle 79 on reader service card. 

PCBB enhanced 

Lincolnshire, IL-Marc Alan Software's 
new release 1.1 of its Personal Computer 
Busine s Basic (PCBB) converts existing 
double and triple precision Data General 

Focus 73 

Inc. 
Memory Specialists Since 1976 

Moss Storage Subsystems 
SCSI Tape & Hard Drives 

New Products: 

DG Compatible Memory 
All Models 

8GB, 4mm SCSI tape drive 
1.6GB SCSI Hard Drive 

New Product. 
AV4t:iXJ ECC Memory 

DEC Compatible Memory and Accelerators 
All Models New Product. VAX 6CXXl thru 6410 

t Ufetlme worronty on non-mechonicot memory products 
VAX is 0 registered trodemork of Digitol Equipment Corp. 

[ 
:- ]" D GITAL 

i) i);:a ~¢~~EMS I~. 
1551 N .W . 65th A venue 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33313 
TEL: 305-792-3290 
FAX: 305-581 -1325 
Email: sales@dds.UUCP 

Circle 22 on reader service card. 

Back to Basics. 
Introducing the Disk Backup & Recovery 
System for UNIX. OBR is the fast, 
flexible, & reliable backup solution 
you need to protect your valuable 
data files. Stumbling blocks that 
result in lost data can now be 
replaced with OBR's building 
blocks of effective system 
management. 

OBR supports QIC, 8mm, 4mm & other backup devices . • OBR allows 
multiple backups on one tape . • OBR automatically spans multiple 
volumes . • OBR enables fast positioning when restoring files . • OBR 
supports tar, cpio & VS formats . • OBR also supports TCP/IP networks. 

W hy wait? Get back to basics. Call to get your copy of OBR today! 

800-284-8333 
Come see us ot NADGUG '91 - Booth #430. 

GAil Disk Backup & Recovery 
1111 Brickyard Road . Salt lake City, Utah . 84106 • (SOl) 484-3333 

OMS Systems. Inc. In the U.K. call 0 800 896 071 • FAX (SO I) 484-3367 . TELEX 3729991 

Circle 25 on reader service card. 



Bu ine s Ba ic application and data to 
single or multi-user MS-DOS or PC-DOS 
environments. Binary compatibility allows 
data and index file to be moved and 
utilized without modification. 

windows per creen for true full-color, 
PC-style, point-and-click applications 
• KPREV index file support 
• Support for terminal type 6 and 8. 
• Comprehensive on-line Business Basic 
manual. Enhancements include: 

• Microsoft mouse support Marc Alan Software, Inc., 22096 North Pet 
lAne, Lincolnshire, 11 60069; 800/728-7387. • high-level optimization producing mall 

run-time modules 
• Pop-up windows, supporting up to 64 Circle 78 on reader service card. 
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liD 
ata General relies on NADGUG for two-way 

'---_ .... 
communication with our user community. You learn more 
about Data General in Focus, and we listen to your 
concerns and suggestions through NADGUG surveys and 
at conferences and other meetings. One of the best things 
you can do for yourself, your company, and for Data 
General, is to become a member of NADGUG." 

- Stephen Paul Baxter 
Vice President, Corporate Marketing 
Data General Corporation 

NORTH AMERICAN 
DATA GENERAL 

USERS GROUP 

1-800-253-3902 • 1-508-443-3330 outside U.S. 

Faster reports 
from UBB 

London- UBB Embedded U /SQL, an 
add-on option to UBB, enables UBB devel
opers to produce reports in minutes that 
might otherwise take days. Available now 
from Transoft Limited, Embedded U /SQL 
can generate SQL-type reports from exist
ing ISAM files with just one line of code. 

Embedded U /SQL obtains all file and 
data information from a data dictionary 
et up using Transoft's U / SQL standalone 

report generator. There's no need for the 
normalPRl TFILEUSI Gstatements, or 
for the expense and overhead of a relation
al data ba e-embedded U/SQL works 
directly on the user's existing ISAM files. 

The new release i available under MS
DOS and a range of Unix platforms, in
cluding Data General's Aviion family. It 
may be ordered as an add-on to any up
ported copy of UBB. Prices depend on the 
number ofUBB users, starting from $85 for 
a single-user copy on a Pc. 

Transoft Limited, Nash House, Datchet 
Road, Slough Sl.3 7LR, England; +44 753-
692-332. 

Circle 81 on reader service card . 

Compress CEO 
documents with AIM 

Germantown, MD-The Archive Inter
face Module (AIM) from Data Bank Asso
ciates provides for the use of Arc libraries 
in the Data General CEO environment. 
Documents may be flagged by the user for 
the on-line "archive" with an overnight 
updateofthe library. Individual u ers may 
extract compressed documents in a matter 
of seconds. AIM operates through the use 
of CEO Toolkit in order toen uredata base 
integrity. 

AIM relieves CEO system managers 
from having to restore many documents 
from magnetic tape, thereby avoiding tape 
failure. AIM may also be used in CEO 
environments that do not currently enable 
"archiving." AIM maintains its own data 
base and sets the appropriate archive 
"flags" only when the CEO manager has 
enabled this attribute. 

With three-tier pricing for low-end, 
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medium, and high- nd y tem , AIM 
rang from $2,000 for the low-end MV / 
1000 to 6,000 for the MV /40000. DBA i 
off ring a 30 perc nt introductory di -
count on AIM through th nd of 1991 (a 
licen ed copy of Arc i required). Arc li
c n are availabl parat Iy for $995 
rega rdl f PU ize. 

Dntn Bnl/k A ocinte, IIIC., 20010 Cel/tllry 
Blvd., SlIite 104, Gerlllnl/towlI, MD 20874-
1118; 301/540-5562. 

Circle 71 on reader service card . 

Unix backup 
and restore 

Re ton, VA- y tem Center' Unit ch 
Software Divi ion offer a new relea e of 
Backup.Unet oftware for automating 
backup and r tor of multi-vendor Unix 
network . Relea e2.00fBackup. netadds 
a g raphical u er interface (GUI), upport 
for tap jukeboxe , and int llig nt device 
el ctionforp rf rmingunattend d back

up . 
Th X-Window -ba d GUI provid a 

common interface acro heterog n ous 
Unix platform. ing a mou and pull
down menu . Backup.Unet al 0 upport 
an AS II menu interface and a command 
line interface. 

Backup.Unet' jukebox upport nable 
input-output command to operate 8 mm 
tap jukeboxe . Backup.Unet' command 
may be modified to work with a variety of 
oth r jukeboxe . Intelligent device elec
tion allow an operator to configur and 
premount multiple tape device 0 that 
Backup.Un t can automatically elect the 
next availabl tape and complete backup 
in a "ligh ts-out" unattended ite. 

Pricing- ba ed on the computer cla 
of the large t CPU in the LA ,and by the 
numberofdi knode - tartsat$7,500for 
a 10-node network. 

Systellls Cel/ter, /IIC., 1800 Alexnllder Bell 
Drive, Restol/ , VA 22091; 703/264-8000. 

Circle 80 on reader service card . 

Cross-platform 
data protection 

Salt Lake City, UT- MV Server for the 
Unix disk backup and recovery sy tem 
(DBR) is now available from OMS Sys-

FOCLls 

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

exchang m thods. tem , Inc., off ring f1 xibility to MV u er 
down izing to Unix platform, including 
Data General' Avii n. 

Th DBR MV S rv r work on TCP / IP 
networks to allow Unix disks to be backed 
up to MV device. The MV Ser er work 
in conjuncti n with DBR on Unix ma
chine. Thi utility run on AOS/VS II, 
and i offer d a an alterna tive to avail

The co t of the MV Server fo r DBR i 
$2,000 for all mod I . Current AOS/ VS II 
DBR oftwaresubscriptioncustomers will 
automatically receive the MV Server as 
part of their next DBR upgrade. 

DMS Systellls, II/C., 1111 Brickynrd Rond, 
Sn it Lake City, UT 84106; 801/484-3333. fl 

abl network file Circle 77 on reader service card. 

Universal 

Magic 

Tool 

Box 
At last, the famous UNIVERSAL MAGIC TOOL BOX unveiled by 
SYSINFO at the Seattle NADGUG, is now available in English, Gennan, Dutch, 
Spanish, etc ... as well as in French. 

Discover why the major French organizations are now all rushing to convert their 
operations to MAGIC, including one of the top five coounercial French banks which has, 
using MAGIC, fully automated all its daily data processing functions with almost no 
operator intervention (backups, uploading & downloading of infonnation over XODIAC 
between dozens of machines, event driven operations & jobs, etc ... ) 

UNIVERSAL MAGIC TOOL BOX will now run on your AOSNS, 
AOSNS II, and UNIX machines, thus providing you with a totally integrated 
environment encompassing all your past, current, and future computers. 

Who would have thought this possible : 

• The CU or Unix SHELL in pulldown and Windows presentation 7 

• An XlREE like display of all your directories and files? 

• The ability to create a toc.al.ly event driven (yes!!) environment with almost no 
operator intervention ? 
Well, this is possible. And it is available NOW! 
For more infonnation, oontact.. ... 

DataL ynx . 66.59 Convoy Ct .. San Diego, CA 92111 
PHONE: (619) .560-8112. FAX (619) .560-8114 
Le Software Man. Bolt .54.5 . London N7 8DF - ENGLAND 
PHONE: +44-71-3.54-8414 FAX : +44-71-226-201.5 
SYSINFO . 493, Route du Medoc 33.520 BRUGES - FRANCE 
PHONE: .56 . .57.67.94 - FAX : .56.28.72.89 

See us at NADGUG, Booth #411 

Circle 20 on reader service card. 
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IN GENERAL 

Data 
Specific 

Deck the Hall-Marks 
A viion ervers and workstations will 

be offered by Hall-Mark Electronics Cor
poration, the nation' largest private dis
tributor of electronic components and 
computer y tems. 

Hall-Mark will distribute Aviions 
through its nationwide network of 33 di -
tribution centers, initially executing a co
operative advertising program targeted 
at Pick resellers. 

Through its network, Hall-Mark pro
vides VARs (value-added re ellers) with 
local support, parts inventory, and financ
ing. Hall-Mark's Dallas-based TECenter 
provides system and network integration, 
testing, product evaluation, a toll-free 
hotline, and other technical service for 
VARs. 

"We are very excited about thi new 
relationship because it positions us to bet
ter serve current Pick V ARs as they begin 
to host their solutions on Unix. We feel 
that the price/performance offered by 
Data General's Aviion family makes it the 
ideal platform for Pick V ARs making the 
change to Unix/RISC," said Joe Semmer, 
president and CEO of Hall-Mark. 

Transoft to supply 
Genuine Parts 

Transoft of England won a long-term 
contract to supply its 386 Unix Business 
Basic product to Genuine Parts Company 
of Atlanta. Genuine Parts will use UBB to 
convert some 5,000 TAMS (Total Auto
motive Management System) sites from 
proprietary DC Business Basic (BBASIC) 
systems to Unix. According to Transoft, 
the move will take several years to com
plete. Genuine Parts Company supplies 
5,900 APA ( ational Auto Parts Asso
ciation) stores throughout the U.s and 
western Canada-5,000 of these use the 
TAMS system. 

Transoft was formed in 1986 and spe
cializes in portability and productivity 
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tools for BBASIC u er . Genuine Part 
Company i Data General' large t value
added reseller, by volume. 

Eagle for Uncle Sam 
Eagle Software, Inc., announced it GSA 

chedule contract award number 
GSOOK92AGS5936, effective October 1, 
1991 through September 30,1992. Federal 
government agencie may purcha e 
Eagle's product in the mo t practical and 
co t-effective method. 

Eagle offer a variety of performance
enhancingutilitie thatrunexclu ivelyon 
DG' MV line of minicomputer. F deral 
government purcha ing agent may call 
Dal Swindler, vice pr ident of market
ing and ale, 800/477-5432 or 913/823-
7257. 

Kansas City, 
here we come! 

Can't get enough of NADGUG? Feel 
like you're missing outon something big? 
Mark your calendars now for October 12-
15,1992. That' theweekofthe ADGUG 
92 conference, which takes place in Kan
sas City, MO. 

System Z in Germany 
Zortec, Inc., producer of Sy tem Z, a 

fourth-generation software development 
language that runs on Aviion computer, 
represented Tennessee at the international 
Systems 91 conference and exhibition in 
Munich, Germany, October 21-26. The 
huge technology show meets every two 
years and attracts more than 1,500 exhibi
tors. Zortec exhibited its product in the 
"Made in America" pavilion. 

User notes 
New officers for DGUI 

The Data General Users of Indiana 
elected new officers for the 1992 year. 
They are Theresa Lucas of Universal Dis
tributors, president; Mark Langner, QIS 
En terp rises, vice preSident; Neil 
Buchanan, Wood-Mizer, secretary; and 
Jerry Waldon, Pictorial, Inc., treasurer.6 

Wordperfect's 
freaky Friday 

On October 25, a very strange 
thing happen d to u er f 
Wordperfect 5.0 on Data G neral 
MV computer. Starting in ew 
Zealand,and happening around the 
world a the day began, Word
perfect 5.0 u er with interim 5.0.1 
and 5.0.2 updates w re unable to 
print document . When they at
tempted to print, the following 
me ag appeared: "Error: Docu
ment is too complex to print: 8; 
Held." 

It wa not a time bomb or com
puter viru de igned by a di -
gruntled former mploy and et 
to go off the Friday before Hallow
een. According to Wordperfect 
Corp., the printing problem was 
cau ed by a bug in the Data General 
runtime library. On the date Octo
ber25, 1991, the Data General AOS/ 
VS operating y t m r turn an in
correct valu for TIMES, the Unix 
system call that the Wordp rfect 
formatter program (WPP50.PR) 
u e to return the CPU tim u d by 
a process. 

Wordperfect developers wer 
fir t notified of the probl m a round 
5 p.m. on Thursday, October 24. 
Rocky Snow, managerofcu tomer 
support for the Data General Divi
sion, was working wh n the call 
came from ew Zealand. "I us
pected that maybe he had a cor
rupted file in one of the temporary 
print directories that either the print 
server or the formatter u es," said 
Snow. He worked on the problem 
until around 10 p.m. tha t evening. 
The following morning, as domes
tic users were waking up to find 
they could not print documents, 
Developer Chuck Swank discov
ered the cause of the printing prob
lem, and wrote a quick workaround 
that patched out the troublesome 
call. Swank's workaround was 
distributed to Data General, Word
perfect res ellers, and regional man
agers who notified end users. 6 
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The I/O Solution of the 90s from _ iP =- Stllr T" 

High Performance 
Storage Solutions 
for the MV Family 
Take advantage of unprecedented performance options with the 
DGMS .. SC family of tape and disk controller subsystems: 

1. High .. performance dual BMC/dual SCSI .. 2 tape and disk 
subsystems 

2. 500+ I/Os per second, over 2x the 
performance of DG' s R.A.M.S. 
(DG's highest performance 
subsystem) 

3. Supports 14 SCSI disk and/or 
tape devices from one controller 

4. Each SCSI bus can be 
configured to support single .. 
ended or differential devices 

5. Data General R.A.M.S. and 
CSS emulation including 
hardware mirroring (RAID 1) 

Contact your HiPerStor Authorized Di tributor: 

TLC NPA We t 
Hop dale, MA 
00-966-4TL 

Fairfi ItI , A 
0-999-4672 

Call or fax for more information 
on HiPerStor's industry-changing 
tape and disk controller! 

Grumman y tern upport 
W dbury, NY 
00-922-1225 

lnterscience Computer Corp. 
Ag ura Hill , CA 
00-627-2007 

Rave Computer 
terling Height, MI 

(313) 939- 230 

See us at NADGUG, 
Booth #500 

HiPerStor is a wholly-owned subsidiary of C Clearpoint 

HiPerStor/ClearpointTM 

35 Park wood Drive 
Hopkinton, MA 01748 

(50 ) 435-2000 
1-800-CLEARPT 

FAX: (508) 435-7530 

High Performance Storage Solutions 
OC<lrrOlni IS a ftgtJltrtd lradtmatk of tarpolRl RtK.Irch Corpora11OO. 

MV. 8M . R.A.M." .andOO:a~uackma,bofDala~raICorporaltOn. 

Circle 29 on reader service card. 
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